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IP1

New Frontiers in Structure vs Randomness with
Applications to Combinatorics, Complexity, Algo-
rithms.

In 1936, Erdos and Hajnal asked the following: Suppose
you have a set S of integers from {1, 2, . . . , N} that contains
at least N/C elements. Then, for large enough N , must
S have three equally spaced numbers (i.e., a 3-term arith-
metic progression)? Behrend in 1946 showed that C can be

at most exp(
√

( logN)). Since then, the problem has been
a cornerstone of the area of additive combinatorics, with
the best bound being C = (logN)(1+c) for some constant
c > 0. Recent work obtained an exponential improvement
showing that C can be as big as exp((logN)0.09), thus get-
ting closer to Behrend’s construction. In this talk, I will de-
scribe this result and the main ingredient, a new variant of
the “structure vs. randomness” paradigm. The latter is an
old technique with many applications in complexity theory,
algorithm design, and number theory, and the new variant
can potentially lead to further progress. I will highlight two
such applications: 1. Communication complexity: explicit
separations between randomized and deterministic multi-
party protocols. 2. Algorithm design: fast combinatorial
algorithms for Boolean matrix multiplication, leading to
fast algorithms saving more than poly(log) factors for enu-
merating triangles in graphs. Based on works with Amir
Abboud, Nick Fischer, Zander Kelley, Shachar Lovett.

Raghu Meka
UCLA
raghum@cs.ucla.edu

IP2

How to get from A to B?

Starting with the famous ”14-15 puzzle” attributed to Sam
Loyd, many geometric, combinatorial, algebraic, and algo-
rithmic questions can be phrased in the following form.
Given two configurations, A and B, how can one transform
A to B through a sequence of moves of a given type? Is
this possible at all? We discuss several problems of this
kind, including a basic problem in motion planning (joint
work with Herbert Edelsbrunner), and a more recent puzzle
by Kovaldzhi and Brunck with linear algebraic background
(joint work with Gábor Tardos). We will also state some
challenging open problems.

János Pach
Rényi Institute of Mathematics, Budapest
pach@cims.nyu.edu

IP3

Constructing and deConstructing Trust: A Cryp-
tographers Perspective on the ML Pipeline

I will describe how to use cryptographic modeling and tools
to achieve privacy, accuracy and robustness throughout the
machine learning pipeline in the presence of computation-
ally bounded adversaries.

Shafi Goldwasser
University of California, Berkeley and Simons Institute,
U.S

shafi.goldwasser@gmail.com

IP4

Markov Chains for Collective Behaviors

Programmable matter explores how collections of compu-
tationally limited agents acting locally and asynchronously
can achieve some useful coordinated behavior, spanning
particle systems, colonies, and simple robot swarms. We
take a stochastic approach using techniques from ran-
domized algorithms and statistical physics to develop dis-
tributed algorithms for emergent collective behaviors that
give guarantees and are robust to failures.

Dana Randall
Georgia Institute of Technology
randall@cc.gatech.edu

CP1

Breaking the 3/4 Barrier for Approximate Maximin
Share

We study the fundamental problem of fairly allocating a
set of indivisible goods among n agents with additive valu-
ations using the desirable fairness notion of maximin share
(MMS). MMS is the most popular share-based notion, in
which an agent finds an allocation fair to her if she receives
goods worth at least her MMS value. An allocation is called
MMS if all agents receive at least their MMS value. How-
ever, since MMS allocations need not exist when n > 2, a
series of works showed the existence of approximate MMS
allocations with the current best factor of 3

4
+ O( 1

n
). The

recent work by Akrami et al. showed the limitations of ex-
isting approaches and proved that they cannot improve this
factor to 3/4 +Ω(1). In this paper, we bypass these barri-
ers to show the existence of ( 3

4
+ 3

3836
)-MMS allocations by

developing new reduction rules and analysis techniques.

Hannaneh Akrami
Max Planck Institute for Informatics
Graduate School of Computer Science, Saarland
University
hakrami@mpi-inf.mpg.de

Jugal Garg
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
jugal@illinois.edu

CP1

On the Tractability Frontier of Combinatorial Con-
tracts

We explore the tractability frontier for combinatorial con-
tracts in the single-agent combinatorial action model of
[Duetting, Ezra, Feldman, Kesselheim, FOCS 2021] and
the multi-agent model of [Duetting, Ezra, Feldman, Kessel-
heim, STOC 2023]. For the single-agent combinatorial
action setting, we give a poly-time algorithm for finding
the optimal contract, provided that the agent’s demand
problem can be solved efficiently and there are poly-many
breakpoints in the agent’s demand. This implies an effi-
cient algorithm for supermodular rewards and submodular
costs. We also explore a setting with XOS rewards and
additive costs, and show that existing approaches provably
fail. For the multi-agent setting, our focus is on settings
with supermodular rewards. We give an additive PTAS
for a natural class of graph-based rewards when the agents
have identical costs, and show that even in this special case
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it’s NP-hard to obtain any finite multiplicative approxima-
tion, or an additive FPTAS.

Ramiro Deo-Campo Vuong
University of Southern California
rdeocamp@usc.edu

Paul Duetting
Google Research
duetting@google.com

Shaddin Dughmi
University of Southern California
shaddin@usc.edu

Michal Feldman
Tel Aviv University
Microsoft Research Israel
mfeldman@tauex.tau.ac.il

Yoav Gal Tzur
Tel Aviv University
yoavgaltzur@mail.tau.ac.il

Neel B. Patel, Aditya Prasad
University of Southern California
neelbpat@usc.edu, aprasad4@usc.edu

CP1

Revenue Maximization for Buyers with Costly Par-
ticipation

We study mechanisms for selling a single item when buy-
ers have private costs for participating in the mechanism.
An agent’s participation cost can also be interpreted as
an outside option value that she must forego to partici-
pate. This substantially changes the revenue maximiza-
tion problem, which becomes non-convex in the presence
of participation costs. For multiple buyers, we show how
to construct a (2+ϵ)-approximately revenue-optimal mech-
anism in polynomial time. Our approach makes use of a
many-buyers-to-single-buyer reduction, and in the single-
buyer case our mechanism improves to an FPTAS. We also
bound the menu size and the sample complexity for the
optimal single-buyer mechanism. Moreover, we show that
posting a single price in the single-buyer case is in fact opti-
mal under the assumption that either (1) the participation
cost is independent of the value, and the value distribution
has decreasing marginal revenue or monotone hazard rate;
or (2) the participation cost is a concave function of the
value. When there are multiple buyers, we show that se-
quential posted pricing guarantees a large fraction of the
optimal revenue under similar conditions.

Yannai A. Gonczarowski
Microsoft Research
yannai@gonch.name

Nicole Immorlica
Microsoft Research, USA
nicimm@gmail.com

Yingkai Li
Yale University
yingkai.li@yale.edu

Brendan Lucier
Microsoft Research

brlucier@microsoft.com

CP1

Impossibilities for Obviously-Strategy-Proof Mech-
anisms

We explore the approximation power of deterministic ob-
viously strategy-proof mechanisms in auctions, where the
objective is welfare maximization. A trivial ascending auc-
tion on the grand bundle guarantees an approximation of
min{m,n} for all valuation classes, where m is the number
of items and n is the number of bidders. We focus on two
classes of valuations considered simple: additive valuations
and unit-demand valuations. For additive valuations, Bade
and Gonczarowski [EC’17] have shown that exact welfare
maximization is impossible. No impossibilities are known
for unit-demand valuations. We show that if bidders’ val-
uations are additive or unit-demand, then no obviously
strategy-proof mechanism gives an approximation better
than min{m,n}. Thus, the aforementioned trivial ascend-
ing auction on the grand bundle is the optimal obviously
strategy-proof mechanism. These results illustrate a stark
separation between the power of dominant-strategy and
obviously strategy-proof mechanisms. The reason for it is
that for both of these classes the dominant-strategy VCG
mechanism does not only optimize the welfare exactly, but
is also easy both from a computation and communication
perspective. In addition, we prove tight impossibilities for
unknown single-minded bidders in a multi-unit auction and
in a combinatorial auction. We show that in these envi-
ronments as well, a trivial ascending auction on the grand
bundle is optimal.

Shiri Ron
Weizmann Institute of Science
shiri.ron@mail.huji.ac.il

CP1

Prior-Independent Auctions for Heterogeneous
Bidders

We study the design of prior-independent auctions in a
setting with heterogeneous bidders. In particular, we con-
sider the setting of selling to n bidders whose values are
drawn from n independent but not necessarily identical dis-
tributions. We work in the robust auction design regime,
where we assume the seller has no knowledge of the bid-
ders’ value distributions and must design a mechanism
that is prior-independent. While there have been many
strong results on prior-independent auction design in the
i.i.d. setting, not much is known for the heterogeneous
setting, even though the latter is of significant practical
importance. Unfortunately, no prior-independent mecha-
nism can hope to always guarantee any approximation to
Myerson’s revenue in the heterogeneous setting; similarly,
no prior-independent mechanism can consistently do bet-
ter than the second-price auction. In light of this, we de-
sign a family of (parametrized) randomized auctions which
approximates at least one of these benchmarks: For het-
erogeneous bidders with regular value distributions, our
mechanisms either achieve a good approximation of the ex-
pected revenue of an optimal mechanism (which knows the
bidders’ distributions) or exceeds that of the second-price
auction by a certain multiplicative factor.

Guru Guruganesh
Google Research
gurug@google.com
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Aranyak Mehta, Di Wang
Google
aranyak@google.com, wadi@google.com

Kangning Wang
Stanford University
knwang@stanford.edu

CP2

Dynamically Maintaining the Persistent Homology
of Time Series

We present a dynamic data structure for maintaining the
persistent homology of a time series of real numbers. The
data structure supports local operations, including the in-
sertion and deletion of an item and the cutting and con-
catenating of lists, each in time O(log?n+k), in which n is
the number of critical items and k is the number of changes
in the augmented persistence diagram. To achieve this, we
design a tailor-made tree structure with an unconventional
representation, referred to as banana tree, which may be
useful in its own right.

Sebastiano Cultrera Di Montesano,
Herbert Edelsbrunner, Monika Henzinger
Institute of Science and Technolology Austria
sebastiano.cultrera@ist.ac.at,
herbert.edelsbrunner@ist.ac.at,
monika.henzinger@ist.ac.at

Lara Ost
Department of Computer Science, University of Vienna
lara.ost@univie.ac.at

CP2

Vertical Decomposition in 3D and 4D with Appli-
cations to Line Nearest-Neighbor Searching in 3D

Vertical decomposition is a widely used general technique
for decomposing the cells of arrangements of semi-algebraic
sets in Rd into constant-complexity subcells. In this paper,
we settle in the affirmative a few long-standing open prob-
lems involving the vertical decomposition of substructures
of arrangements for d = 3, 4: (i) Let S be a collection of
n semi-algebraic sets of constant complexity in R3, and let
U(m) be an upper bound on the complexity of the union
U(S ′) of any subset S ′ ⊆ S of size at most m. We prove
that the complexity of the vertical decomposition of the
complement of U(S) is O∗(n2 + U(n)) (where the O∗(·)
notation hides subpolynomial factors). We also show that
the complexity of the vertical decomposition of the entire
arrangement AS) is O∗(n2+X), where X is the number of
vertices in A(S). (ii) Let F be a collection of n trivariate
functions whose graphs are semi-algebraic sets of constant
complexity. We show that the complexity of the vertical
decomposition of the portion of the arrangement A(F) in
R4 lying below the lower envelope of F is O∗(n3). These
results lead to efficient algorithms for a variety of problems
involving these decompositions. In addition, as a main do-
main of applications, we study various proximity problems
involving points and lines in R3.

Esther Ezra
Bar-Ilan University
ezraest@cs.biu.ac.il

Pankaj K. Agarwal
Duke University
pankaj@duke.edu

MICHA Sharir
Tel-Aviv University
s.micha7777@gmail.com

CP2

Dynamic Dynamic Time Warping

The Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) distance is a popu-
lar similarity measure for polygonal curves (i.e., sequences
of points). It finds many theoretical and practical applica-
tions, especially for temporal data, and is known to be a ro-
bust, outlier-insensitive alternative to the Frechet distance.
For static curves of at most n points, the DTW distance
can be computed in O(n2) time in constant dimension.
This tightly matches a SETH-based lower bound, even for
curves in R1. In this work, we study dynamic algorithms
for the DTW distance. Here, the goal is to design a data
structure that can be efficiently updated to accommodate
local changes to one or both curves, such as inserting or
deleting vertices and, after each operation, reports the up-
dated DTW distance. We give such a data structure with
update and query time O(n1.5 log n), where n is the max-
imum length of the curves. As our main result, we prove
that our data structure is conditionally optimal, up to sub-
polynomial factors. More precisely, we prove that, already
for curves in R1, there is no dynamic algorithm to maintain
the DTW distance with update and query time O(n1.5−δ)
for any constant δ > 0, unless the Negative-k-Clique Hy-
pothesis fails. In fact, we give matching upper and lower
bounds for various trade-offs between update and query
time, even in cases where the lengths of the curves differ.

Karl Bringmann
Saarland University and Max Planck Institute for
Informatics
Saarland Informatics Campus, Germany
bringmann@cs.uni-saarland.de

Nick Fischer
Weizmann Institute of Science
nick.fischer@weizmann.ac.il

Ivor Hoog
Technical University of Denmark
vanderhoog@gmail.com

Evangelos Kipouridis

BARC (Basic Algorithms Research Copenhagen)
University of Copenhagen
kipouridis@cs.uni-saarland.de

Tomasz Kociumaka
Max Planck Institute for Informatics
tomasz.kociumaka@mpi-inf.mpg.de

Eva Rotenberg
Technical University of Denmark
erot@dtu.dk

CP2

Sorting Pattern-Avoiding Permutations via 0-1
Matrices Forbidding Product Patterns

We consider the problem of comparison-sorting an
n-permutation S that avoids some k-permutation π.
Chalermsook, Goswami, Kozma, Mehlhorn, and Saranu-
rak prove that when S is sorted by inserting the elements
into the GreedyFuture binary search tree, the running time
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is linear in the extremal function Ex(P ⊗ hat, n). This
is the maximum number of 1s in an n × n 0–1 matrix
avoiding P ⊗ hat, where P ⊗ hat is the Kronecker prod-
uct of the k × k permutation matrix P representing π
and a 2x3 “hat’ pattern. Applying off-the-shelf results
on the extremal functions of 0–1 matrices, it was known

that Ex(P⊗hat, n) = Ω(nα(n)) and O(n ·2(α(n))3k/2−O(1)

),
where α(n) is the inverse-Ackermann function. In this pa-
per we give nearly tight upper and lower bounds on the
density of P ⊗ hat-free matrices in terms of “n’, and im-
prove the dependence on “k’ from doubly exponential to
singly exponential. Ex(P ⊗ hat, n) = Ω(n · 2α(n)) and

O(n · 2O(k2)+(1+o(1))α(n)). As a consequence, sorting π-

free sequences can be performed in O(n2(1+o(1))α(n)) time.
For many corollaries of the dynamic optimality conjecture,
the best analysis uses forbidden 0–1 matrix theory. Our
analysis may be useful in analyzing other classes of access
sequences on binary search trees.

Parinya Chalermsook
Aalto University, Espoo, Finland
parinya.chalermsook@aalto.fi

Seth Pettie
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
seth@pettie.net

Sorrachai Yingchareonthawornchai
Simons Institute, UC Berkeley
sorrachai.yingchareonthawornchai@aalto.fi

CP2

Dynamic Dictionary with Subconstant Wasted Bits
Per Key

Dictionaries have been one of the central questions in data
structures. A dictionary data structure maintains a set
of key-value pairs under insertions and deletions such that
given a query key, the data structure efficiently returns its
value. The state-of-the-art dictionaries [Bender, Farach-
Colton, Kuszmaul, Kuszmaul, Liu 2022] store n key-value

pairs with only O(n log(k) n) bits of redundancy, and sup-
port all operations in O(k) time, for k ≤ log∗ n. It was re-
cently shown to be optimal [Li, Liang, Yu, Zhou 2023b]. In
this paper, we study the regime where the redundant bits
is R = o(n), and show that when R is at least n/poly logn,
all operations can be supported in O(log∗ n + log(n/R))
time, matching the lower bound in this regime [Li, Liang,
Yu, Zhou 2023b]. We present two data structures based on
which range R is in. The data structure for R < n/ log0.1 n
utilizes a generalization of adapters studied in [Berger,
Kuszmaul, Polak, Tidor, Wein 2022] and [Li, Liang, Yu,
Zhou 2023a]. The data structure for R ≥ n/ log0.1 n is
based on recursively hashing into buckets with logarithmic
sizes.

Tianxiao Li, Jingxun Liang
Tsinghua University
litx20@mails.tsinghua.edu.cn,
liangjx20@mails.tsinghua.edu.cn

Huacheng Yu
Princeton University
yuhch123@gmail.com

Renfei Zhou
Tsinghua University

zhourf20@mails.tsinghua.edu.cn

CP3

Optimally Repurposing Existing Algorithms to Ob-
tain Exponential-Time Approximations

The goal of this paper is to understand how exponential-
time approximation algorithms can be obtained from ex-
isting polynomial-time approximation algorithms, existing
parameterized exact algorithms, and existing parameter-
ized approximation algorithms. More formally, we consider
a monotone subset minimization problem over a universe
of size n (e.g., Vertex Cover or Feedback Vertex Set). We
have access to an algorithm that finds an α-approximate
solution in time ck ·nO(1) if a solution of size k exists (and
more generally, an extension algorithm that can approxi-
mate in a similar way if a set can be extended to a solution
with k further elements). Our goal is to obtain a dn ·nO(1)

time β-approximation algorithm for the problem with d as
small as possible. That is, for every fixed α, c, β ≥ 1, we
would like to determine the smallest possible d that can
be achieved in a model where our problem-specific knowl-
edge is limited to checking the feasibility of a solution and
invoking the α-approximate extension algorithm. Our re-
sults completely resolve this question: - For every fixed
α, c, β ≥ 1, a simple algorithm (”approximate monotone
local search”) achieves the optimum value of d. - Given
α, c, β ≥ 1, we can efficiently compute the optimum d up
to any precision ϵ > 0.

Baris Can Esmer
CISPA Helmholtz Center for Information Security
Saarland University
baris-can.esmer@cispa.de

Ariel Kulik
CISPA Helmholtz Center for Information Security
, Saarland Informatics Campus, Germany
ariel.kulik@cispa.de

Dániel Marx
CISPA Helmholtz Center for Information Security
marx@cispa.de

Daniel Neuen
University of Bremen
dneuen@uni-bremen.de

Roohani Sharma
Max Planck Institute of Informatics
roohani.sharma90@gmail.com

CP3

Tree Containment Above Minimum Degree is FPT

According to the classic Chvatal’s Lemma from 1977, a
graph of minimum degree δ(G) contains every tree on
δ(G)+1 vertices. Our main result is the following algorith-
mic “extension’ of Chvl’s Lemma: For any n-vertex graph
G, integer k, and a tree T on at most δ(G) + k vertices,
deciding whether G contains a subgraph isomorphic to T ,
can be done in time f(k) · nO(1) for some function f of
k only. The proof of our main result is based on an in-
terplay between extremal graph theory and parameterized
algorithms.

Fedor Fomin
Dep. of Informatics
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University of Bergen
fedor.fomin@uib.no

Petr Golovach
University of Bergen, Norway
petr.golovach@uib.no

Danil Sagunov
St. Petersburg Department of V.A. Steklov Institute
of Mathematics
danilka.pro@gmail.com

Kirill Simonov
TU Wien
kirillsimonov@gmail.com

CP3

Determinantal Sieving

We introduce determinantal sieving, a new, remarkably
powerful tool in the toolbox of algebraic FPT algorithms.
Given a polynomial P (X) on a set of variables X =
{x1, . . . , xn} and a linear matroid M = (X, I) of rank k,
both over a field F of characteristic 2, in 2k evaluations we
can sieve for multilinear terms in the monomial expansion
of P whose support is a basis for M . Alternatively, using
2k evaluations of P we can sieve for those monomials whose
odd support spans M . Applying this framework, we im-
prove on a range of algebraic FPT algorithms, such as: 1.
q-Matroid Intersection in time O∗(2(q−2)k) and q-Matroid
Parity in time O∗(2qk), improving on O∗(4qk) (Brand
and Pratt, ICALP 2021) 2. T -Cycle, Colourful (s, t)-
Path, Colourful (S, T )-Linkage in undirected graphs, all in

O∗(2k) time, improving on O∗(2k+|S|) (Fomin et al., SODA
2023) 3. Instances of the Diverse X paradigm, such as k-

Distinct Branchings improving from time O∗(2O(k log k)) to
O∗(2k) (Bang-Jensen et al., ESA 2021), and Diverse Per-

fect Matchings from O∗(22
O(rd)

) to O∗(2r(r−1)/2) (Fomin et
al., STACS 2021) Over general fields, we achieve similar re-
sults using exponential space via the exterior algebra. For
a certain class of monotone arithmetic circuits, we achieve
the same running time. However, the odd support sieving
result appears to be specific to characteristic 2.

Eduard Eiben
Royal Holloway University of London, Egham, UK
eduard.eiben@rhul.ac.uk

Tomohiro Koana
TU Berlin
tomohiro.koana@tu-berlin.de

Magnus Wahlström
Royal Holloway, University of London
Magnus.Wahlstrom@rhul.ac.uk

CP3

Shortest Disjoint Paths on a Grid

The well-known k-disjoint paths problem involves finding
pairwise vertex-disjoint paths between k specified pairs of
vertices within a given graph if they exist. In the short-
est k-disjoint paths problem one looks for such paths of
minimum total length. Despite nearly 50 years of active
research on the k-disjoint paths problem, many open prob-
lems and complexity gaps still persist. A particularly well-
defined scenario, inspired by VLSI design, focuses on in-

finite rectangular grids where the terminals are placed at
arbitrary grid points. While the decision problem in this
context remains NP-hard, no prior research has provided
any positive results for the optimization version. The main
result of this paper is a fixed-parameter tractable (FPT)
algorithm for this scenario. It is important to stress that
this is the first result achieving the FPT complexity of the
shortest disjoint paths problem in any, even very restricted
classes of graphs where we do not put any restriction on
the placements of the terminals.

Mathieu Mari
Ecole Normale Superieure, Paris
mathieu.mari@lirmm.fr

Anish Mukherjee
University of Warwick
anish.mukherjee@warwick.ac.uk

Piotr Sankowski, Michal Pilipczuk
Institute of Informatics, University of Warsaw
sank@mimuw.edu.pl, michal.pilipczuk@mimuw.edu.pl

CP3

Fully Dynamic Approximation Schemes on Planar
and Apex-Minor-Free Graphs

The classic technique of Baker [J. ACM ’94] is the most fun-
damental approach for designing approximation schemes
on planar, or more generally topologically-constrained
graphs, and it has been applied in a myriad of different
variants and settings throughout the last 30 years. In this
work we propose a dynamic variant of Baker’s technique,
where instead of finding an approximate solution in a given
static graph, the task is to design a data structure for main-
taining an approximate solution in a fully dynamic graph a
graph changing over time by edge deletions and edge inser-
tions. We address the two most basic problems Maximum
Weight Independent Set and MinimumWeight Dominating
Set and we prove that for a fully dynamic n-vertex pla-
nar graph G, one can: maintain a (1 − ε)-approximation
of the maximum weight of an independent set in G with
amortized update time f(ε) · no(1); and, under the addi-
tional assumption that the maximum degree of the graph is
bounded at all times by a constant, also maintain a (1+ε)-
approximation of the minimum weight of a dominating set
in G with amortized update time f(ε)·no(1). In both cases,
f(ε) is doubly-exponential in poly(1/ε) and the data struc-

ture can be initialized in time f(ε) ·n1+o(1). All our results
in fact hold in the larger generality of any graph class that
excludes a fixed apex-graph as a minor.

Marek Sokolowski
University of Warsaw
marek.sokolowski@mimuw.edu.pl

Tuukka Korhonen
University of Bergen
tuukka.korhonen@uib.no

Wojciech Nadara
University of Warsaw
w.nadara@mimuw.edu.pl

Michal Pilipczuk
Institute of Informatics, University of Warsaw
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michal.pilipczuk@mimuw.edu.pl

CP4

Rationality-Robust Information Design: Bayesian
Persuasion under Quantal Response

Classic mechanism/information design imposes the as-
sumption that agents are fully rational, meaning each of
them always selects the action that maximizes her expected
utility. Yet many empirical evidence suggests that human
decisions may deviate from this full rationality assump-
tion. In this work, we attempt to relax the full rationality
assumption with bounded rationality. Specifically, we for-
mulate the bounded rationality of an agent by adopting
the quantal response model [?]. We develop a theory of
rationality-robust information design in the canonical set-
ting of Bayesian persuasion [?] with binary receiver action.
We first identify conditions under which the optimal signal-
ing scheme structure for a fully rational receiver remains
optimal or approximately optimal for a boundedly rational
receiver. In practice, it might be costly for the designer
to estimate the degree of the receivers bounded rational-
ity level. Motivated by this practical consideration, we
then study the existence and construction of robust signal-
ing schemes when there is uncertainty about the receiver’s
bounded rationality level.

Yiding Feng
Northwestern University
Department of Electrical Engineering & Computer
Science
yidingfeng2021@u.northwestern.edu

Chien-Ju Ho
Washington University in St. Louis
chienju.ho@wustl.edu

Wei Tang
Columbia University
wt2359@columbia.edu

CP4

Minimization Is Harder in the Prophet World

We study I.I.D. prophet inequalities for cost minimiza-
tion, where the problem is to pick a cost from a sequence
X1, . . . , Xn drawn independently from a known distribu-
tion in an online manner, and compete against the prophet
who can see all the realizations upfront and select the min-
imum. In contrast to the well-studied rewards maximiza-
tion setting where a simple threshold strategy achieves a
competitive ratio of ≈ 0.745 for all distributions, the cost
minimization setting turns out to be much more complex.
In our main result, we obtain a complete and nuanced char-
acterization of the I.I.D. cost prophet inequality: if the ex-
pected value of the given distribution is infinite, then the
competitive ratio is also infinite. On the other hand, when
the expected value is finite, we show that the competitive
ratio of the optimal stopping strategy is a (distribution-
dependent) constant, which we characterize precisely as
the solution to a simple inequality. Furthermore, we ob-
tain a closed form for this constant for a broad class of
distributions we call entire distributions, we show that the
constant is 2 for MHR distributions and obtain match-
ing lower bounds for all our results. We then focus on
single-threshold strategies and design a single threshold
that achieves a tight O (polylog (n))-factor approximation.
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CP4

Equilibrium Dynamics in Market Games with Ex-
changeable and Divisible Resources

We study a market game with n ≥ 2 players competing
over m ≥ 1 divisible resources of different finite capacities.
Resources are traded via the proportional sharing mech-
anism, where players are price-anticipating, meaning that
they can influence the prices with their bids. Addition-
ally, each player has an initial endowment of the resources
which are sold at market prices. Although the players’
total profit functions may be discontinuous in the bids,
we prove existence and uniqueness of pure Nash equilibria
of the resulting market game. Then, we study a discrete
dynamic arising from repeatedly taking the (unique) equi-
librium resource allocation as initial endowments for the
next market game. We prove that the total utility value
of the dynamic converges to either an optimal allocation
value (maximizing total utility over the allocation space)
or to a restricted optimal allocation value, where the re-
striction is defined by fixing some tight resources which
are exclusively allocated to a single player. As a corollary,
it follows that for strictly concave utility functions, the ag-
gregated allocation vector of the dynamic converges to the
unique (possibly restricted) optimal aggregated allocation,
and for linear utility functions, we even get convergence of
the dynamic to a (possibly restricted) optimal solution in
the (non-aggregated) original allocation space.
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CP4

Simple Delegated Choice

This paper studies delegation in a model of discrete choice.
In the delegation problem, an uninformed principal must
consult an informed agent to make a decision. Both the
agent and principal have preferences over the decided-upon
action which vary based on the state of the world, and
which may not be aligned. The principal designs a menu
of actions, from which the agent chooses upon observing
the state. We consider a setting where the decision being
delegated is a choice of a utility-maximizing action from a
set of several options. We assume the shared portion of the
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agent’s and principal’s utilities is drawn from a distribution
known to the principal, and that utility misalignment takes
the form of a known bias for or against each action. We
provide tight approximation analyses for simple threshold
policies under three increasingly general sets of assump-
tions. With independently-distributed utilities, we prove a
3-approximation. When the agent has an outside option
the principal cannot rule out, the constant-approximation
fails, but we prove a log ρ/ log log ρ-approximation, where
ρ is the ratio of the maximum value to the optimal util-
ity. We also give a weaker but tight bound that holds for
correlated values, and complement our upper bounds with
hardness results. One special case of our model is utility-
based assortment optimization, for which our results are
new.
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CP4

Bandit Algorithms for Prophet Inequality and Pan-
dora’s Box

The Prophet Inequality and Pandora’s Box problems are
fundamental stochastic problem with applications in Mech-
anism Design, Online Algorithms, Stochastic Optimiza-
tion, Optimal Stopping, and Operations Research. A usual
assumption in these works is that the probability distribu-
tions of the n underlying random variables are given as in-
put to the algorithm. Since in practice these distributions
need to be learned under limited feedback, we initiate the
study of such stochastic problems in the Multi-Armed Ban-
dits model. In the Multi-Armed Bandits model we interact
with n unknown distributions over T rounds: in round t
we play a policy x(t) and only receive the value of x(t)

as feedback. The goal is to minimize the regret, which is
the difference over T rounds in the total value of the op-
timal algorithm that knows the distributions vs. the total
value of our algorithm that learns the distributions from
the limited feedback. Our main results give near-optimal

Õ
(
poly(n)

√
T
)
total regret algorithms for both Prophet In-

equality and Pandora’s Box. Our proofs proceed by main-
taining confidence intervals on the unknown indices of the
optimal policy. The exploration-exploitation tradeoff pre-
vents us from directly refining these confidence intervals,
so the main technique is to design a regret upper bound
function that is learnable while playing low-regret Bandit
policies.
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CP5

An Ω̃
(√

log |T |
)
Lower Bound for Steiner Point Re-

moval

In the Steiner point removal (SPR) problem, we are given
a (weighted) graph G and a subset T of its vertices called
terminals, and the goal is to compute a (weighted) graph
H on T that is a minor of G, such that the distance be-
tween every pair of terminals is preserved to within some
small multiplicative factor, that is called the stretch of H.
It has been shown that on general graphs we can achieve
stretch O(log |T |) [Filtser, 2018]. On the other hand, the
best-known stretch lower bound is 8 [Chan-Xia-Konjevod-
Richa, 2006], which holds even for trees. In this work, we

show an improved lower bound of Ω̃
(√

log |T |
)
.
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CP5

2-Approximation for Prize-Collecting Steiner For-
est

Approximation algorithms for the prize-collecting Steiner
forest problem (PCSF) have been a subject of research
for over three decades, starting with the seminal works
of Agrawal, Klein, and Ravi [STOC’91] and Goemans
and Williamson [SODA’92] on Steiner forest and prize-
collecting problems. In this paper, we propose and analyze
a natural deterministic algorithm for PCSF that achieves
a 2-approximate solution in polynomial time. This repre-
sents a significant improvement compared to the previously
best known algorithm with a 2.54-approximation factor de-
veloped by Hajiaghayi and Jain [SODA’06]. Furthermore,
Könemann, Olver, Pashkovich, Ravi, Swamy, and Vygen
[APPROX/RANDOM’17] have established an integrality
gap of at least 9/4 for the natural LP relaxation for PCSF.
However, we surpass this gap through the utilization of a
combinatorial algorithm and a novel analysis technique.
Since 2 is the best known approximation guarantee for
Steiner forest problem [AKR, SIAM J. Comput.’95] (see
also [GW, SIAM J. Comput.’95]), which is a special case
of PCSF, our result matches this factor and closes the gap
between the Steiner forest problem and its generalized ver-
sion, PCSF.
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CP5

A Polynomial-Time optϵ-Approximation Algo-
rithm for Maximum Independent Set of Connected
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Subgraphs in a Planar Graph

In the Maximum Independent Set of Objects problem, we
are given an n-vertex planar graph G and a family D of
N objects, where each object is a connected subgraph of
G. The task is to find a subfamily F ⊆ D of maximum
cardinality that consists of pairwise disjoint objects. This
problem is NP-hard and is equivalent to the problem of
finding the maximum number of pairwise disjoint poly-
gons in a given family of polygons in the plane. As shown
by Adamaszek et al. (J. ACM’19), the problem admits
a quasi-polynomial time approximation scheme (QPTAS):
a (1 − ϵ)-approximation algorithm whose running time is

bounded by 2poly(log(N),1/ϵ)nO(1). Nevertheless, to the best
of our knowledge, in the polynomial-time regime only the
trivial O(N)-approximation is known for the problem in
full generality. In the restricted setting where the objects
are pseudolines in the plane, Fox and Pach (SODA’11) gave

an N ϵ-approximation algorithm in N2Õ(1/ϵ)

time, for any
ϵ > 0. In this work, we present an OPTϵ-approximation

algorithm for the problem that runs in time N Õ(1/ϵ2)nO(1),
for any ϵ > 0, thus improving upon the result of Fox
and Pach both in terms of generality and in terms of the
running time. Our approach combines the methodology
of Voronoi separators, introduced by Marx and Pilipczuk
(TALG’22), with a new analysis of the approximation fac-
tor.
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CP5

Single-Source Unsplittable Flows in Planar Graphs

The single-source unsplittable flow (SSUF) problem asks to
send flow from a common source to different terminals with
unrelated demands, each terminal being served through a
single path. One of the most heavily studied SSUF ob-
jectives is to minimize the violation of some given arc ca-
pacities. A seminal result of Dinitz, Garg, and Goemans
showed that, whenever a fractional flow exists respecting
the capacities, then there is an unsplittable one violating
the capacities by at most the maximum demand. Goemans
conjectured a very natural cost version of the same result,
where the unsplittable flow is required to be no more ex-
pensive than the fractional one. This intriguing conjecture
remains open. More so, there are arguably no non-trivial
graph classes for which it is known to hold. We show that
a slight weakening of it (with at most twice as large vi-
olations) holds for planar graphs. Our result is based on
a connection to a highly structured discrepancy problem,
whose repeated resolution allows us to successively reduce
the number of paths used for each terminal, until we obtain
an unsplittable flow. Moreover, our techniques also extend
to simultaneous upper and lower bounds on the flow val-
ues. This also affirmatively answers a conjecture of Morell

and Skutella for planar SSUF.
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CP5

Fast Algorithms for Directed Graph Partitioning
Using Flows and Reweighted Eigenvalues

We consider a new semidefinite programming relaxation
for directed edge expansion, which is obtained by adding
triangle inequalities to the reweighted eigenvalue formu-
lation. Applying the matrix multiplicative weight up-
date method on this relaxation, we derive almost linear-
time algorithms to achieve O(

√
log n)-approximation and

Cheeger-type guarantee for directed edge expansion, as
well as an improved cut-matching game for directed graphs.
This provides a primal-dual flow-based framework to ob-
tain the best known algorithms for directed graph parti-
tioning. The same approach also works for vertex expan-
sion and for hypergraphs, providing a simple and unified
approach to achieve the best known results for different
expansion problems and different algorithmic techniques.
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CP6

Factoring Pattern-Free Permutations into Separa-
ble Ones

We show that for any permutation π there exists an integer
kπ such that every permutation avoiding π as a pattern is
a product of at most kπ separable permutations. In other
words, every strict class C of permutations is contained in a
bounded power of the class of separable permutations. This
factorisation can be computed in linear time, for any fixed
π. The central tool for our result is a notion of width of
permutations, introduced by Guillemot and Marx [SODA
’14] to efficiently detect patterns, and later generalised to
graphs and matrices under the name of twin-width. Specif-
ically, our factorisation is inspired by the decomposition
used in the recent result that graphs with bounded twin-
width are polynomially χ-bounded. As an application, we
show that there is a fixed class C of graphs of bounded
twin-width such that every class of bounded twin-width is
a first-order transduction of C.
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CP6

Parameterized Algorithms for Block-Structured
Integer Programs with Large Entries

We study two classic variants of block-structured integer
programming. Two-stage stochastic programs are inte-
ger programs of the form {Aix + Diyi = bi for all i =
1, . . . , n}, where Ai and Di are bounded-size matri-
ces. Next, n-fold programs are integer programs of the
form {

∑n
i=1 Ciyi = a and Diyi = bi for all i = 1, . . . , n},

where again Ci and Di are bounded-size matrices. We
prove that the parameterized tractability results for two-
stage stochastic and n-fold programs persist even when one
allows large entries in the global part of the program: -
The feasibility problem for two-stage stochastic programs
is fixed-parameter tractable when parameterized by the di-
mensions of matrices Ai, Di and by the maximum absolute
value of the entries of matrices Di. That is, we allow ma-
trices Ai to have arbitrarily large entries. - The linear
optimization problem for n-fold integer programs that are
uniform – all matrices Ci are equal – is fixed-parameter
tractable when parameterized by the dimensions of matri-
ces Ci and Di and by the maximum absolute value of the
entries of matrices Di. That is, we require that Ci = C for
all i = 1, . . . , n, but we allow C to have arbitrarily large
entries.
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CP6

Meta-Theorems for Parameterized Streaming Al-
gorithms

In this paper, we study semi-streaming algorithms for pa-
rameterized graph problems, and present the first system-
atic study of this topic. Crucially, we aim to construct
succinct representations of the input on which optimal
post-processing time complexity can be achieved. 1. We
devise meta-theorems specifically designed for parameter-
ized streaming and demonstrate their applicability by ob-
taining the first kO(1)n · polylog(n)-space streaming algo-
rithms for well-studied problems such as Feedback Ver-
tex Set on Tournaments, Cluster Vertex Deletion, Proper
Interval Vertex Deletion and Block Vertex Deletion. In
the process, we demonstrate a fundamental connection be-
tween semi-streaming algorithms for recognizing graphs in

a graph class H and semi-streaming algorithms for the
problem of vertex deletion into H. 2. We present an al-
gorithmic machinery for obtaining streaming algorithms
for cut problems and exemplify this by giving the first
kO(1)n · polylog(n)-space streaming algorithms for Graph
Bipartitization, Multiway Cut and Subset Feedback Vertex
Set.
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CP6

Representative Set Statements for Delta-Matroids
and the Mader Delta-Matroid

We show representative sets statements for linear delta-
matroids, generalizing the representative sets lemma for
linear matroids. Delta-matroids are generalizations of ma-
troids with important connections to matching theory and
graph embeddings. For applications, we show a linear rep-
resentation for the class of Mader delta-matroids, which
should be of independent interest, and use this to construct
O(k3)-vertex ”Mader-mimicking networks” for graphs with
k terminals. This generalizes the powerful cut-covering
lemma to path-packing properties for terminal partitions
with more than two parts. The representative sets lemma
for matroids has powerful applications in parameterized
complexity, including improved FPT dynamic program-
ming algorithms, and polynomial kernels for Almost 2-SAT
and restrictions of Multiway Cut. However, its usage is
sporadic, since it only applies to properties encoded into
bounded-rank linear matroids. Thus, despite its success,
many problems are left open including polynomial kernels
for the general case of Multiway Cut. Our proof uses a
new approach of sieving polynomial families, generalizing
the linear algebra approach of previous work to a setting
of bounded-degree polynomials. The results for linear ma-
troids and linear delta-matroids then follow by applying
this to the determinant, respectively the Pfaffian of the
corresponding matrix representation. This significantly in-
creases the toolbox for polynomial kernelization.
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CP6

Euclidean Bottleneck Steiner Tree is Fixed-
Parameter Tractable

In the Euclidean Bottleneck Steiner Tree problem, the in-
put consists of a set of n points in R2 called terminals and
a parameter k, and the goal is to compute a Steiner tree
that spans all the terminals and contains at most k points
of R2 as Steiner points such that the maximum edge-length
of the Steiner tree is minimized, where the length of a
tree edge is the Euclidean distance between its two end-
points. The problem is well-studied and is known to be
NP-hard. In this paper, we give a kO(k)nO(1)-time algo-
rithm for Euclidean Bottleneck Steiner Tree, which implies
that the problem is fixed-parameter tractable (FPT). This
settles an open question explicitly asked by Bae et al. [Al-
gorithmica, 2011], who showed that the ℓ1 and ℓ∞ variants
of the problem are FPT. Our approach can be generalized
to the problem with ℓp metric for any 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, or even
other metrics on R2.
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CP7

Matrix Perturbation: Davis-Kahan in the Infinity
Norm

Perturbation theory is developed to analyze the impact of
noise on data and has been an essential part of numerical
analysis. Recently, it has played an important role in de-
signing and analyzing matrix algorithms. One of the most
useful tools in this subject, the Davis-Kahan sine theo-
rem, provides an ℓ2 error bound on the perturbation of the
leading singular vectors (and spaces). We focus on the case
when the signal matrix has low rank and the perturbation
is random, which occurs often in practice. In an earlier pa-
per, O’Rourke, Wang, and the second author showed that
in this case, the Davis-Kahan bound can be improved sig-
nificantly. In particular, the noise-to-gap ratio condition in
the original setting can be weakened considerably. In the
current paper, we develop an infinity norm version of the
O’Rourke-Vu-Wang result. The key ideas in the proof are
a new bootstrapping argument and the so-called iterative
leave-one-out method, which may be of independent inter-
est. Applying the new bounds, we develop new and very
simple algorithms for several well-known problems, such as
finding hidden partitions and matrix completion. The core
of these new algorithms is the fact that one is now able

to quickly approximate certain key objects in the infinity
norm, which has critical advantages over approximations
in the ℓ2 norm, Frobenius norm, or spectral norm.
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Positivity Certificates for Linear Recurrences

We consider linear recurrences with polynomial coefficients
of Poincarpe and with a unique simple dominant eigen-
value. We give an algorithm that proves or disproves pos-
itivity of solutions provided the initial conditions satisfy
a precisely defined genericity condition. For positive se-
quences, the algorithm produces a certificate of positivity
that is a data-structure for a proof by induction. This in-
duction works by showing that an explicitly computed cone
is contracted by the iteration of the recurrence.
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CP7

A Ptas for ℓ0-Low Rank Approximation: Solving
Dense CSPS over Reals

We consider the Low Rank Approximation problem, where
the input consists of a matrix A ∈ RnR×nC and an integer
k, and the goal is to find a matrix B of rank at most k that
minimizes ∥A−B∥0, which is the number of entries where
A and B differ. For any constant k and ϵ > 0, we present a
polynomial time (1 + ϵ)-approximation time for this prob-
lem, which significantly improves the previous best poly(k)-
approximation. Our algorithm is obtained by viewing the
problem as a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) where
each row and column becomes a variable that can have a
value from Rk. In this view, we have a constraint between
each row and column, which results in a dense CSP, a well-
studied topic in approximation algorithms. While most of
previous algorithms focus on finite-size (or constant-size)
domains and involve an exhaustive enumeration over the
entire domain, we present a new framework that bypasses
such an enumeration in Rk. On the hardness side, when k
is part of the input, we prove that Low Rank Approxima-
tion is NP-hard to approximate within a factor of Ω(logn).
This is the first superconstant NP-hardness of approxima-
tion for any p ∈ [0,∞] that does not rely on stronger con-
jectures (e.g., the Small Set Expansion Hypothesis).
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CP7

On the Unreasonable Effectiveness of Single Vector
Krylov Methods for Low-Rank Approximation

Krylov subspace methods are a ubiquitous tool for com-
puting near-optimal rank k approximations of large matri-
ces. While ”large block” Krylov methods with block size
at least k give the best known theoretical guarantees, block
size one or a small constant is often preferred in practice.
Despite their popularity, we lack theoretical bounds on the
performance of such ”small block” methods for low-rank
approximation. We address this gap between theory and
practice by proving that small block methods essentially
match all known low-rank approximation guarantees for
large block methods. Via a black-box reduction we show
that the single vector method run for t iterations obtains
the same spectral and Frobenius norm error bounds as a
Krylov method with block size ℓ ≥ k run for O(t/ℓ) it-
erations, up to a logarithmic dependence on the smallest
gap between sequential singular values. For a given num-
ber of matrix-vector products, single vector methods are
essentially as effective as any choice of large block size. By
combining our result with tail-bounds on eigenvalue gaps
in random matrices, we prove that the dependence on the
smallest singular value gap can be eliminated if the input
matrix is perturbed by a small random matrix. Further, we
show that single vector methods match the more complex
algorithm of [Bakshi et al. ‘22], which combines the results
of multiple block sizes to achieve an improved algorithm
for Schatten norm low-rank approximation.
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CP7

Detecting Hidden Communities by Power Itera-
tions with Connections to Vanilla Spectral Algo-
rithms

Community detection in the stochastic block model is one
of the central problems of graph clustering. Since its in-
troduction by Holland, Laskey, and Leinhardt (Social Net-

works, 1983), many subsequent papers have made great
strides in solving and understanding this model. However,
despite the long history of study, there are still unsolved
challenges. In this direction, two primary open problems
are: how to recover large clusters in the presence of small
clusters, and how to analyze simple and practical spectral
algorithms (also known as vanilla spectral algorithms), es-
pecially when the number of communities is large. In this
paper, we use a power iteration approach to make progress
in both these directions. To this end, we design the first
parameter-free community recovery algorithm that recov-
ers large clusters in the presence of small clusters. Our al-
gorithm only compares the rows of the powered adjacency
matrix and has a recovery guarantee poly-logarithmically
close to that of the state-of-the-art algorithms that need
model parameter knowledge. Then based on a connection
between the powered adjacency matrix and eigenvectors,
we provide a “vanilla’ spectral algorithm in the balanced
case when the number of communities is large. This an-
swers an open question by Van Vu (Combinatorics Prob-
ability and Computing, 2018) in the balanced case. Our
methods also partially solve technical barriers discussed by
Abbe, Fan, Wang, and Zhong (Annals of Statistics, 2020).
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Strongly Polynomial Frame Scaling to High Preci-
sion

The frame scaling problem is: given vectors U :=
{u1, ..., un} ⊆ Rd, marginals c ∈ Rn

++, and precision

ϵ > 0, find scalings L ∈ Rd×d, r ∈ Rn
++ such that

(v1, . . . , vn) := (Lu1r1, . . . , Lunrn) simultaneously satisfies∑n
i=1 viv

T
i = Id and ∥vj∥22 = cj , ∀j ∈ [n], up to error ϵ.

In this work, we give a strongly polynomial algorithm for
frame scaling with log(1/ϵ) convergence. This answers a
question of Diakonikolas, Tzamos and Kane (STOC 2023),
who gave the first strongly polynomial randomized algo-
rithm with poly(1/ϵ) convergence for Forster transforma-
tion (c = d

n
1n). Our algorithm is deterministic, applies

for all c ∈ Rn
++, and requires O(n3 log(n/ϵ)) iterations

as compared to the O(n5d11/ϵ5) iterations of DTK. Our
main technical contribution is generalizing the potential
analysis of Linial, Samorodnitsky and Wigderson (Com-
binatorica 2000) to frames. In fact, we can adapt our
analysis to reduce the O(n5 log(n/ϵ)) iterations of LSW
to O(n3 log(n/ϵ)). We also prove a new bound on the size
of approximate solutions, involving condition measure χ̄
studied in the linear programming literature.
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Deterministic Byzantine Agreement with Adaptive
O(n · F ) Communication

In this paper, we present a deterministic protocol for bi-
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nary Byzantine Agreement (BA) with adaptive O(n · f)
communication complexity against a corrupt minority in
the synchronous communication model, where n is the to-
tal number of parties and f is the exact number (not an
upper bound) of corruptions. Our protocol represents a
significant improvement over the previous best-known de-
terministic BA protocol developed by Momose and Ren
(DISC 2021), whose communication complexity is non-
adaptive O(n2). Our proposed approach combines two dis-
tinct primitives, Reliable Voting (which we introduce) and
Weak Byzantine Agreement (recently introduced by Cohen
et al. in OPODIS 2022). In Reliable Voting, all honest par-
ties agree on the same value only if all honest parties start
with that value, except in the scenario where all parties
are honest. Additionally, we put forth a novel protocol for
Weak Byzantine Agreement with O(n · f) communication
complexity. While we use the Cohen et al. protocol as
our starting point for our new Weak Byzantine Agreement
protocol, we identify and address various issues to create
our new protocol.
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CP8

Shannon Meets Gray: Noise-Robust, Low-
Sensitivity Codes with Applications in Differential
Privacy

Integer data is typically made differentially private by
adding noise from a Discrete Laplace (or Discrete Gaus-
sian) distribution. We study the setting where differential
privacy of a counting query is achieved using bit-wise ran-
domized response, i.e., independent, random bit flips on
the encoding of the query answer. Binary error-correcting
codes transmitted through noisy channels with indepen-
dent bit flips are well-studied in information theory. How-
ever, such codes are unsuitable for differential privacy since
they have (by design) high sensitivity, i.e., neighboring
integers have encodings with a large Hamming distance.
Gray codes show that it is possible to create an efficient
sensitivity 1 encoding, but are also not suitable for differ-
ential privacy due to lack of noise-robustness. Our main
result is that it is possible, with a constant rate code, to
simultaneously achieve the sensitivity of Gray codes and
the noise-robustness of error-correcting codes (down to the
noise level required for differential privacy). An applica-
tion of this new encoding of the integers is a faster, space-
optimal differentially private data structure for histograms.
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CP8

Adjacency Sketches in Adversarial Environments

An adjacency sketching or implicit labeling scheme for a
family of graphs is a method that defines for any n-vertex
G in the family an assignment of labels to each vertex in G,

so that the labels of two vertices tell you whether or not
they are adjacent. The goal is to have schemes that use
as few bits as possible to represent the labels. By using
randomness when assigning labels it is sometimes possi-
ble to produce adjacency sketches with much smaller label
sizes, at the cost of introducing some probability of error.
Both deterministic and randomized labeling schemes have
applications for distributed data structures and deeper con-
nections to universal graphs and communication complex-
ity. The main question of interest is which graph families
have schemes using short labels, usually O(log n) in the de-
terministic case or constant for randomized sketches. We
consider the resilience of probabilistic adjacency sketches
against an adversary making adaptive queries to the la-
bels. We show that in the adaptive adversarial case the
size of the labels is tightly related to the maximal degree
of the graph. This results in a stronger characterization
compared to what is known in the non-adversarial setting.
In more detail, we construct sketches that fail with proba-
bility ε for graphs with maximal degree d using 2d log(1/ε)
bit labels and show that this is roughly the best possible
for any specific graph of maximal degree d, e.g. a d-ary
tree.
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CP8

Sorting and Selection in Rounds with Adversarial
Comparisons

We continue the study of selection and sorting of n num-
bers under the adversarial comparator model, where com-
parisons can be adversarially tampered with if the ar-
guments are sufficiently close. We derive a randomized
sorting algorithm that does O(n log2 n) comparisons and
gives a correct answer with high probability, addressing an
open problem of Ajtai, Feldman, Hassadim, and Nelson.
Our algorithm also implies a selection algorithm that does
O(n log n) comparisons and gives a correct answer with
high probability. Both of these results are a log factor away
from the naive lower bound. In work by Ajtai, Feldman,
Hassidim, and Nelson (2015), they show an Ω(n1+ε) lower
bound for both sorting and selection in the deterministic
case, so our results also prove a discrepancy between what
is possible with deterministic and randomized algorithms
in this setting. We also consider both sorting and selection
in rounds, exploring the tradeoff between accuracy, number
of comparisons, and number of rounds.
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CP8

A Unifying Framework for Differentially Private
Sums under Continual Observation

We study the problem of maintaining a differentially pri-
vate decaying sum under continual observation. We give a
unifying framework and an efficient algorithm for this prob-
lem for any sufficiently smooth function. Our algorithm is
the first differentially private algorithm that does not have
a multiplicative error for polynomially decaying weights.
Our algorithm improves on all prior works on differentially
private decaying sums under continual observation and re-
covers exactly the additive error for the special case of con-
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tinual counting from Henzinger et al. (SODA 2023) as a
corollary. Our algorithm is a variant of the matrix mech-
anism whose error depends on the γ2 and γF norm of the
underlying matrix. We give a constructive proof for an al-
most exact upper bound on the γ2 and γF norm and an
almost tight lower bound on the γ2 norm for a large class
of lower-triangular matrices. This is the first non-trivial
lower bound for lower-triangular matrices whose non-zero
entries are not all the same. It includes matrices for all
continual decaying sums problems, resulting in an upper
bound on the additive error of any differentially private
decaying sums algorithm under continual observation. We
also explore some implications of our result in discrepancy
theory and operator algebra.
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CP8

Optimal Bounds on Private Graph Approximation

We propose an efficient ε-differentially private (DP) al-
gorithm, that given a simple weighted n-vertex, m-edge
graph G with a maximum unweighted degree ∆(G), out-
puts a synthetic graph which approximates the spectrum

with Õ(min{∆(G),
√
n}) bound on the purely additive er-

ror. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first ε-DP
algorithm with a non-trivial additive error for approximat-
ing the spectrum of the graph. One of our subroutines
also precisely simulates the exponential mechanism over
a non-convex set, which could be of independent interest
given the recent interest in sampling from a log-concave
distribution defined over a convex set. As a direct appli-
cation of our result, we give the first non-trivial bound on
approximating all-pairs effective resistances by a synthetic
graph, which also implies approximating hitting/commute
time and cover time of random walks on the graph. We
further show that using our sampler, we can also output a
synthetic graph that approximates the sizes of all (S, T )-
cuts on n vertices weighted graph G with m edges while
preserving (ε, δ)-DP and an optimal additive error. We
also give a matching lower bound (with respect to all the
parameters) on the private cut approximation for weighted
graphs. This removes the gap in the upper and lower bound
with respect to the average edge weight in Eli Kapralov,
Kulkarni, and Lee (SODA 2020).
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CP9

Partial Coloring Complex, Vertex Decomposability

and Tverberg’s Theorem with Constraints

We present a novel family of simplicial complexes associ-
ated with the graph coloring problem. They include many
well-known simplicial complexes such as chessboard com-
plexes and crosspolytopes. We then study conditions un-
der which these complexes become vertex decomposable
and hence shellable. The connectivity of these complexes
is also investigated. We apply these results to Tverberg’s
theorem with constraints and also to the chromatic num-
ber of certain Kneser-type hypergraphs and improve upon
existing facts. Notably, we prove a conjecture of Engstrom
and Noren on Tverberg graphs.
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CP9

Small But Unwieldy: A Lower Bound on Adjacency
Labels for Small Classes

We show that for any natural number s, there is a constant
γ and a subgraph-closed class having, for any natural n,
at most γn graphs on n vertices up to isomorphism, but
no adjacency labeling scheme with labels of size at most
s log n. In other words, for every s, there is a small mono-
tone class without universal graphs of size ns. Prior to
this result, it was not excluded that every small class has
an almost linear universal graph, or equivalently a label-
ing scheme with labels of size (1 + o(1)) log n. The exis-
tence of such a labeling scheme, a scaled-down version of
the recently disproved Implicit Graph Conjecture, was re-
peatedly raised [Gavoille and Labourel, ESA ’07; Dujmović
et al., JACM ’21; Bonamy et al., SIDMA ’22; Bonnet et
al., Comb. Theory ’22]. Furthermore, our small mono-
tone classes have unbounded twin-width, thus simultane-
ously disprove the already-refuted Small conjecture; but
this time with a self-contained proof, not relying on elab-
orate group-theoretic constructions. As our main ingredi-
ent, we show that with high probability an Erdős–Rényi
random graph G(n, p) with p = O(1/n) has, for every kn,

at most 2O(k) subgraphs on k vertices, up to isomorphism.
As a barrier to our general method of producing even more
complex tiny classes, we show that when p = ω(1/n), the
latter no longer holds.
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CP9

Random Embeddings of Graphs: The Expected
Number of Faces in Most Graphs Is Logarithmic

A random 2-cell embedding of a connected graph G in some
orientable surface is obtained by choosing a random local
rotation around each vertex. Under this setup, the number
of faces or the genus of the corresponding 2-cell embed-
ding becomes a random variable. Random embeddings of
two particular graph classes, those of a bouquet of n loops
and those of n parallel edges connecting two vertices, have
been extensively studied and are well-understood. How-
ever, little is known about more general graphs. The results
of this paper explain why Monte Carlo methods cannot
work for approximating the minimum genus of graphs. In
his breakthrough work [Permutation-partition pairs, JCTB
1991], Stahl developed the foundation of ”random topolog-
ical graph theory”. Most of his results have been unsur-
passed until today. In our work, we analyze the expected
number of faces of random embeddings (equivalently, the
average genus) of a graph G. It was very recently shown
that for any graph G, the expected number of faces is at
most linear. We show that the actual expected number
of faces F (G) is almost always much smaller. In partic-
ular, we prove: 1) 1

2
lnn − 2 < E[F (Kn)] ≤ 3.65 lnn +

o(1). 2) For random graphs G(n, p) (p = p(n)), we have
E[F (G(n, p))] ≤ ln2 n+ 1

p
. 3) For random models B(n,∆)

containing only graphs, whose maximum degree is at most
∆, we get stronger bounds E[F (B(n,∆))] = Θ(lnn).
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CP9

The Grid-Minor Theorem Revisited

We prove that for every planar graph X of treedepth h,
there exists a positive integer c such that for every X-
minor-free graph G, there exists a graph H of treewidth
at most f(h) such that G is isomorphic to a subgraph of
HKc. This is a qualitative strengthening of the Grid-Minor
Theorem of Robertson and Seymour (JCTB, 1986), and
treedepth is the optimal parameter in such a result. As an
example application, we use this result to improve the up-
per bound for weak coloring numbers of graphs excluding
a given graph as a minor.
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CP9

Triangulations Admit Dominating Sets of Size 2n/7.

We show that every planar triangulation on n > 10 ver-
tices has a dominating set of size 2n/7 = n/3.5. This ap-
proaches the n/4 bound conjectured by Matheson and Tar-
jan, and improves significantly on the previous best bound
of 17n/53 ≈ n/3.117 by pacapan. From our proof it follows
that every 3-connected n-vertex near-triangulation (except
for 3 sporadic examples) has a dominating set of size n/3.5.
On the other hand, for 3-connected near-triangulations, we
show a lower bound of 3(n−1)/11 ≈ n/3.666, demonstrat-
ing that the conjecture by Matheson and Tarjan cannot
be strengthened to 3-connected near-triangulations. Our
proof uses a penalty function that, aside from the number
of vertices, penalises vertices of degree 2 and specific con-
stellations of neighbours of degree 3 along the boundary of
the outer face. To facilitate induction, we not only consider
near-triangulations, but a wider class of graphs (skeletal
triangulations), allowing us to delete vertices more freely.
Our main technical contribution is a set of attachments,
that are small graphs we inductively attach to our graph,
in order both to remember whether existing vertices are al-
ready dominated, and that serve as a tool in a divide and
conquer approach. We complement our proof with a con-
structive algorithm that returns a dominating set of size
≤ 2n/7. Our algorithm has a quadratic running time.
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CP9

On the Extremal Functions of Acyclic Forbidden
0–1 Matrices

The extremal theory of forbidden 0–1 matrices studies the
asymptotic growth of the function Ex(P, n), which is the
maximum weight of a matrix A ∈ {0, 1}n×n whose sub-
matrices avoid a fixed pattern P ∈ {0, 1}k×l. This theory
has been wildly successful at resolving problems in combi-
natorics, discrete and computational geometry, structural
graph theory, and the analysis of data structures, particu-
larly corollaries of the dynamic optimality conjecture. All
these applications use acyclic patterns, meaning that when
P is regarded as the adjacency matrix of a bipartite graph,
the graph is acyclic. The biggest open problem in this
area is to bound Ex(P, n) for acyclic P . Prior results have
only ruled out the strict O(n log n) bound conjectured by
Furedi and Hajnal. At the two extremes, it is consistent
with prior results that ∀P.Ex(P, n) ≤ n log1+o(1) n, and
also consistent that ∀ϵ > 0.∃P.Ex(P, n) ≥ n2−ϵ. In this
paper we establish a stronger lower bound on the extremal
functions of acyclic P . Specifically, for any t ≥ 1 we give
a new construction of relatively dense 0–1 matrices with
Θ(n(log n/ log log n)t) 1s that avoid a certain acyclic pat-
tern Xt. Pach and Tardos have conjectured that this type
of result is the best possible, i.e., no acyclic P exists for
which Ex(P, n) ≥ n(log n)ω(1).
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CP10

Approximating Subset Sum Ratio Faster Than
Subset Sum

Subset Sum Ratio is the following optimization prob-
lem: Given a set of n positive numbers I, find
disjoint subsets X,Y ⊆ I minimizing the ratio
max{Σ(X)/Σ(Y ),Σ(Y )/Σ(X)}, where Σ(Z) denotes the
sum of all elements of Z. Subset Sum Ratio is an op-
timization variant of the Equal Subset Sum problem. It
was introduced by Woeginger and Yu in ’92 and is known
to admit an FPTAS [Bazgan, Santha, Tuza ’98]. The
best approximation schemes before this work had running

time O(n4/ε) [Melissinos, Pagourtzis ’18], Õ(n2.3/ε2.6) and

Õ(n2/ε3) [Alonistiotis et al. ’22]. In this work, we present
an improved approximation scheme for Subset Sum Ratio
running in time O(n/ε0.9386). Here we assume that the
items are given in sorted order, otherwise we need an addi-
tional running time of O(n log n) for sorting. Our improved
running time simultaneously improves the dependence on n
to linear and the dependence on 1/ε to sublinear. For com-
parison, an approximation scheme achieving the same run-
ning time for Subset Sum would falsify the Strong Expo-
nential Time Hypothesis [Abboud, Bringmann, Hermelin,
Shabtay ’19] as well as the Min-Plus-Convolution Hypoth-
esis [Bringmann, Nakos ’21]. We thus establish that Subset
Sum Ratio admits faster approximation schemes than Sub-

set Sum.
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CP10

A Parameterized Family of Meta-Submodular
Functions

Submodular function maximization has found a wealth of
new applications in recent years. The related supermodu-
lar maximization models also offer an abundance of appli-
cations, but they appeared to be highly intractable even
under simple cardinality constraints. Hence, while there
are well-developed tools for maximizing a submodular func-
tion subject to a matroid constraint, there is much less
work on the corresponding supermodular maximization
problems. We introduce a parameterized family of mono-
tone functions which contains submodular functions and
a broad spectrum of supermodular functions including the
well-studied diversity functions. Functions in this parame-
terized family are called γ-meta-submodular. We develop
approximation algorithms for maximization of these func-
tions under a general matroid constraint. The approxima-
tion factors we establish only depend on the parameter γ.
We show that the γ-meta-submodular families model previ-
ously studied applications arising from classes of functions
such as meta-submodular functions (γ = 0), metric di-
versity functions and proportionally submodular functions
(both with γ = 1), diversity functions based on negative-
type distances or Jensen-Shannon divergence (both with
γ = 2), and σ-semi metric diversity functions (γ = σ). Im-
portantly, meta-submodular functions are not restricted to
pairwise structures and are closed under composition with
non-negative concave functions.
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CP10

Tight Approximability for MAX 2-SAT and Rela-
tives, Under UGC

Austrin showed that the approximation ratio β ≃
0.94016567 obtained by the MAX 2-SAT approximation
algorithm of Lewin, Livnat and Zwick (LLZ) is optimal
modulo the Unique Games Conjecture (UGC) and modulo
a Simplicity Conjecture that states that the worst perfor-
mance of the algorithm is obtained on so called simple con-
figurations. We prove Austrin’s conjecture, thereby show-
ing the optimality of the LLZ approximation algorithm,
relying only on the Unique Games Conjecture. Our proof
uses a combination of analytic and computational tools.
We also present new approximation algorithms for two re-
strictions of the MAX 2-SAT problem. For MAX HORN-
{1, 2}-SAT, i.e., MAX CSP({x ∨ y, x̄ ∨ y, x, x̄}), in which
clauses are not allowed to contain two negated literals, we
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obtain an approximation ratio of 0.94615981. For MAX
CSP({x ∨ y, x, x̄}), i.e., when 2-clauses are not allowed to
contain negated literals, we obtain an approximation ratio
of 0.95397990. By adapting Austrin’s and our arguments
for the MAX 2-SAT problem we show that these two ap-
proximation ratios are also tight, modulo only the UGC
conjecture. This completes a full characterization of the
approximability of the MAX 2-SAT problem and its re-
strictions.
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CP10

Approximation Algorithms for the Weighted Nash
Social Welfare via Convex and Non-Convex Pro-
grams

In an instance of the weighted Nash Social Welfare prob-
lem, we are given a set of m indivisible items, G, and
n agents, A, where each agent i ∈ A has a valuation
vij ≥ 0 for each item j ∈ G. In addition, every agent i
has a non-negative weight wi such that the weights col-
lectively sum up to 1. The goal is to find an assignment

σ : G → A that maximizes
∏

i∈A

(∑
j∈σ−1(i) vij

)wi

. When

all the weights equal to 1
n
, the problem reduces to the

classical Nash Social Welfare problem, which has recently
received much attention. In this work, we present a 5 ·
exp

(
2 ·DKL(w || 1⃗

n
)
)
= 5 ·exp

(
2 log n+ 2

∑n
i=1 wi logwi

)
-

approximation algorithm for the weighted Nash Social

Welfare problem, where DKL(w || 1⃗
n
) denotes the KL-

divergence between the distribution w and the uniform dis-
tribution on [n]. We generalize the convex programming
relaxations for the symmetric variant of Nash Social Wel-
fare introduced by Cole et al. 2017 and Anari et al. 2017
to two different mathematical programs, one convex, and
the second non-convex. The approximation factor derives
from the difference in the objective values of the convex
and non-convex relaxation.
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CP10

Gap Amplification for Reconfiguration Problems

In this paper, we demonstrate gap amplification for re-
configuration problems. In particular, we prove an ex-
plicit factor of PSPACE-hardness of approximation for
three popular reconfiguration problems only assuming Re-
configuration Inapproximability Hypothesis (RIH) due to
Ohsaka (STACS 2023). Our main result is that under RIH,
Maxmin Binary CSP Reconfiguration is PSPACE-hard to
approximate within a factor of 0.9942. Moreover, the same
result holds even if the constraint graph is restricted to
(d, λ)-expander for arbitrarily small λ

d
. The crux of its

proof is an alteration of the gap amplification technique
due to Dinur (J. ACM, 2007), which amplifies the 1 vs. 1−ϵ
gap for arbitrarily small ϵ > 0 up to the 1 vs. 1 − 0.0058
gap. As an application of the main result, we demon-
strate that Minmax Set Cover Reconfiguration and Min-
max Dominating Set Reconfiguration are PSPACE-hard
to approximate within a factor of 1.0029 under RIH. Our
proof is based on a gap-preserving reduction from Label
Cover to Set Cover due to Lund and Yannakakis (J. ACM,
1994). However, unlike Lund–Yannakakis’ reduction, the
expander mixing lemma is essential to use. We finally com-
plement the main result by showing that it is NP-hard to
approximate Maxmin Binary CSP Reconfiguration within
a factor better than 3

4
.
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CP11

AG Codes Have No List-Decoding Friends: Ap-
proaching the Generalized Singleton Bound Re-
quires Exponential Alphabets

A simple, recently observed generalization of the classi-
cal Singleton bound to list-decoding asserts that rate R
codes are not list-decodable using list-size L beyond an er-
ror fraction L

L+1
(1 − R) (the Singleton bound being the

case of L = 1, i.e., unique decoding). We prove that in or-
der to approach this bound for any fixed L > 1, one needs
exponential alphabets. Specifically, for every L > 1 and
R ∈ (0, 1), if a rate R code can be list-of-L decoded up
to error fraction L

L+1
(1 − R − ε), then its alphabet must

have size at least exp(ΩL,R(1/ε)). This is in sharp con-
trast to the situation for unique decoding where certain
families of rate R algebraic-geometry (AG) codes over an
alphabet of size O(1/ε2) are unique-decodable up to er-
ror fraction (1 − R − ε)/2. Our lower bound is tight up
to constant factors in the exponent–with high probability
random codes (or, as shown recently, even random linear
codes) over exp(OL(1/ε))-sized alphabets, can be list-of-L
decoded up to error fraction L

L+1
(1−R− ε).
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Optimal Thresholds for Latin Squares, Steiner
Triple Systems, and Edge Colorings

Given a graph G, a random (k, n)-list assignment L for
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edges of G is an assignment of an independent, uniformly

random set L(e) ∈
(
[n]
k

)
of colors to each edge e. We

show that for a random (O(log n), n)-list assignment L
for edges of the complete bipartite graph Kn,n, there is
a proper L-list coloring of Kn,n with high probability. We
also prove analogous results for the thresholds of Steiner
triple systems and Latin squares in random (binomial) hy-
pergraphs. All of our results are optimal up to absolute
constants, and resolve several related conjectures of Jo-
hansson, Luria-Simkin, Casselgren-Haggkvist, Simkin, and
Kang-Kelly-Kuhn-Methuku-Osthus. A key contribution of
our work is to show that in natural settings, the Lovasz Lo-
cal Lemma – a central tool in probabilistic combinatorics to
establish the existence of objects with desired properties –
can also be used to design optimally “spread’ distributions
on such objects. This is made possible by carefully exploit-
ing the local uniformity property of the so-called Lovasz
Local Lemma distribution, an important observation that
has recently been utilized in finding efficient algorithms
for sampling approximately uniformly random solutions to
constraint satisfaction problems. In conjunction with the
recently proved Kahn-Kalai conjecture, this opens the door
to obtaining optimal threshold results for the appearance
of many interesting objects.
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CP11

Conflict Checkable and Decodable Codes and Their
Applications

Let C be an error-correcting code over a large alphabet
q of block length n. Assume that, a possibly corrupted,
codeword c is distributed to n servers such that the ith
entry is being held by the ith server, and that every pair of
servers publicly announce whether the corresponding en-
tries are “consistent’ with some legal codeword or “con-
flicted’. What type of information about c can be inferred
from this consistency graph? Can we check whether er-
rors occurred and if so, can we find the error locations
and effectively decode? We initiate the study of conflict-
checkable and conflict-decodable codes and prove the fol-
lowing main results: - For every distance d ≤ n, there
exists a code that supports conflict-based error-detection
whose dimension k almost achieves the singleton bound,
i.e., k ≥ n − d + 0.99. This yields an n-partite graph
over [q]n that contains qk cliques of size n whose pairwise
intersection is at most n− d ≤ k − 0.99 vertices. - For ev-
ery distance d ≤ n there exists a linear code that supports
conflict-based error-decoding up to half of the distance and
satisfies k = (n − d + 2)/2. We extend our result to the
byzantine setting at the expense of decreasing the dimen-
sion to k = (n − d + 3)/3, and use the resulting code to
construct the first polynomial-time statistical three-round
general MPC protocol that remains secure in the presence
of an active adversary that corrupts up to t < n/3.001 of
the parties.
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CP11

The Hierarchy of Hereditary Sorting Operators

We consider the following general model of a sorting proce-
dure: we fix a hereditary permutation class C, which cor-
responds to the operations that the procedure is allowed to
perform in a single step. The input of sorting is a permuta-
tion π of the set [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}, i.e., a sequence where
each element of [n] appears once. In every step, the sorting
procedure picks a permutation σ of length n from C, and
rearranges the current permutation of numbers by compos-
ing it with σ. The goal is to transform the input π into
the sorted sequence 1, 2, . . . , n in as few steps as possible.
This model of sorting captures not only classical sorting
algorithms, like insertion sort or bubble sort, but also sort-
ing by series of devices, like stacks or parallel queues, as
well as sorting by block operations commonly considered,
e.g., in the context of genome rearrangement. Our goal is
to describe the possible asymptotic behavior of the worst-
case number of steps needed when sorting with a hereditary
permutation class. As the main result, we show that any
hereditary permutation class C falls into one of five distinct
categories. Disregarding trivial extreme cases, a worst-case
sorting time of a hereditary class is either Θ(n2), or a func-
tion between O(n) and Ω(

√
n), or O(log2 n), and for each

of these cases we provide a structural characterization of
the corresponding hereditary classes.
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CP11

Cliquewidth and Dimension

We prove that every poset with bounded cliquewidth and
with sufficiently large dimension contains the standard ex-
ample of dimension k as a subposet. This applies in partic-
ular to posets whose cover graphs have bounded treewidth,
as the cliquewidth of a poset is bounded in terms of the
treewidth of the cover graph. For the latter posets, we
prove a stronger statement: every such poset with suffi-
ciently large dimension contains the Kelly example of di-
mension k as a subposet. Using this result, we obtain a
full characterization of the minor-closed graph classes C
such that posets with cover graphs in C have bounded di-
mension: they are exactly the classes excluding the cover
graph of some Kelly example. Finally, we consider a vari-
ant of poset dimension called Boolean dimension, and we
prove that posets with bounded cliquewidth have bounded
Boolean dimension. The proofs rely on Colcombet’s deter-
ministic version of Simon’s factorization theorem, which is
a fundamental tool in formal language and automata the-
ory, and which we believe deserves a wider recognition in
structural and algorithmic graph theory.
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CP12

Beyond the Quadratic Time Barrier for Network
Unreliability

Karger (STOC 1995) gave the first FPTAS for the network
(un)reliability problem, setting in motion research over the
next three decades that obtained increasingly faster run-
ning times, eventually leading to a Õ(n2)-time algorithm
(Karger, STOC 2020). This represented a natural culmina-
tion of this line of work because the algorithmic techniques
used can enumerate Θ(n2) (near)-minimum cuts. In this
paper, we go beyond this quadratic barrier and obtain a
faster FPTAS for the network unreliability problem. Our
algorithm runs in m1+o(1)+Õ(n1.5) time. Our main contri-
bution is a new estimator for network unreliability in very
reliable graphs. These graphs are usually the bottleneck
for network unreliability since the disconnection event is
elusive. Our estimator is obtained by defining an appro-
priate importance sampling subroutine on a dual spanning
tree packing of the graph. To complement this estimator
for very reliable graphs, we use recursive contraction for
moderately reliable graphs. We show that an interleaving
of sparsification and contraction can be used to obtain a
better parametrization of the recursive contraction algo-
rithm that yields a faster running time matching the one
obtained for the very reliable case.
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CP12

Cactus Representations in Polylogarithmic Max-
Flow via Maximal Isolating Mincuts

A cactus representation is an edge sparsifier of O(n)
size that captures all global minimum cuts of the graph
[DKL76]. It is a key ingredient for the connectivity aug-
mentation problems and for maintaining mincuts under
edge insertions (e.g. [Naor97], [CLP22], [Henzinger95]).
This sparsifier was generalized to Steiner cactus for a ver-
tex set T , which can be seen as a vertex sparsifier of O(|T |)
size that captures all partitions of T corresponding to a T -
Steiner minimum cut, and also hypercactus, an analogous

concept in hypergraphs. A near-linear time construction of
cactus was shown by [KP09], but their technique based on
tree packing inherently does not generalize. The state-of-
the-art algorithms for Steiner cactus and hypercactus are
still slower than linear time by a factor of O(|T |) [DV94]
and O(n) [CX17], respectively. We give the first almost-
linear time algorithms for constructing Steiner cactus and
hypercactus using polylogarithmic calls to max flow. The
constructions imply almost-linear-time connectivity aug-
mentation algorithms in the Steiner and hypergraph set-
tings, as well as speed up the incremental algorithm for
maintaining mincuts in hypergraphs by a factor of n. The
key technique behind our result is a novel variant of the in-
fluential isolating mincut technique [LP20, AKL+21] which
we called maximal isolating mincuts. This technique makes
the isolating mincuts to be more balanced which we believe
is useful in future applications.
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Cactus Representation of Minimum Cuts

Given an undirected weighted graph with n vertices and
m edges, we give the first deterministic m1+o(1)-time al-
gorithm for constructing the cactus representation of all
global minimum cuts. This improves the current n2+o(1)-
time state-of-the-art deterministic algorithm, which can be
obtained by combining ideas implicitly from three papers
[Karger 2000, Li 2021, and Gabow 2016] The known explic-

itly stated deterministic algorithm has a runtime of Õ(mn)
[Fleischer 1999, Nagamochi and Nakao 2000] Using our
technique, we can even speed up the fastest randomized
algorithm of [Karger and Panigrahi 2009] whose running
time is at least Ω(m log4 n) to O(m log3 n).
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Max s, t-Flow Oracles and Negative Cycle Detec-
tion in Planar Digraphs

We study the maximum s, t-flow oracle problem on planar
directed graphs where the goal is to design a data structure
answering max s, t-flow value queries for arbitrary source-
target pairs (s, t). For the case of polynomially bounded
integer edge capacities, we describe an exact max s, t-flow
oracle with truly subquadratic space and preprocessing,
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and sublinear query time. Moreover, if (1−ϵ)-approximate
answers are acceptable, we obtain a static oracle with near-
linear preprocessing and Õ(n3/4) query time and a dynamic
oracle supporting edge capacity updates and queries in
Õ(n6/7) worst-case time. To the best of our knowledge,
for directed planar graphs, no (approximate) max s, t-flow
oracles have been described even in the unweighted case,
and only trivial tradeoffs involving either no preprocess-
ing or precomputing all the n2 possible answers have been
known. One key technical tool we develop on the way is a
sublinear (in the number of edges) algorithm for finding a
negative cycle in so-called dense distance graphs. By plug-
ging it in earlier frameworks, we obtain improved bounds
for other fundamental problems on planar digraphs. In
particular, we show (1) a deterministic O(n log(nC)) time
algorithm for negatively-weighted SSSP in planar digraphs
with integer edge weights at least −C, and (2) an improved
O(n log n) bound on finding a perfect matching in a bipar-
tite planar graph.
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CP12

On (1 + ϵ)-Approximate Flow Sparsifiers

Given a large graph G with a subset |T | = k of its vertices
called terminals, a quality-q flow sparsifier is a small graph
G′ that contains T and preserves all multicommodity flows
that can be routed between terminals in T , to within fac-
tor q. A natural approach of constructing O(1)-quality flow
sparsifiers, which was adopted in most previous construc-
tions, is contraction. Andoni, Krauthgamer, and Gupta
constructed a sketch of size f(k, ϵ) that stores all feasi-
ble multicommodity flows up to a factor of (1 + ϵ), raised
the question of constructing quality-(1 + ϵ) flow sparsifiers
whose size only depends on k, ϵ (but not the number of ver-
tices in the input graph G), and proposed a contraction-
based framework towards it using their sketch result. In
this paper, we settle their question for contraction-based
flow sparsifiers, by showing that quality-(1+ϵ) contraction-
based flow sparsifiers with size f(ϵ) exist for all 5-terminal
graphs, but not for all 6-terminal graphs. Our hardness re-
sult on 6-terminal graphs improves upon a recent hardness
result by Krauthgamer and Mosenzon on exact (quality-1)
flow sparsifiers, for contraction-based constructions. Our
construction and proof utilize the notion of tight spans in
metric geometry, which we believe is a powerful tool for
future work.
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CP13

A (3 + ϵ)-Approximation Algorithm For The Min-
imum Sum Of Radii Problem With Outliers And
Extensions For Generalized Lower Bounds

Clustering is a fundamental problem setting with applica-
tions in many different areas. For a given set of points in
a metric space and an integer k, we seek to partition the
given points into k clusters. For each computed cluster,
one typically defines one point as the center of the clus-

ter. A natural objective is to minimize the sum of the
cluster center’s radii, where we assign the smallest radius
r to each center such that each point in the cluster is at
a distance of at most r from the center. The best-known
polynomial time approximation ratio for this problem is
3.389. In the setting with outliers, i.e., we are given an
integer m and allow up to m points that are not in any
cluster, the best-known approximation factor is 12.365. In
this paper, we improve both approximation ratios to 3+ ϵ.
Our algorithms are primal-dual algorithms that use funda-
mentally new ideas to compute solutions and to guarantee
the claimed approximation ratios. For example, we replace
the classical binary search to find the best value of a La-
grangian multiplier λ by a primal-dual routine in which λ
is a variable that is raised. Also, we show that for each con-
nected component due to almost tight dual constraints, we
can find one single cluster that covers all its points and we
bound its cost via a new primal-dual analysis. We remark
that our approximation factor of 3+ ϵ is a natural limit for
the known approaches in the literature.
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CP13

On Deterministically Approximating Total Varia-
tion Distance

Total variation distance (TV distance) is an important
measure for the difference between two distributions. Re-
cently, there has been progress in approximating the TV
distance between product distributions: a deterministic
algorithm for a restricted class of product distributions
(Bhattacharyya, Gayen, Meel, Myrisiotis, Pavan and Vin-
odchandran 2023) and a randomized algorithm for general
product distributions (Feng, Guo, Jerrum and Wang 2023).
We give a deterministic fully polynomial-time approxima-
tion algorithm (FPTAS) for the TV distance between prod-
uct distributions. Given two product distributions P and
Q over [q]n, our algorithm approximates their TV distance

with relative error ε in time O
(
qn2

ε
log q log n

ε∆TV(P,Q)

)
.

Our algorithm is built around two key concepts: 1) The
likelihood ratio as a distribution, which captures sufficient
information to compute the TV distance. 2) We intro-
duce a metric between likelihood ratio distributions, called
the minimum total variation distance. Our algorithm com-
putes a sparsified likelihood ratio distribution that is close
to the original one w.r.t. the new metric. The approxi-
mated TV distance can be computed from the sparsified
likelihood ratio. Our technique also implies deterministic
FPTAS for the TV distance between Markov chains.
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On Approximability of Steiner Tree in ℓp-Metrics

In the Continuous Steiner Tree problem (CST), we are
given as input a set of points (called terminals) in a metric
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space and ask for the minimum-cost tree connecting them.
Additional points (called Steiner points) from the metric
space can be introduced as nodes in the solution. In the
Discrete Steiner Tree problem (DST), we are given in ad-
dition to the terminals, a set of facilities, and any solution
tree connecting the terminals can only contain the Steiner
points from this set of facilities. Trevisan [SICOMP’00]
showed that CST and DST are APX-hard when the in-
put lies in the ℓ1-metric (and Hamming metric). Chlebnd
ChlebvCS’08] showed that DST is NP-hard to approximate
to factor of 96/95 ≈ 1.01 in the graph metric (and conse-
quently ℓ∞-metric). Prior to this work, it was unclear if
CST and DST are APX-hard in essentially every other pop-
ular metric! In this work, we prove that DST is APX-hard
in every ℓp-metric. We also prove that CST is APX-hard in
the ℓ∞-metric. Finally, we relate CST and DST, showing
a general reduction from CST to DST in ℓp-metrics. As an
immediate consequence, this yields a 1.39-approximation
polynomial time algorithm for CST in ℓp-metrics.
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Improved Approximations for Ultrametric Viola-
tion Distance

We study the Ultrametric Violation Distance problem in-
troduced by Cohen-Addad, Fan, Lee, and Mesmay [FOCS,

2022]. Given pairwise distances x ∈ R(
[n]
2 )

>0 as input, the
goal is to modify the minimum number of distances so
as to make it a valid ultrametric. In other words, this
is the problem of fitting an ultrametric to given data,
where the quality of the fit is measured by the ℓ0 norm
of the error; variants of the problem for the ℓ∞ and ℓ1
norms are well-studied in the literature. Our main re-
sult is a 5-approximation algorithm for Ultrametric Vi-
olation Distance, improving the previous best large con-
stant factor (≥ 1000) approximation algorithm. We give
an O(min{L, log n})-approximation for weighted Ultramet-
ric Violation Distance where the weights satisfy triangle
inequality and L is the number of distinct values in the
input. We also give a 16-approximation algorithm for the
problem on k-partite graphs, where the input is specified
on pairs of vertices that form a complete k-partite graph.
All our results use a unified algorithmic framework with
small modifications for the three cases.
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Composition of Nested Embeddings with An Ap-
plication to Outlier Removal

We study the design of embeddings into Euclidean space
with outliers. Given a metric space (X, d) and an integer
k, the goal is to embed all but k points in X (called the

“outliers”) into ℓ2 with the smallest possible distortion c.
Finding the optimal distortion c for a given outlier set size
k, or alternately the smallest k for a given target distortion
c are both NP-hard problems. In fact, it is UGC-hard to
approximate k to within a factor smaller than 2 even when
the metric sans outliers is isometrically embeddable into ℓ2.
We consider bi-criteria approximations. Our main result is
a polynomial time algorithm that approximates the outlier
set size to within an O(log2 k) factor and the distortion to
within a constant factor. The main technical component in
our result is an approach for constructing Lipschitz exten-
sions of embeddings into Banach spaces (such as ℓp spaces).
We consider a stronger version of Lipschitz extension that
we call a nested composition of embeddings: given a low
distortion embedding of a subset S of the metric space X,
our goal is to extend this embedding to all of X such that
the distortion over S is preserved, whereas the distortion
over the remaining pairs of points in X is bounded by a
function of the size of X \ S.
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Count on CFI Graphs for #P-Hardness

Many interesting counting problems are finite linear combi-
nations p(·) =

∑
H αH hom(H, ·) of homomorphism counts

from fixed graphs H; this includes subgraph and induced
subgraph counts for fixed patterns. It is known that such
finite linear combinations are as hard to evaluate as their
hardest terms, and this fact was used in several works to
establish hardness results for counting problems. More
precisely, given a linear combination p as above, and a
graph S with αS ̸= 0, it is possible to reduce counting ho-
momorphisms from S into an n-vertex input graph G to
the evaluation of p. Given an oracle for evaluating p, this
known reduction runs in time 2|E(S)|poly(n, s), where s is
the maximum number of vertices among graphs in the lin-
ear combination. This running time is acceptable when S
and s are small compared to n, as considered in previous
works. We show that the above reduction can actually be
performed in poly(n, s) time when S has constant max-
imum degree, even if S is part of the input. Thus, for
constant-degree graphs S, the running time dependency
on the size of S can be made polynomial instead of expo-
nential. Using this new reduction, we obtain #P-hardness
results for problems that could previously only be studied
under parameterized complexity assumptions that are a
priori stronger than ”classical” assumptions. This includes
(induced) subgraph counting problems.
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Randomized Communication and Implicit Repre-
sentations for Matrices and Graphs of Small Sign-
Rank

We prove a characterization of the structural conditions on
matrices of sign-rank 3 and unit disk graphs (UDGs) which
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permit constant-cost public-coin randomized communica-
tion protocols. Therefore, under these conditions, these
graphs also admit implicit representations. The sign-rank
of a matrix M ∈ {−1,+1}N×N is the smallest rank of a
matrix R such that Mi,j = sign(Ri,j) for all i, j ∈ [N ];
equivalently, it is the smallest dimension d in which M
can be represented as a point-halfspace incidence matrix
with halfspaces through the origin, and it is essentially
equivalent to the unbounded-error communication com-
plexity. Matrices of sign-rank 3 can achieve the maximum
possible bounded-error randomized communication com-
plexity Θ(logN), and meanwhile the existence of implicit
representations for graphs of bounded sign-rank (includ-
ing UDGs, which have sign-rank 4) has been open since
at least 2003. We prove that matrices of sign-rank 3, and
UDGs, have constant randomized communication complex-
ity if and only if they do not encode arbitrarily large in-
stances of the Greater-Than communication problem, or,
equivalently, if they do not contain large half-graphs as
semi-induced subgraphs. This also establishes the exis-
tence of implicit representations for these graphs under the
same conditions.
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CP14

On the Hardness of Posslp

The problem PosSLP involves determining whether an in-
teger computed by a given straight-line program is positive.
This problem has attracted considerable attention within
the field of computational complexity as it provides a com-
plete characterization of the complexity associated with nu-
merical computation. However, non-trivial lower bounds
for PosSLP remain unknown. In this paper, we demon-
strate that PosSLP ∈ BPP would imply that NP ⊆ BPP,
under the assumption of a conjecture concerning the com-
plexity of the radical of a polynomial proposed by Dutta,
Saxena, and Sinhababu (STOC’2018). Our proof builds
upon the established NP-hardness of determining if a uni-
variate polynomial computed by an SLP has a real root,
as demonstrated by Perrucci and Sabia (JDA’2005).
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Computations with Polynomial Evaluation Ora-
cle: Ruling Out Superlinear SETH-based Lower
Bounds

One of the most popular and successfully used assump-
tions, Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis (SETH), im-

plies that SAT cannot be solved in 2(1−ϵ)n time. In recent
years, it has been proved that known algorithms for many
problems are optimal under SETH. Despite wide applica-
bility of SETH, for many problems, there are no known

SETH-based lower bounds. In this paper, we prove that
for a range of problems from P, proving superlinear lower
bounds under SETH is challenging as it implies new cir-
cuit lower bounds. To this end, we show that these prob-
lems can be solved in nearly linear time with oracle calls
to evaluating a polynomial of constant degree. Then, we
introduce a strengthening of SETH stating that solving
SAT in time 2(1−ε)n is difficult even if one has constant
degree polynomial evaluation oracle calls. This hypothesis
is stronger than SETH, but refuting it is still challenging:
we show that this implies circuit lower bounds. Finally, by
considering computations that make oracle calls to eval-
uating constant degree polynomials depending on a small
number of variables, we show connections between nonde-
terministic time lower bounds and arithmetic circuit lower
bounds. Namely, we prove that if any of MAX-k-SAT, Bi-
nary Permanent, or a variant of Set Cover problems can-
not be solved in co-nondeterministic time 2(1−ε)n, for any
ε > 0,then one gets arbitrary large polynomial arithmetic
circuit lower bounds.
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CP14

The Sharp Power Law of Local Search on Ex-
panders

Local search is a powerful heuristic in optimization, which
has been studied in the white box and black box mod-
els. In the black box model, we get a graph G = (V,E)
and oracle access to a function f : V → R. The prob-
lem is to find a vertex v that is a local minimum, with as
few queries to the oracle as possible. We show the query
complexity of local search on constant-degree expanders is

Ω
( √

n
logn

)
, where n is the number of vertices of the graph.

This matches within a logarithmic factor the upper bound
of O(

√
n) from Aldous (1983), implying that steepest de-

scent with a warm start is an optimal algorithm for ex-

panders. The previous best lower bound was Ω
(

8√n
logn

)
,

shown by Santha and Szegedy (2004). We obtain this re-
sult by considering broader graph features such as vertex
congestion and separation number. We show that for each
graph, the randomized query complexity of local search is

Ω
(

n1.5

g

)
, where g is the vertex congestion of the graph;
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and Ω
(

4
√

s
∆

)
, where s is the separation number and ∆

is the maximum degree. We also show a variant of the
relational adversary method from Aaronson (2006). Our
variant is asymptotically at least as strong for randomized
algorithms and strictly stronger on some problems.
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CP15

Edge-Coloring Algorithms for Bounded Degree
Multigraphs

In this paper, we consider algorithms for edge-coloring
multigraphs G of bounded maximum degree, i.e., ∆(G) =
O(1). Shannon’s theorem states that any multigraph of
maximum degree ∆ can be properly edge-colored with
⌊3∆/2⌋ colors. Our main results include algorithms
for computing such colorings. We design deterministic
and randomized sequential algorithms with running time
O(n log n) and O(n), respectively. This is the first im-
provement since the O(n2) algorithm in Shannon’s original
paper, and our randomized algorithm is optimal up to con-
stant factors. We also develop distributed algorithms in the
LOCAL model of computation. Namely, we design deter-
ministic and randomized LOCAL algorithms with running
time Õ(log5 n) and O(log2 n), respectively. The determin-
istic sequential algorithm is a simplified extension of earlier
work of Gabow et al. in edge-coloring simple graphs. The
other algorithms apply the entropy compression method in
a similar way to recent work by the author and Bernshteyn,
where the authors design algorithms for Vizings theorem
for simple graphs. We also extend those results to Vizings
theorem for multigraphs.
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A Faster Combinatorial Algorithm for Maximum
Bipartite Matching

The maximum bipartite matching problem is among the
most fundamental and well-studied problems in combina-
torial optimization. A beautiful and celebrated combina-
torial algorithm of Hopcroft and Karp (1973) shows that
maximum bipartite matching can be solved in O(m

√
n)

time on a graph with n vertices and m edges. For the case
of very dense graphs, a fast matrix multiplication based
approach gives a running time of O(n2.371). These results
represented the fastest known algorithms for the problem
until 2013, when Madry introduced a new approach based
on continuous techniques achieving much faster runtime in
sparse graphs. This line of research has culminated in a
spectacular recent breakthrough due to Chen et al. that
gives an m1+o(1) time algorithm for maximum bipartite
matching (and more generally, for min cost flows). This
raises a natural question: are continuous techniques essen-
tial to obtaining fast algorithms for the bipartite match-
ing problem? Our work makes progress on this question
by presenting a new, purely combinatorial algorithm for
bipartite matching, that runs in Õ(m1/3n5/3) time, and
hence outperforms both Hopcroft-Karp and the fast ma-

trix multiplication based algorithms on moderately dense
graphs. Using a standard reduction, we also obtain an
Õ(m1/3n5/3) time deterministic algorithm for maximum
vertex-capacitated s-t flow in directed graphs when all ver-
tex capacities are identical.
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CP15

Computing the 5-Edge-Connected Components in
Linear Time

We provide a deterministic algorithm for computing the 5-
edge-connected components of an undirected multigraph in
linear time. There were probably good indications that this
computation can be performed in linear time, but no such
algorithm was actually known prior to this work. Thus, our
paper answers a theoretical question, and sheds light on the
possibility that a solution may exist for general k. A key
component in our algorithm is an oracle for answering con-
nectivity queries for pairs of vertices in the presence of at
most four edge-failures. Specifically, the oracle can be con-
structed in linear time, and it answers connectivity queries
in the presence of at most four edge-failures in worst-case
constant time. We note that this is a result of indepen-
dent interest. Our paper can be considered as a follow-up
of recent work on computing the 4-edge-connected compo-
nents in linear time. However, in dealing with the compu-
tation of the 5-edge-connected components, we are faced
with unique challenges that do not appear when dealing
with lower connectivity. The problem is that the 4-edge
cuts in 3-edge-connected graphs are entangled in various
complicated ways, that make it difficult to organize them
in a compact way. Here we provide a novel analysis of those
cuts, that reveals the existence of various interesting struc-
tures. These can be exploited so that we can disentangle
and collect only those cuts that are essential in computing
the 5-edge-connected components.
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CP15

Exact Community Recovery in the Geometric SBM

We study the problem of exact community recovery in the
Geometric Stochastic Block Model (GSBM), where each
vertex has an unknown community label as well as a known
position, generated according to a Poisson point process in
Rd. Edges are formed independently conditioned on the
community labels and positions, where vertices may only
be connected by an edge if they are within a prescribed
distance of each other. The GSBM thus favors the for-
mation of dense local subgraphs, which commonly occur
in real-world networks, a property that makes the GSBM
qualitatively very different from the standard Stochastic
Block Model (SBM). We propose a linear-time algorithm
for exact community recovery, which succeeds down to
the information-theoretic threshold, confirming a conjec-
ture of Abbe, Baccelli, and Sankararaman. The algorithm
involves two phases. The first phase exploits the density
of local subgraphs to propagate estimated community la-
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bels among sufficiently occupied subregions, and produces
an almost-exact vertex labeling. The second phase then
refines the initial labels using a Poisson testing procedure.
Thus, the GSBM enjoys local to global amplification just as
the SBM, with the advantage of admitting an information-
theoretically optimal, linear-time algorithm.
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CP15

Higher-Order Cheeger Inequality for Partitioning
with Buffers

We prove a new generalization of the higher-order Cheeger
inequality for partitioning with buffers. Consider a graph
G = (V,E). The buffered expansion of a set S ⊆ V with a
buffer B ⊆ V \ S is the edge expansion of S after remov-
ing all the edges from set S to its buffer B. An ε-buffered
k-partitioning is a partitioning of a graph into disjoint com-
ponents Pi and buffers Bi, in which the size of buffer Bi

for Pi is small relative to the size of Pi: |Bi| ≤ ε|Pi|. The
buffered expansion of a buffered partition is the maximum
of buffered expansions of the k sets Pi with buffers Bi. Let
hk,ε
G be the buffered expansion of the optimal ε-buffered

k-partitioning, then for every δ > 0,

hk,ε
G ≤ Oδ(1) ·

( log k
ε

)
· λ⌊(1+δ)k⌋,

where λ⌊(1+δ)k⌋ is the ⌊(1 + δ)k⌋-th smallest eigenvalue of
the normalized Laplacian of G. Our inequality is construc-
tive and avoids the “square-root loss’ that is present in the
standard Cheeger inequalities (even for k = 2). We also
provide a complementary lower bound, and a novel gener-
alization to the setting with arbitrary vertex weights and
edge costs.
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CP16

New Approximation Bounds for Small-Set Vertex
Expansion

The vertex expansion of a graph is a fundamental graph
parameter. Given a graph G = (V,E) and a parameter
δ ∈ (0, 1/2], its δ-Small-Set Vertex Expansion (SSVE) is
defined as

min
S:|S|=δ|V |

|∂V (S)|
min{|S|, |Sc|}

where ∂V (S) is the vertex boundary of a set S. The SSVE
problem is a natural graph partitioning problem, and is

also of interest due to its connections to the StrongU-
niqueGames problem. We give a randomized algorithm
running in time npoly(1/δ), which outputs a set S of size
Θ(δn), having vertex expansion at most

max
(
O(

√
ϕ∗ log d log(1/δ)), Õ(d log(1/δ)) · ϕ∗

)
,

where d is the largest vertex degree of the graph, and ϕ∗

is the optimal δ-SSVE. The previous best known guaran-
tees for this were the bi-criteria bounds of Õ(1/δ)

√
ϕ∗ log d

and Õ(1/δ)ϕ∗√log n due to Louis-Makarychev [TOC’16].
Our algorithm uses the basic SDP relaxation of the prob-
lem augmented with poly(1/δ) rounds of SoS. Our round-
ing algorithm is a combination of rounding algorithms
of Raghavendra-Tan [SODA’12] and Austrin-Benabbas-
Georgiou [SODA’13]. A key component of our analysis
is novel Gaussian rounding lemma for hyperedges which
might be of independent interest.
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CP16

Dependent Rounding with Strong Negative-
Correlation, and Scheduling on Unrelated Ma-
chines to Minimize Completion Time

We describe a new dependent-rounding algorithmic frame-
work for bipartite graphs. Given a fractional assignment y
of values to edges of graph G = (U ∪ V,E), the algorithms
return an integral solution Y such that each right-node
v ∈ V has at most one neighboring edge f with Yf = 1,
and where the variables Ye also satisfy broad nonpositive-
correlation properties. In particular, for any edges e1, e2
sharing a left-node u ∈ U , the variables Ye1 , Ye2 have
strong negative-correlation properties, i.e. the expectation
of Ye1Ye2 is significantly below ye1ye2 . This algorithm is
based on generating negatively-correlated Exponential ran-
dom variables and using them in a contention-resolution
scheme inspired by an algorithm Im & Shadloo (2020).
Our algorithm gives stronger and much more flexible nega-
tive correlation properties. Dependent rounding schemes
with negative correlation properties have been used for
approximation algorithms for job-scheduling on unrelated
machines to minimize weighted completion times (Bansal,
Srinivasan, Svensson (2021), Im & Shadloo (2020), Im &
Li (2023)). Using our new dependent-rounding algorithm,
among other improvements, we obtain a 1.4-approximation
for this problem. This significantly improves over the prior
1.45-approximation ratio of Im & Li (2023).
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CP16

New SDP Roundings and Certifiable Approxima-
tion for Cubic Optimization

We give new rounding schemes for SDP relaxations for the
problems of maximizing cubic polynomials over the unit
sphere and the hypercube. In both cases, the resulting al-
gorithms yield a O(

√
n/k) multiplicative approximation in
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2O(k)poly(n) time. For the unit sphere, this improves on
the rounding algorithms of Bhattiprolu et al. that need
quasi-polynomial time to obtain a similar approximation
guarantee. Over the hypercube, our results match the
guarantee of a search algorithm of Khot and Naor that
obtains a similar approximation ratio via techniques from
convex geometry. Unlike their method, our algorithm ob-
tains an upper bound on the integrality gap of SDP relax-
ations for the problem and as a result, also yields a cer-
tificate on the optimum value of the input instance. Our
results naturally generalize to homogeneous polynomials of
higher degree and imply improved algorithms for approxi-
mating satisfiable instances of Max-3SAT. Our main moti-
vation is the stark lack of rounding techniques for SDP
relaxations of higher degree polynomial optimization in
sharp contrast to a rich theory of SDP roundings for the
quadratic case. Our rounding algorithms introduce two
new ideas: 1) a new polynomial reweighting based method
to round sum-of-squares relaxations of higher degree poly-
nomial maximization problems, and 2) a general technique
to compress such relaxations down to substantially smaller
SDPs by relying on an explicit construction of certain hit-
ting sets.
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CP16

Faster Exact and Approximation Algorithms for
Packing and Covering Matroids via Push-Relabel

Input your abstract, including TeX commands, here. The
abstract should be no longer than 1500 characters, includ-
ing spaces. Only input the abstract text. Don’t include
title or author information here.
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CP16

On the Hardness of Finding Balanced Independent
Sets in Random Bipartite Graphs

We consider the algorithmic problem of finding large bal-
anced independent sets in sparse random bipartite graphs,
and more generally the problem of finding independent
sets with specified proportions of vertices on each side of
the bipartition. In a bipartite graph it is trivial to find
an independent set of density at least half (take one of
the partition classes). In contrast, in a random bipartite
graph of average degree d, the largest balanced indepen-
dent sets (containing equal number of vertices from each

class) are typically of density (2+ od(1))
log d
d

. Can we find
such large balanced independent sets in these graphs ef-
ficiently? By utilizing the overlap gap property and the
low-degree algorithmic framework, we prove that local and
low-degree algorithms (even those that know the bipar-
tition) cannot find balanced independent sets of density

greater than (1 + ϵ) log d
d

for any ϵ > 0 fixed and d large
but constant. This factor 2 statistical–computational gap
between what exists and what local algorithms can achieve
is analogous to the gap for finding large independent sets
in (non-bipartite) random graphs. A particularly striking
aspect of the gap in bipartite graphs is that the algorithm
achieving the lower bound is extremely simple and can be
implemented as a 1-local algorithm and a degree-1 polyno-
mial (a linear function).
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CP17

Quantum Worst-Case to Average-Case Reductions
for All Linear Problems

We study the problem of designing efficient worst-case to
average-case reductions. Prior to this work, such reduc-
tions were only known for a small number of specific prob-
lems or restricted computational models. In contrast, we
show that for quantum computation, all linear problems
admit worst-case to average-case reductions. Specifically,
we provide an explicit and efficient transformation of quan-
tum algorithms that are only correct on a small (even
sub-constant) fraction of their inputs into ones that are
correct on all inputs. En route, we obtain a tight Ω(n2)
lower bound on the average-case quantum query complex-
ity of the Matrix-Vector Multiplication problem. Our tech-
niques strengthen and generalise the recently introduced
additive combinatorics framework for classical worst-case
to average-case reductions (STOC 2022). We rely on
quantum singular value transformations to construct quan-
tum algorithms for linear verification in superposition and
learning Bogolyubov subspaces from noisy quantum ora-
cles, which could be of independent interest. We use these
tools to prove a quantum local correction lemma, which
lies at the heart of our reductions, based on a noise-robust
probabilistic generalisation of Bogolyubov’s lemma from
additive combinatorics.
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CP17

Recovering the Original Simplicity: Succinct and
Deterministic Quantum Algorithm for the Welded
Tree Problem

This work revisits quantum algorithms for the well-known
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welded tree problem, proposing a very succinct quantum
algorithm based on the simplest coined quantum walks.
It simply iterates the naturally defined coined quantum
walk operator for a predetermined time and finally mea-
sure, where the predetermined time can be efficiently com-
puted on classical computers. Then, the algorithm returns
the correct answer deterministically, and achieves exponen-
tial speedups over any classical algorithm. The significance
of the results may be seen as follows. (i) Our algorithm is
rather simple compared with the one in (Jeffery and Zur,
STOC’2023), which not only breaks the stereotype that
coined quantum walks can only achieve quadratic speedups
over classical algorithms, but also demonstrates the power
of the simplest quantum walk model. (ii) Our algorithm
theoretically achieves zero-error, which is not possible with
existing methods. Thus, it becomes one of the few exam-
ples that exhibit exponential separation between determin-
istic (exact) quantum and randomized query complexities,
which may also change people’s perception that since quan-
tum mechanics is inherently probabilistic, it impossible to
have a deterministic quantum algorithm with exponential
speedups for the weled tree problem.
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CP17

Viderman’s Algorithm for Quantum LDPC Codes

Quantum low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes are an
important class of quantum error correcting codes. A crit-
ical ingredient is the associated decoding algorithm that
allows for the corrections of errors. In this talk I am go-
ing to describe a decoding algorithm for a specific family
of quantum LDPC codes called hypergraph product codes
(Tillich, Zémor, IEEE T-IT, 2013). Our decoding algo-
rithm, a variant of the classical Viderman’s algorithm (Vi-
derman, TOCT 2013), protects against errors by producing
a subset of qubits that contains the error. This is a linear
time algorithm (i.e. in time O(N) where N is the total
number of qubits). This then allows an erasure decoding
algorithm to later correct the errors. Our decoding algo-
rithm is different from all previous decoding algorithms,
that are based on flipping small sets of qubits.
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CP17

Efficient Quantum State Synthesis with One Query

We present a polynomial-time quantum algorithm mak-
ing a single query (in superposition) to a classical oracle,
such that for every state |ψ⟩ there exists a choice of or-
acle that makes the algorithm construct an exponentially
close approximation of |ψ⟩. Previous algorithms for this
problem either used a linear number of queries and poly-
nomial time, or a constant number of queries and polyno-
mially many ancillae but no nontrivial bound on the run-
time. As corollaries we do the following: - We simplify
the proof that statePSPACE ⊆ stateQIP (a quantum state
analogue of PSPACE ⊆ IP) and show that a constant num-
ber of rounds of interaction suffices. - We show that QAC0

f

lower bounds for constructing explicit states would imply

breakthrough circuit lower bounds for computing explicit
boolean functions. - We prove that every n-qubit state can
be constructed to within 0.01 error by an O(2n/n)-size cir-
cuit over an appropriate finite gate set. More generally we
give a size-error tradeoff which, by a counting argument, is
optimal for any finite gate set.
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CP17

An Improved Classical Singular Value Transforma-
tion for Quantum Machine Learning

We study quantum speedups in quantum machine learning
(QML) by analyzing the quantum singular value transfor-
mation (QSVT) framework. QSVT, introduced by [GSLW,
STOC’19], unifies all major types of quantum speedup; in
particular, a wide variety of QML proposals are applica-
tions of QSVT on low-rank classical data. We challenge
these proposals by providing a classical algorithm that
matches the performance of QSVT in this regime up to a
small polynomial overhead. We show that, given a matrix
A ∈ Cm×n, a vector b ∈ Cn, a bounded degree-d poly-
nomial p, and linear-time pre-processing, we can output a
description of a vector v such that ∥v − p(A)b∥ ≤ ε∥b∥ in

Õ(d11∥A∥4F/(ε2∥A∥4)) time. This improves upon the best
known classical algorithm [CGLLTW, STOC’20], which re-

quires Õ(d22∥A∥6F/(ε6∥A∥6)) time, and narrows the gap
with QSVT, which, after linear-time pre-processing to
load input into a quantum-accessible memory, can esti-
mate the magnitude of an entry p(A)b to ε∥b∥ error in

Õ(d∥A∥F/(ε∥A∥)) time. Our key insight is to combine the
Clenshaw recurrence, an iterative method for computing
matrix polynomials, with sketching techniques to simu-
late QSVT. We introduce techniques for such polynomials
which may be of independent interest.
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CP18

Fault-Tolerant Spanners Against Bounded-Degree
Edge Failures: Linearly More Faults, Almost for
Free

We study a new and stronger notion of fault-tolerant graph
structures whose size bounds depend on the degree of the
failing edge set, rather than the total number of faults. For
a subset of faulty edges F ⊆ G, the faulty-degree deg(F )
is the largest number of faults in F incident to any given
vertex. We design new fault-tolerant structures with size
comparable to previous constructions, but which tolerate
every fault set of small faulty-degree deg(F ), rather than
only fault sets of small size |F |. Our main results are:
New FT-Certificates: For every n-vertex graph G and de-
gree threshold f , one can compute a connectivity certifi-

cate H ⊆ G with |E(H)| = Õ(fn) edges that has the
following guarantee: for any edge set F with faulty-degree
deg(F ) ≤ f and every vertex pair u, v, it holds that u and
v are connected in H \ F iff they are connected in G \ F .
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This bound on |E(H)| is nearly tight. New FT-Spanners:
We show that every n-vertex graph G admits a (2k − 1)-

spanner H with |E(H)| = Ok(f
1−1/kn1+1/k) edges, which

tolerates any fault set F of faulty-degree at most f . This
bound on |E(H)| optimal up to its hidden dependence on
k.
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CP18

Distances and Shortest Paths on Graphs of
Bounded Highway Dimension: Simple, Fast, Dy-
namic

Dijkstra’s algorithm is the standard method for comput-
ing shortest paths on arbitrary graphs. However, it is slow
for large graphs, taking at least linear time. It has been
long known that for real world road networks, creating
a hierarchy of well-chosen shortcuts allows fast distance
and path computation, with exact distance queries seem-
ingly being answered in logarithmic time. However, these
methods were but heuristics until the work of Abraham et
al. [JACM 2016], where they defined a graph parameter
called highway dimension which is constant for real-world
road networks, and showed that in graphs of constant high-
way dimension, a shortcut hierarchy exists that guarantees
shortest distance computation takes O(log(U + |V |)) time
and O(V log(U + |V |)) space, where U is the ratio of the
smallest to largest edge, and |V | is the number of vertices.
The problem is that they were unable to efficiently com-
pute the hierarchy of shortcuts. Here we present a simple
and efficient algorithm to compute the needed hierarchy of
shortcuts in time and space O(V log(U + |V |)), as well as
supporting updates in time O(log(U + |V |)).
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CP18

Exact Shortest Paths with Rational Weights on the
Word Ram

Exact computation of shortest paths in weighted graphs
has been traditionally studied in one of two settings. First,
one can assume that the edge weights are real numbers
and all the performed operations on reals (typically com-
parisons and additions) take constant time. Classical Dijk-
stra’s and Bellman-Ford algorithms have been described in
this setting. More efficient exact shortest paths algorithms
have been obtained for integer-weighted graphs. Integral-
ity assumption not only enables faster algorithms but also
allows implementing the aforementioned algorithms in a
much more realistic word RAM model where only arith-

metic operations on O(log n)-bit integers are performed
in constant time. On the word RAM one can as ef-
ficiently exactly encode even rational-weighted instances
with O(log n)-bit numerators and denominators, however
no known algorithms can be directly applied to get sat-
isfactory results in such setting. In this paper, we de-
sign randomized exact single-source shortest paths algo-
rithms for rational-weighted graphs on the word RAM.
Most importantly, in the non-negative case, we obtain a
near-linear time algorithm matching Dijkstra’s algorithm
running time up to polylogarithmic factors. In presence of

negative weights, we give an Õ(n2.5)-time algorithm break-
ing through the best known strongly polynomial bound at-
tained by Bellman-Ford for sufficiently dense graphs.
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CP18

Simpler and Higher Lower Bounds for Shortcut
Sets

We study the well-known shortcut set problem: how much
can one decrease the diameter of a directed graph on n
vertices and m edges by adding O(n) or O(m) of short-
cuts from the transitive closure of the graph. Our results
are based on a vast simplification of the recent construc-
tion of Bodwin and Hoppenworth [FOCS 2023] which was

used to show an Ω̃(n1/4) lower bound for the O(n)-sized
shortcut set problem. We highlight that our simplification
completely removes the use of the convex sets by Bárány
and Larman [Math. Ann. 1998] used in all previous lower
bound constructions. Our simplification also removes the
need for randomness and further removes some log factors.
This allows us to generalize the construction to higher di-
mensions, which in turn can be used to show an Ω̃(n1/5)
lower bound for O(m)-sized shortcut sets, improving on

the previous best Ω̃(n1/8) lower bound.
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CP18

Nearly Optimal Approximate Dual-Failure Re-
placement Paths

Given a directed graph G = (V,E, ω) on n vertices with
positive edge weights as well as two designated terminals
s, t ∈ V , our goal is to compute the shortest path from s to
t avoiding any pair of presumably failed edges f1, f2 ∈ E,
which is a natural generalization of the classical replace-
ment path problem which considers single edge failures
only. This dual failure replacement paths problem was
recently studied by [Vassilevska Williams, Woldeghebriela

and Xu, 2022] who designed a Õ(n3) time algorithm for
general weighted digraphs which is conditionally optimal.
In the same paper, they also showed that the cubic time
barrier can be bypassed by a Õ(M2/3n2.9146) time algo-
rithm for input graphs with small integer edge weights
from {−M,−M + 1, · · · ,M − 1,M}. In this paper, we
study the natural question whether sub-cubic time algo-
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rithms exist for general weighted digraphs when approxi-
mation is allowed. As our main result, we show that (1+ϵ)-
approximations of all dual-failure replacement paths can be
computed in Õϵ(n

2) time which is nearly optimal.
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CP19

Oracle Efficient Online Multicalibration and Om-
niprediction

A recent line of work has shown a connection between
multicalibration, a multi-group fairness notion, and om-
niprediction, a learning paradigm that provides simultane-
ous loss minimization guarantees for a family of loss func-
tions. We initiate the study of omniprediction in the on-
line adversarial setting. Although there exist algorithms
for obtaining multicalibration in the online setting, they
work only for small finite classes of benchmark functions
F , because they require enumerating every function f ∈ F
at every round. In contrast, omniprediction is most inter-
esting for learning theoretic hypothesis classes F , which
are generally continuously large. We develop a new online
multicalibration algorithm for infinite benchmark classes
F and is oracle efficient (i.e. there exist a no-regret learn-
ing algorithm for F ). The result is the first efficient online
omnipredictor — an oracle efficient prediction algorithm
that can be used to simultaneously obtain no regret guar-
antees to all Lipschitz convex loss functions. And we show
upper and lower bounds on the extent to which our rates
can be improved. Our oracle efficient algorithm promises
a stronger swap-omniprediction guarantee. We show that
O(

√
T ) bounds for swap-omniprediction is impossible in

the online setting and give a non-oracle efficient algorithm
that gets the optimal O(

√
T ) omniprediction bounds with-

out going through multicalibration, giving an information
theoretic separation.
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CP19

Santa Claus Meets Makespan and Matroids: Algo-
rithms and Reductions

In this paper we study the relation of two fundamental
problems in scheduling and fair allocation: makespan min-
imization on unrelated parallel machines and max-min fair
allocation, also known as the Santa Claus problem. For
both of these problems the best approximation factor is a
notorious open question; more precisely, whether there is
a better-than-2 approximation for the former problem and
whether there is a constant approximation for the latter.
While the two problems are intuitively related and history
has shown that techniques can often be transferred between
them, no formal reductions are known. We first show that
an affirmative answer to the open question for makespan
minimization implies the same for the Santa Claus prob-
lem by reducing the latter problem to the former, and,
that for instances with only two input values both ques-
tions are equivalent. We then move to a special case called
”restricted assignment”, which is well studied in both prob-

lems. Although our reductions do not maintain the char-
acteristics of this special case, we show that they hold in
a slight generalization, where the jobs or resources are as-
signed to multiple machines or players subject to a ma-
troid constraint and in addition we have only two values.
To complete the picture, we give an algorithm for our new
matroid variant of the Santa Claus problem using a non-
trivial extension of the local search method from restricted
assignment.
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CP19

Fair Price Discrimination

A seller is pricing identical copies of a good to a stream
of unit-demand buyers. Each buyer has a value on the
good as his private information. The seller only knows the
empirical value distribution of the buyer population and
chooses the revenue-optimal price. We consider a widely
studied third-degree price discrimination model where an
information intermediary with perfect knowledge of the
arriving buyer’s value sends a signal to the seller, hence
changing the seller’s posterior and inducing the seller to
set a personalized posted price. Prior work of Bergemann,
Brooks, and Morris (2015) has shown the existence of a
signaling scheme that preserves seller revenue, while al-
ways selling the item, hence maximizing consumer sur-
plus. Departing from this, we ask whether the consumer
surplus generated is fairly distributed among buyers with
different values. To this end, we aim to maximize wel-
fare functions that reward more balanced surplus alloca-
tions. Our main result is the surprising existence of a
novel signaling scheme that simultaneously 8-approximates
all welfare functions that are non-negative, monotonically
increasing, symmetric, and concave, compared with any
other signaling scheme. Such a guarantee cannot be given
by consumer-surplus-maximizing schemes – which are the
ones typically studied in the literature. In addition, our
scheme is socially efficient, and has the fairness property
that buyers with higher values enjoy higher expected sur-
plus.
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CP19

Improved Approximation Algorithms for the Joint
Replenishment Problem with Outliers, and with
Fairness Constraints

We study a natural generalization of the Joint Replenish-
ment Problem (JRP), which is a classical inventory man-
agement problem: we model outliers, and may reject a sub-
set of demand points. In this paper, we are motivated by
issues of fairness - we wish to spread out the rejection pain
in a balanced way among customers, communities, or with
respect to any specified market segmentation. In our most
general setting, we consider a set of C features, where each
demand point has an associated rejection cost for each fea-
ture, and we are given a bound on the allowed rejection cost
incurred in total for each feature. This generalizes a no-
tion of fairness introduced earlier for the Colorful k-Center
problem in which (analogously) each demand point has a
given color, and the number of rejections of each color class
is bounded. We give the first constant approximation al-
gorithms for the fairness-constrained JRP with a constant
number of features: we give a 2.86-approximation algo-
rithm. Even for the special case where we simply bound
the total (weighted) number of outliers, this performance
guarantee improves upon previously known results. Our
approach is an LP-based algorithm that splits the instance
into two subinstances. One is solved by a novel iterative
rounding approach and the other by pipage-based round-
ing. The standard LP relaxation has an unbounded in-
tegrality gap, therefore, we strengthen the relaxation by
correctly guessing a few key attributes of the optimal so-
lution.
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CP19

School Redistricting: Wiping Unfairness Off the
Map

We introduce and study the problem of designing an equi-
table school redistricting map, which we formalize as that
of assigning n students to school attendance zones in a
way that is fair to various demographic groups. Drawing
on methodology from fair division, we consider the demo-
graphic groups as players and seats in schools as homo-
geneous goods. Due to geographic constraints, not every
school can be assigned to every student. This raises new
obstacles, rendering some classic fairness criteria infeasible.

Nevertheless, we show that it is always possible to find
an almost proportional allocation among g demographic
groups if we are allowed to add O(g log g) extra seats. For
any fixed g, we show that such an allocation can be found
in polynomial time, obtaining a runtime of O(n2 log n) in
the special (but practical) case where g ≤ 3.
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CP20

Time-Space Lower Bounds for Bounded-Error
Computation in the Random-Query Model

The random-query model was introduced by Raz and Zhan
at ITCS 2020 as a new model of space-bounded computa-
tion. In this model, a branching program of length T and
width 2S attempts to compute a function f : {0, 1}n →
{0, 1}. The input (x1, . . . , xn) is given in pairs of the form
(ij , xij ) ∈ {1, . . . , n} × {0, 1} for j = 1, 2, . . . , T , where
i1, . . . , iT are uniform and independent indices. Raz and
Zhan proved that any branching program in the random-
query model that computes f with sensitivity k satisfies
T · (S + log n) ≥ Ω(n · k). This gives a quadratic time-
space lower bound for many natural functions which have
sensitivity Ω(n), such as XOR and Majority. The bound
was proved in the zero-error regime. Furthermore, Raz
and Zhan conjectured that (up to logarithmic factors) a
quadratic time-space lower bound still holds for the XOR
function in the more conventional bounded-error regime.
In this paper, we prove this conjecture. More generally, let
f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} have average sensitivity (or total in-
fluence) I[f ]. We prove that any branching program in the
random-query model that computes f in the bounded-error
regime satisfies T · S ≥ Ω̃(n) · I[f ] (where Ω̃ hides logarith-
mic factors in n). Our proof is based on a reduction from
a communication complexity problem.
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CP20

Robust 1-Bit Compressed Sensing with Iterative
Hard Thresholding

In 1-bit compressed sensing, the aim is to estimate a k-
sparse unit vector x ∈ Sn−1 within an ϵ error (in ℓ2) from
minimal number of linear measurements that are quan-
tized to just their signs, i.e., from measurements of the
form y = Sign(⟨a, x⟩). In this paper, we study a noisy ver-
sion where a fraction of the measurements can be flipped,
potentially by an adversary. In particular, we analyze the
popular Binary Iterative Hard Thresholding (BIHT) algo-
rithm in this noisy setting. It is known from recent results
that, with Õ(k

ϵ
) noiseless measurements, BIHT provides an

estimate within ϵ error. This result is optimal and univer-
sal, meaning one set of measurements work for all sparse
vectors. In this paper, we show that BIHT also provides
better results than all known methods for the noisy setting.
We show that when up to τ -fraction of the sign measure-
ments are incorrect (adversarial error), with the same num-
ber of measurements as before, BIHT agnostically provides
an estimate of x within an Õ(ϵ+ τ) error, maintaining the
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universality of measurements. This establishes stability of
iterative hard thresholding in the presence of measurement
error. To obtain the result, we use the restricted approxi-
mate invertibility of Gaussian matrices, as well as a tight
analysis of the high-dimensional geometry of the adversar-
ially corrupted measurements.
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An Unconditional Lower Bound for Two-Pass
Streaming Algorithms for Maximum Matching Ap-
proximation

We present the first unconditional space lower bound
for two-pass streaming algorithms for Maximum Bipartite
Matching approximation. We show that every randomized
two-pass streaming algorithm that computes a ( 8

9
+ ϵ)-

approximation to Maximum Bipartite Matching, for any

constant ϵ > 0, requires space n
1+Ω( 1

(log log n)2
)
, where n

is the number of vertices of the input graph. This im-
proves on the previous conditional lower bound by Assadi
[SODA’22] that, in the best case, only rules out approxi-
mation ratios better than 0.98. Our lower bound makes use
of the information cost trade-off of the Index problem in
the two-party communication setting established by Jain
et al. [JACM’09]. To the best of our knowledge, our work
is the first that exploits this trade-off result in the context
of lower bounds for multi-pass graph streaming algorithms.
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CP20

A (3 + ε)-Approximate Correlation Clustering Al-
gorithm in Dynamic Streams

Grouping together similar elements in datasets is a com-
mon task in data mining and machine learning. In this
paper, we study streaming and parallel algorithms for cor-
relation clustering, where each pair of elements is labeled
either similar or dissimilar. The task is to partition the
elements and the objective is to minimize disagreements,
that is, the number of dissimilar elements grouped together
and similar elements that get separated. Our main con-
tribution is a semi-streaming algorithm that achieves a
(3+ε)-approximation to the minimum number of disagree-
ments using a single pass over the stream. In addition,
the algorithm also works for dynamic streams. Our ap-
proach builds on the analysis of the PIVOT algorithm by
Ailon, Charikar, and Newman [JACM’08] that obtains a
3-approximation in the centralized setting. Our design al-
lows us to sparsify the input graph by ignoring a large
portion of the nodes and edges without a large extra cost
as compared to the analysis of PIVOT. Our work im-
proves on the approximation ratio of the recent single-pass
5-approximation algorithm and on the number of passes
of the recent O(1/ε)-pass (3 + ε)-approximation algorithm
[Behnezhad, Charikar, Ma, Tan FOCS’22, SODA’23]. Our
algorithm is also more robust and can be applied in dy-
namic streams. Furthermore, it is the first single pass
(3+ε)-approximation algorithm that uses polynomial post-

processing time.
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CP20

Robust Sparsification for Matroid Intersection with
Applications

Matroid intersection is a classical optimization problem
where, given two matroids over the same ground set, the
goal is to find the largest common independent set. In
this paper, we show that there exists a certain “spar-
sifer’: a subset of elements, of size O(|Sopt| · 1/ε), where
Sopt denotes the optimal solution, that is guaranteed to
contain a 3/2 + ε approximation, while guaranteeing cer-
tain robustness properties. We call such a small subset
a Density Constrained Subset (DCS), which is inspired
by the Edge-Degree Constrained Subgraph (EDCS) [Bern-
stein and Stein, 2015], originally designed for the maximum
cardinality matching problem in a graph. Our proof is
constructive and hinges on a greedy decomposition of ma-
troids, which we call the density-based decomposition. We
show that this sparsifier has certain robustness properties
that can be used in one-way communication and random-
order streaming models.
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CP21

Fully Dynamic Shortest Path Reporting Against
An Adaptive Adversary

Algebraic data structures are the main subroutine for
maintaining distances in fully dynamic graphs in sub-
quadratic time. However, these dynamic algebraic al-
gorithms generally cannot maintain the shortest paths
against adaptive adversaries. We present the first fully dy-
namic algorithm that maintains the shortest paths against
an adaptive adversary in subquadratic update time. This
is obtained via a combinatorial reduction that allows re-
constructing the shortest paths with only a few distance
estimates. Using this reduction, we obtain the following:
On weighted directed graphs with real edge weights in
[1,W ], we maintain (1 + ϵ)-approximate shortest paths in

Õ(n1.816ϵ−2 logW ) update and Õ(n1.741ϵ−2 logW ) query
time. This improves upon the approximate distance data
structures from [v.d.Brand, Nanongkai; FOCS’19], which
only returned a distance estimate, by matching their com-
plexity and returning an approximate shortest path. On
unweighted directed graphs, we maintain exact shortest
paths in Õ(n1.823) update and Õ(n1.747) query time. This
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improves upon [Bergamaschi, Henzinger, P.Gutenberg,
V.Williams, Wein; SODA’21] who could report the path
only against oblivious adversaries. We improve both their
update and query time while also handling adaptive adver-
saries.
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Fully Dynamic Matching: (2-v2)-Approximation in
Polylog Update Time

We study maximum matchings in fully dynamic graphs,
which are graphs that undergo both edge insertions and
deletions. Our focus is on algorithms that estimate the
size of maximum matching after each update while spend-
ing a small time. An important question studied exten-
sively is the best approximation achievable via algorithms
that only spend poly(logn) time per update, where n is the
number of vertices. The current best bound is a (1/2+ϵ0)-
approximation for a small constant ϵ0 > 0, due to recent
works of Behnezhad [SODA’23] (ϵ0 ∼ 0.001) and Bhat-
tacharya, Kiss, Saranurak, Wajc [SODA’23] (ϵ0 ∼ 0.006)
who broke the long-standing 1/2-approximation barrier.
These works also showed that for any fixed ϵ > 0, the ap-
proximation can be further improved to (2−

√
2−ϵ) ∼ .585

for bipartite graphs, leaving a huge gap between general
and bipartite graphs. In this work, we close this gap. We
show that for any fixed ϵ > 0, a (2 −

√
2 − ϵ) approxi-

mation can be maintained in poly(logn) time per update
even in general graphs. Our techniques also lead to the
same approximation for general graphs in two passes of
the semi-streaming setting, removing a similar gap in that
setting.
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Incremental Approximate Maximum Flow on
Undirected Graphs in Subpolynomial Update Time

We provide an algorithm which, with high probability,
maintains a (1+ϵ)-approximate maximum flow on an undi-

rected graph undergoingm-edge additions inmo(1)ϵ−3 time
per update. To obtain this result, we provide a more
general algorithm that solves what we call the incremen-
tal, thresholded, p-norm flow problem that asks to deter-
mine the first edge-insertion in an undirected graph that
causes the minimum ℓp-norm flow to decrease below a given
threshold in value. Consequently, we also obtain improved
algorithms for dynamically maintaining the effective resis-
tance between a pair of vertices in an undirected graph un-
dergoing edge additions. Our algorithm builds upon pre-
vious dynamic algorithms for approximately solving the
minimum-ratio cycle that underlies previous advances on
the maximum flow problem [Chen-Kyng-Liu-Peng-Probst
Gutenberg-Sachdeva, FOCS ’22]. Our work departs from
this result as well as previous dynamic maximum flow algo-
rithms [v.d.Brand-Liu-Sidford, STOC ’23] in how it reasons
adaptive queries and updates to the minimum ratio cycle

problem as well as how the dynamic algorithm is used in
optimization frameworks to solve p-norm flow.
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CP21

Fully Dynamic Min-Cut of Superconstant Size in
Subpolynomial Time

We present a deterministic fully dynamic algorithm with
subpolynomial worst-case time per graph update such that
after processing each update of the graph, the algorithm
outputs a minimum cut of the graph if the graph has a cut
of size at most c for some c = (log n)o(1). Previously, the

best update time was Õ(
√
n) for any c > 2 and c = O(log n)

[Thorup 2007].
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CP21

Adaptive Out-Orientations with Applications

We maintain edge-orientations of a fully-dynamic graph,
such that the out-degree of each vertex is bounded. On
one hand, we show how to orient the edges such that
the out-degree of each vertex is proportional to the ar-
boricity α of the graph, in, either, an amortised update
time of O(log2 n logα), or a worst-case update time of
O(log3 n logα). We obtain another trade-off, namely either
O(logn logα), amortised, or O(log2 n logα), worst-case
time, for the problem of maintaining an edge-orientation
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with at most O(α + log n) out-edges per vertex. Our
algorithms adapt to the current arboricity of the graph,
and yield improvements over previous work: We obtain
an O(ε−6 log3 n log ρ) worst-case update time algorithm for
maintaining a (1+ ε) approximation of the maximum sub-
graph density, ρ. We obtain an O(ε−6 log3 n logα) worst-
case update time algorithm for maintaining a (1+ε)·OPT+
2 approximation of the optimal out-orientation of a graph
with adaptive arboricity α. This yields the first worst-
case polylogarithmic dynamic algorithm for decomposing
into O(α) forests. We obtain arboricity-adaptive fully-
dynamic deterministic algorithms for a variety of prob-
lems including maximal matching, ∆+1 coloring, and ma-
trix vector multiplication. All update times are worst-case
O(α+ log2 n logα).
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CP22

Learning Hard-Constrained Models with One Sam-
ple

We consider the problem of estimating the parameters of
a Markov Random Field with hard -constraints using a sin-
gle sample. As our main running examples, we use the
k-SAT, the proper coloring models and the general H-
coloring models, for which we obtain both positive and
negative results. In contrast to the soft-constrained case,
we show in particular that single-sample estimation is not
always possible, and that the existence of an estimator is
related to the existence of non-satisfiable instances. Our
algorithms are based on the pseudo-likelihood estimator.
We show variance bounds for this estimator using cou-
pling techniques inspired, in the case of k-SAT, by Moitra’s
sampling algorithm (JACM, 2019); our positive results for
colorings build on this new coupling approach. For q-
colorings on graphs with maximum degree d, we give a
linear-time estimator exists when q > d + 1, whereas the
problem is non-identifiable when q ≤ d + 1. For general
H-colorings, we show that standard conditions that guar-
antee sampling, such as Dobrushin’s condition, are insuf-
ficient for one-sample learning; on the positive side, we

provide a general condition that is sufficient to guaran-
tee linear-time learning and obtain applications for proper
colorings and permissive models. For the k-SAT model on
formulas with maximum degree d, we provide a linear-time
estimator when k6.45 log d, whereas the problem becomes
non-identifiable when k log d.
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CP22

Online Robust Mean Estimation

We study the problem of high-dimensional robust mean
estimation in an online setting. Specifically, we consider
a scenario where n sensors are measuring some common,
ongoing phenomenon. At each time step t = 1, 2, . . . , T ,

the ith sensor reports its readings x
(i)
t for that time step.

The algorithm must then commit to its estimate µt for
the true mean value of the process at time t. We as-
sume that most of the sensors observe independent sam-
ples from some common distribution X, but an ϵ-fraction
of them may instead behave maliciously. The algorithm
wishes to compute a good approximation µ to the true
mean µ∗ := E[X]. We prove two main results about online
robust mean estimation in this model. First, if the un-
corrupted samples satisfy the standard condition of (ϵ, δ)-
stability, we give an efficient online algorithm that outputs
estimates µt, t ∈ [T ], such that with high probability it
holds that ∥µ − µ∗∥2 = O(δ log(T )), where µ = (µt)t∈[T ].
We note that this error bound is nearly competitive with
the best offline algorithms, which would achieve ℓ2-error
of O(δ). Our second main result shows that with addi-
tional assumptions on the input (most notably that X is a
product distribution) there are inefficient algorithms whose
error does not depend on T at all.
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Optimal Rates for Ranking a Permuted Isotonic
Matrix in Polynomial Time

We consider a ranking problem where we have noisy ob-
servations from a matrix with isotonic columns whose rows
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have been permuted by some permutation π∗. This encom-
passes many models, including crowd-labeling and ranking
in tournaments by pair-wise comparisons. In this work, we
provide an optimal and polynomial-time procedure for re-
covering π∗, settling an open problem in [Flammarion et al,
Optimal rates of statistical seriation]. As a byproduct, our
procedure is used to improve the state-of-the art for rank-
ing problems in the stochastically transitive model (SST).
Our approach is based on iterative pairwise comparisons by
suitable data-driven weighted means of the columns. These
weights are built using a combination of spectral methods
with new dimension-reduction techniques. In order to deal
with the important case of missing data, we establish a new
concentration inequality for sparse and centered rectangu-
lar Wishart-type matrices.
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CP22

How Many Neurons Does It Take to Approximate
the Maximum?

We study the size of a neural network needed to approxi-
mate the maximum function over d inputs, in the most ba-
sic setting of approximating with respect to the L2 norm,
for continuous distributions, for a network that uses ReLU
activations. We provide new lower and upper bounds
on the width required for approximation across various
depths. Our results establish new depth separations be-
tween depth 2 and 3, and depth 3 and 5 networks, as
well as providing a depth O(log(log(d))) and width O(d)
construction which approximates the maximum function.
Our depth separation results are facilitated by a new lower
bound for depth 2 networks approximating the maximum
function over the uniform distribution, assuming an expo-
nential upper bound on the size of the weights. Further-
more, we are able to use this depth 2 lower bound to pro-
vide tight bounds on the number of neurons needed to ap-
proximate the maximum by a depth 3 network. Our lower
bounds are of potentially broad interest as they apply to
the widely studied and used max function, in contrast to
many previous results that base their bounds on specially
constructed or pathological functions and distributions.
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CP22

The Cost of Parallelizing Boosting

We study the cost of parallelizing weak-to-strong boost-
ing algorithms for learning, following the recent work of
Karbasi and Larsen. First, we prove a tight lower bound,
showing that even a ”slight” parallelization of boosting re-
quires an exponential blow-up in the complexity of train-
ing. Specifically, let γ be the weak learner’s advantage
over random guessing. The famous AdaBoost algorithm
produces an accurate hypothesis by interacting with the
weak learner for Õ(1/γ2) rounds, where each round runs in
polynomial time. We show any boosting algorithm either
has Ω(1/γ2) rounds of interaction. Otherwise, the boost-
ing algorithm must send exp(Ω(d)) queries in each round,
where d denotes the VC dimension of the hypothesis class.
This improves over the Ω(1/γ) lower bound by Karbasi and
Larsen. Complementing our lower bound, we show that
there exists a boosting algorithm using Õ(1/(tγ2)) rounds,
and sending exp(O(dt2)) queries in each round. This pro-
vides the first trade-off between the parallelism and the
total work required for boosting. Our lower bound follows
from a novel interpretation of parallel boosting as a vari-
ant of ”coin game”. The upper bound is inspired by the
”bagging” technique in machine learning and the Advanced
Composition theorem from differential privacy.
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CP23

Grammar Boosting: A New Technique for Proving
Lower Bounds for Computation over Compressed
Data

Grammar compression is a general framework in which a
string T of length N is represented as a context-free gram-
mar of size n whose language contains only T . We focus on
studying the limitations of algorithms and data structures
operating on grammar-compressed strings. Previous work
focused on algorithms that achieve the approximation ra-
tio ρ = O(polylog N). Unfortunately, ρ is often either un-
known or satisfies ρ = ω(polylog N). In their seminal pa-
per, Charikar et al. [IEEE Trans. Inf. Theory 2005] stud-
ied seven popular grammar compression algorithms: Re-
Pair, Greedy, LongestMatch, Sequential, Bisection, LZ78,
and α-Balanced. Only one of them (α-Balanced) is known
to achieve ρ = O(polylog N). We develop the first tech-
nique for proving lower bounds that does not depend on ρ.
We prove that Ω(logN/ log logN) time is required for ran-
dom access on RePair, Greedy, LongestMatch, Sequential,
and Bisection, while Ω(log logN) time is required for LZ78.
These lower bounds match the existing upper bounds. We
then generalize this technique to conditional lower bounds
for compressed computation; e.g., we prove for all c > 0
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and ϵ > 0, that unless the k-Clique Conjecture fails, there is
no algorithm for CFG parsing on Bisection (ρ = Θ̃(N1/2))
that runs in O(nc ·Nω−ϵ) time. Previously, this was known
only for c < 2ϵ.
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CP23

Deterministic Sparse Pattern Matching via the
Baur-Strassen Theorem

How fast can you test whether a constellation of stars ap-
pears in the night sky? This question can be modeled
as the computational problem of testing whether a set of
points P can be moved into (or close to) another set Q
under some prescribed group of transformations. Con-
sider, as a simple representative, the following problem:
Given two sets of at most n integers P,Q ⊆ [N ], determine
whether there is some shift s such that P + s = {p + s :
p ∈ P} ⊆ Q. This problem, to which we refer as the
Constellation problem, can be solved in near-linear time
O(n log n) by a Monte Carlo randomized algorithm [Car-
doze, Schulman; FOCS’98] and time O(n log2 N) by a Las
Vegas randomized algorithm [Cole, Hariharan; STOC’02]

and in time n · 2O(
√

logn log logN) by a deterministic algo-
rithm [Chan, Lewenstein;STOC’15]. An interesting open
question is whether Constellation is in deterministic near-
linear time. We answer this question positively by giving
an n(logN)O(1)-time deterministic algorithm for the Con-
stellation problem. Our algorithm extends to various more
complex Point Pattern Matching problems in higher di-
mensions, under translations and rigid motions, and possi-
bly with mismatches, and also to a near-linear-time deran-
domization of the Sparse Wildcard Matching problem on
strings. Interestingly, our algorithm relies an innovative
application of the Baur-Strassen theorem from algebraic
complexity theory.
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Near-Optimal Quantum Algorithms for Bounded
Edit Distance and Lempel-Ziv Factorization

Classically, the edit distance of two length-n strings can
be computed in O(n2) time, whereas an O(n2−ϵ)-time pro-
cedure would falsify the Orthogonal Vectors Hypothesis.
If the edit distance value does not exceed k, the running
time can be improved to O(n+ k2), which is near-optimal
(conditioned on OVH) as a function of n and k. Our first

main contribution is a quantum Õ(
√
nk + k2)-time algo-

rithm that uses Õ(
√
nk) queries, where the Õ(·) notation

hides polylogarithmic factors. This query complexity is un-
conditionally optimal, and any significant improvement in
the time complexity would resolve the long-standing open
question of whether edit distance admits an O(n2−ϵ)-time
quantum algorithm. The Lempel-Ziv factorization problem
can be classically solved in O(n) time, which is uncondi-
tionally optimal in the quantum setting. We can, however,
hope for a quantum speedup if we parameterize the com-
plexity in terms of z. Already a generic oracle identification
algorithm yields the optimal query complexity of Õ(

√
nz)

at the price of exponential running time. Our second main
contribution is a quantum algorithm that also achieves the

optimal time complexity of Õ(
√
nz). We can then obtain

the string’s run-length encoded Burrows-Wheeler Trans-
form (BWT), construct the r-index, and solve many fun-

damental string processing problems in time Õ(
√
nz).
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CP23

Sparse Regular Expression Matching

A regular expression specifies a set of strings formed by
single characters combined with concatenation, union, and
Kleene star operators. Given a regular expression R and a
string Q, the regular expression matching problem is to de-
cide if Q matches any of the strings specified by R. Regular
expressions are a fundamental concept in formal languages
and regular expression matching is a basic primitive for
searching and processing data. A standard textbook solu-
tion [Thompson, CACM 1968] constructs and simulates a
NFA, leading to an O(nm) time algorithm, where n = |Q|
and m = |R|. Only polylogarithmic improvements of this
bound are known. Backurs and Indyk [FOCS 2016] proved
that, assuming SETH, regular expression matching cannot
be solved in O((nm)1−ϵ), for any constant ϵ > 0. We take a
new approach and introduce a density parameter, ∆, that
captures the amount of nondeterminism in the NFA sim-
ulation on Q. The density is at most nm + 1 but can be
significantly smaller. Our main result is a new algorithm
that solves regular expression matching in

O
(
∆ log log

nm

∆
+ n+m

)

time. This essentially replaces nm with ∆ in the complex-
ity of regular expression matching. We complement our
upper bound by a matching conditional lower bound that
proves that we cannot solve regular expression matching in
time O(∆1−ϵ) for any constant ϵ > 0 assuming SETH.
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Faster Sublinear-Time Edit Distance

We study the fundamental problem of approximating the
edit distance of two strings. After the development of a
constant-factor approximation in almost-linear time, recent
years have witnessed a notable shift towards sublinear-time
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algorithms. Here, the task is formalized as the (k,K)-gap
edit distance problem: Distinguish whether the edit dis-
tance of two strings is at most k or more than K. Surpris-
ingly, it is still possible to obtain meaningful results in this
regime. Nevertheless, in almost all previous work, truly
sublinear running time of O(n1−ϵ) (for a constant ϵ > 0)

comes at the price of polynomial gap K ≥ k · nΩ(ϵ). Only
recently, [Bringmann, Cassis, Fischer, and Nakos; STOC

2022] broke through this barrier and solved the (k, k1+o(1))-

gap edit distance problem in time O(n/k+ k4+o(1)), which

is truly sublinear if nΩ(1) ≤ k ≤ n
1
4
−Ω(1). The n/k term

is inevitable, but it remains an important task to optimize
the poly(k) term and, in general, solve the (k, k1+o(1))-
gap edit distance problem in sublinear time for larger k.
In this work, we design an O(n/k + k2+o(1))-time algo-

rithm for (k, k1+o(1))-gap edit distance, yielding a signifi-
cant quadratic speed-up over the previous algorithm. No-
tably, our algorithm is unconditionally almost-optimal (up

to subpolynomial factors) for k ≤ n
1
3 and improves upon

the state of the art for k ≤ n
1
2
−o(1).
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Dynamic Algorithms for Matroid Submodular
Maximization

Submodular maximization under matroid and cardinality
constraints are classical problems with a wide range of ap-
plications in machine learning, auction theory, and com-
binatorial optimization. In this paper, we consider these
problems in the dynamic setting where (1) we have oracle
access to a monotone submodular function f : 2V → R+

and (2) we are given a sequence S of insertions and dele-
tions of elements of an underlying ground set V . We
develop the first fully dynamic (4 + ϵ)-approximation al-
gorithm for the submodular maximization problem un-
der the matroid constraint using an expected worst-case
O(k log(k) log3 (k/ϵ)) query complexity where 0 < ϵ ≤
1. This resolves an open problem of Chen and Peng
(STOC’22) and Lattanzi et al. (NeurIPS’20). As a byprod-
uct, for the submodular maximization under the cardi-
nality constraint k, we propose a parameterized (by the
cardinality constraint k) dynamic algorithm that main-
tains a (2 + ϵ)-approximate solution of the sequence S at
any time t using an expected worst-case query complexity
O(kϵ−1 log2(k)). This is the first dynamic algorithm for
the problem that has a query complexity independent of
the size of ground set V .
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Fully Dynamic Consistent K-Center Clustering

We study the consistent k-center clustering problem. In
this problem, the goal is to maintain a constant factor ap-
proximate k-center solution during a sequence of n point
insertions and deletions while minimizing the recourse, i.e.,
the number of changes made to the set of centers after each
point insertion or deletion. Previous works by Lattanzi
and Vassilvitskii [ICML 12] and Fichtenberger, Lattanzi,
NorouziFard, and Svensson [SODA 21] showed that in the
incremental setting, where deletions are not allowed, one
can obtain k polylog(n)/n amortized recourse for both k-
center and k-median, and demonstrated a matching lower
bound. However, no algorithm for the fully dynamic set-
ting achieves less than the trivial O(k) changes per up-
date, which can be obtained by simply reclustering the full
dataset after every update. In this work, we give the first
algorithm for consistent k-center clustering for the fully
dynamic setting, i.e., when both point insertions and dele-
tions are allowed, and improves upon a trivial O(k) re-
course bound. Specifically, our algorithm maintains a con-
stant factor approximate solution while ensuring worstcase
constant recourse per update, which is optimal in the fully
dynamic setting. Moreover, our algorithm is determinis-
tic and is therefore correct even if an adaptive adversary
chooses the insertions and deletions.
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On Dynamic Graph Algorithms with Predictions

Dynamic algorithms operate on inputs undergoing up-
dates, e.g., insertions or deletions of edges or vertices.
After processing each update, the algorithm has to an-
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swer queries regarding the current state of the input data.
We study dynamic algorithms in the model of algorithms
with predictions (also known as learning-augmented algo-
rithms). We assume the algorithm is given imperfect pre-
dictions regarding future updates, and we ask how such
predictions can be used to improve the running time. In
other words, we study the complexity of dynamic problems
parameterized by the prediction accuracy. This can be seen
as a model interpolating between classic online dynamic al-
gorithms – which know nothing about future updates – and
offline dynamic algorithms with the whole update sequence
known upfront, which is similar to having perfect predic-
tions. Our results give smooth tradeoffs between these two
extreme settings.
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Dynamic Algorithms for k-Center on Graphs

In this paper we give the first efficient algorithms for the
k-center problem on dynamic graphs undergoing edge up-
dates. In this problem, the goal is to partition the input
into k sets by choosing k centers such that the maximum
distance from any data point to the closest center is mini-
mized. It is known that it is NP-hard to get a better than
2 approximation for this problem. While in many applica-
tions the input may naturally be modeled as a graph, all
prior works on k-center problem in dynamic settings are
on metrics. In this paper, we give a deterministic decre-
mental (2+ ϵ)-approximation algorithm and a randomized
incremental (4 + ϵ)-approximation algorithm, both with

amortized update time kno(1) for weighted graphs. More-
over, we show a reduction that leads to a fully dynamic
(2 + ϵ)-approximation algorithm for the k-center problem,
with worst-case update time that is within a factor k of
the state-of-the-art upper bound for maintaining (1 + ϵ)-
approximate single-source distances in graphs. Matching
this bound is a natural goalpost because the approximate
distances of each vertex to its center can be used to main-
tain a (2 + ϵ)-approximation of the graph diameter and
the fastest known algorithms for such a diameter approxi-
mation also rely on maintaining approximate single-source
distances.
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Nibbling at Long Cycles: Dynamic (and Static)
Edge Coloring in Optimal Time

We consider the problem of maintaining a (1 + ϵ)∆-
edge coloring in a dynamic graph G with n nodes and
maximum degree at most ∆. The state-of-the-art up-
date time is Oϵ(polylog(n)), by Duan, He and Zhang
[SODA’19] and by Christiansen [STOC’23], and more pre-
cisely O(log7 n/ϵ2), where ∆ = Ω(log2 n/ϵ2). The fol-
lowing natural question arises: What is the best possi-
ble update time of an algorithm for this task? More
specifically, can we bring it all the way down to
some constant (for constant ϵ)? This question coincides
with the static time barrier for the problem: Even for
(2∆ − 1)-coloring, there is only a naive O(m log∆)-time
algorithm. We answer this fundamental question in the
affirmative, by presenting a dynamic (1 + ϵ)∆-edge color-
ing algorithm with O(log4(1/ϵ)/ϵ9) update time, provided
∆ = Ωϵ(polylog(n)). As a corollary, we also get the first
linear time (for constant ϵ) static algorithm for (1 + ϵ)∆-
edge coloring; in particular, we achieve a running time
of O(m log(1/ϵ)/ϵ2). We obtain our results by carefully
combining a variant of the Nibble algorithm from Bhat-
tacharya, Grandoni and Wajc [SODA’21] with the subsam-
pling technique of Kulkarni, Liu, Sah, Sawhney and Tar-
nawski [STOC’22].
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Fast Algorithms for Separable Linear Programs

A fundamental topic of study in numerical linear algebra
is the design of efficient solvers for linear systems that ex-
hibit structural properties. A prominent success story is
the method of generalized nested dissection [LRT’79] for
separable matrices. On the other hand, most recent devel-
opments in linear programs (LP) have not leveraged the
ideas underlying linear system solvers, nor exploited the
separable structure of the constraint matrix. In this work,
we consider LPs of the form minAx=b,ℓ≤x≤u c⊤x, where the
graphical support of the constraint matrix A ∈ Rn×m is
nα-separable. We present an Õ((m + m1/2+2α) log(1/ϵ))-
time algorithm to solve such LPs to ϵ relative accuracy.
Our solver has two important implications: for the k-
multicommodity flow problem on planar graphs, we ob-
tain an Õ(k5/2m3/2 log(1/ϵ))-time algorithm; and when the
support of A is nα-separable with α ≤ 1/4, our runtime

of Õ(m) is nearly optimal, in contrast with the natural
approach of combining interior point methods and nested
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dissection, whose time complexity is lower bounded by
Ω(

√
m(m+mαω)) = Ω(m3/2), where ω is the matrix mul-

tiplication constant. Lastly, our solver can be applied to
low-treewidth LPs to recover the results of [DLY21,GS22]
while using significantly simpler data structure machinery.
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Integer Programming with GCD Constraints

We study the non-linear extension of integer program-
ming with greatest common divisor constraints of the form
gcd(f, g) ∼ d, where f and g are linear polynomials, d is
a positive integer, and ∼ is a relation among ≤,=, ̸= and
≥. We show that the feasibility problem for these systems
is in NP, and that an optimal solution minimizing a linear
objective function, if it exists, has polynomial bit length.
To show these results, we identify an expressive fragment
of the existential theory of the integers with addition and
divisibility that admits solutions of polynomial bit length.
It was shown by Lipshitz [Trans. Am. Math. Soc., 235,
pp. 271-283, 1978] that this theory adheres to a local-
to-global principle in the following sense: a formula Φ is
equi-satisfiable with a formula Ψ in this theory such that Ψ
has a solution if and only if Ψ has a solution modulo every
prime p. We show that in our fragment, only a polyno-
mial number of primes of polynomial bit length need to be
considered, and that the solutions modulo prime numbers
can be combined to yield a solution to Φ of polynomial bit
length. As a technical by-product, we establish a Chinese-
remainder-type theorem for systems of congruences and
non-congruences showing that solution sizes do not depend
on the magnitude of the moduli of non-congruences.
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Sub-Exponential Lower Bounds for Branch-and-

Bound with General Disjunctions via Interpolation

We investigate linear programming based branch-and-
bound using general disjunctions, also known as stabbing
planes, for solving integer programs. We derive the first
sub-exponential lower bound (in the encoding length L of
the integer program) for the size of a general branch-and-
bound tree for a particular class of (compact) integer pro-

grams, namely 2Ω(L1/12−ϵ) for every ϵ > 0. This is achieved
by showing that general branch-and-bound admits quasi-
feasible monotone real interpolation, which allows us to
utilize sub-exponential lower-bounds for monotone real cir-
cuits separating the so-called clique-coloring pair. The
same ideas also prove that refuting Θ(log(n))-CNFs re-

quires size 2n
Ω(1)

branch-and-bound trees with high prob-
ability by considering the closely related notion of infeasi-
bility certificates recently introduced by Hrube and Pudl
One important ingredient of the proof of our interpola-
tion result is that for every general branch-and-bound tree
proving integer-freeness of a product P × Q of two poly-
topes P and Q, there exists a closely related branch-and-
bound tree for showing integer-freeness of P or one showing
integer-freeness of Q. Moreover, we prove that monotone
real circuits can perform binary search efficiently.
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A Whole New Ball Game: A Primal Accelerated
Method for Matrix Games and Minimizing the
Maximum of Smooth Functions

We design algorithms for minimizing maxi∈[n] fi(x) over a
d-dimensional Euclidean or simplex domain. When each
fi is 1-Lipschitz and 1-smooth, our method computes an ϵ-

approximate solution using Õ(nϵ−1/3 + ϵ−2) gradient and

function evaluations, and Õ(nϵ−4/3) additional runtime.
For large n, our evaluation complexity bound is optimal up
to polylogarithmic factors. In the special case where each
fi is linear—which corresponds to finding a near-optimal
primal strategy in a matrix game –our method finds an ϵ-

approximate solution in runtime Õ(n(d/ϵ)2/3 + ϵ−2). For
n > d and ϵ = 1/

√
n this improves over all existing first-

order methods. When additionally d = ω(n8/11) our run-
time also improves over all known interior point methods.
Our algorithm combines three novel primitives: (1) A dy-
namic data structure which enables efficient stochastic gra-
dient estimation in small ℓ2 or ℓ1 balls. (2) A mirror de-
scent algorithm tailored to our data structure implement-
ing an oracle which minimizes the objective over said ball.
(3) A simple ball oracle acceleration framework suitable for
non-Euclidean geometry.
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Arborescences, Colorful Forests, and Popularity

Our input is a directed, rooted graph G = (V ∪ {r}, E)
where each vertex in V has a partial order preference over
its incoming edges. The preferences of a vertex extend nat-
urally to preferences over arborescences rooted at r. We
seek a popular arborescence in G, i.e., one for which there is
no ”more popular” arborescence. The popular arborescence
problem is to decide if a given input instance admits a pop-
ular arborescence or not. We present the first polynomial-
time algorithm for this problem. Our algorithm is combi-
natorial, and can be regarded as a primal-dual algorithm.
It searches for an arborescence along with its dual cer-
tificate, a chain of subsets of E, witnessing its popular-
ity. In fact, our algorithm solves the more general popular
common base problem in the intersection of two matroids,
where one matroid is the partition matroid and the other
is an arbitrary matroid. We also study the related popu-
lar colorful forest (or more generally, the popular common
independent set) problem where edges are partitioned into
color classes, and the task is to find a colorful forest that is
popular within the set of all colorful forests. For the case
with weak rankings, we formulate the popular colorful for-
est polytope, and thus show that a minimum-cost popular
colorful forest can be computed efficiently. By contrast,
we prove that it is NP-hard to compute a minimum-cost
popular arborescence, even when rankings are strict.
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Convex Minimization with Integer Minima in Õ(n4)
Time

Given a convex function f on Rn with an integer mini-
mizer, we show how to find an exact minimizer of f us-
ing O(n2 log n) calls to a separation oracle and O(n4 log n)
time. The previous best polynomial time algorithm for this
problem given in [Jiang, SODA 2021, JACM 2022] achieves
O(n2 log log n/ log n) oracle complexity. However, the over-

all runtime of Jiang’s algorithm is at least Ω̃(n8), due to
expensive sub-routines such as the Lenstra-Lenstra-Lovasz
(LLL) algorithm [Lenstra, Lenstra, Lovasz, Math. Ann.
1982] and random walk based cutting plane method [Bert-
simas, Vempala, JACM 2004]. Our significant speedup is
obtained by a nontrivial combination of a faster version of

the LLL algorithm due to [Neumaier, Stehle, ISSAC 2016]
that gives similar guarantees, the volumetric center cutting
plane method (CPM) by [Vaidya, FOCS 1989] and its fast
implementation given in [Jiang, Lee, Song, Wong, STOC
2020]. For the special case of submodular function mini-
mization (SFM), our result implies a strongly polynomial
time algorithm for this problem using O(n3 log n) calls to
an evaluation oracle and O(n4 log n) additional arithmetic
operations. Both the oracle complexity and the number
of arithmetic operations of our more general algorithm are
better than the previous best-known runtime algorithms
for this specific problem given in [Lee, Sidford, Wong,
FOCS 2015] and [Dadush, Vegh, Zambelli, SODA 2018,
MOR 2021].
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Fast Fourier Transform via Automorphism Groups
of Rational Function Fields

The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) over a finite field Fq

computes evaluations of a given polynomial of degree less
than n at a specifically chosen set of n distinct evaluation
points in Fq. If q or q − 1 is a smooth number, then the
divide-and-conquer approach leads to the fastest known
FFT algorithms. Depending on the type of group that the
set of evaluation points forms, these algorithms are clas-
sified as multiplicative (Math of Comp. 1965) and addi-
tive (FOCS 2014) FFT algorithms. In this work, we pro-
vide a unified framework for FFT algorithms that include
both multiplicative and additive FFT algorithms as special
cases, and beyond: our framework also works when q + 1
is smooth, while all known results require q or q − 1 to be
smooth. For the new case where q+1 is smooth (this new
case was not considered before in literature as far as we
know), we show that if n is a divisor of q + 1 that is B-
smooth for a real B > 0, then our FFT needs O(Bn log n)
arithmetic operations in Fq. Our unified framework is a
natural consequence of introducing the algebraic function
fields into the study of FFT.
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The Identity Problem in Nilpotent Groups of
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Bounded Class

Let G be a unitriangular matrix group of nilpotency class
at most ten. We show that the Identity Problem (does a
semigroup contain the identity matrix?) and the Group
Problem (is a semigroup a group?) are decidable in poly-
nomial time for finitely generated subsemigroups of G. Our
decidability results also hold when G is an arbitrary finitely
generated nilpotent group of class at most ten. This ex-
tends earlier work of Babai et al. on commutative ma-
trix groups (SODA’96) and work of Bell et al. on SL(2,Z)
(SODA’17). Furthermore, we formulate a sufficient condi-
tion for the generalization of our results to nilpotent groups
of class d > 10. For every such d, we exhibit an effective
procedure that verifies this condition in case it is true.
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Faster Rectangular Matrix Multiplication by Com-
bination Loss Analysis

Duan, Wu and Zhou (FOCS 2023) recently obtained the
improved upper bound on the exponent of square matrix
multiplication ω < 2.3719 by introducing a new approach
to quantify and compensate the ”combination loss” in prior
analyses of powers of the Coppersmith-Winograd tensor.
In this paper we show how to use this new approach to
improve the exponent of rectangular matrix multiplication
as well. Our main technical contribution is showing how
to combine this analysis of the combination loss and the
analysis of the fourth power of the Coppersmith-Winograd
tensor in the context of rectangular matrix multiplication
developed by Le Gall and Urrutia (SODA 2018).
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CP26

New Nearly Optimal Black Box Polynomial Root-
Finders

Univariate polynomial root-finding has been studied for
four millennia and very intensively in the last decades. Our
novel nearly optimal Las Vegas randomized root-finders ap-
proximate all zeros of a polynomial almost as fast as one
accesses its coefficients with the precision required for the
solution within a prescribed error bound. Moreover, our
root-finders can be applied to a black box polynomial, de-
fined by an oracle (that is, black box subroutine) for its
evaluation rather than by its coefficients. Such root-finders
are particularly fast for polynomials that can be evaluated
fast, e.g., the sum of a few shifted monomials, but the only
other known black box root-finder is the pioneering one by
Louis and Vempala at FOCS 2016, and it only approxi-
mates the absolutely largest root of a real-rooted polyno-
mial. Our divide and conquer deterministic algorithm of
ACM STOC 1995 is the only other known nearly optimal
polynomial root-finder, but it extensively uses the coeffi-
cients, is quite involved, and has never been implemented,
while according to extensive numerical experiments with
standard test polynomials, our new root-finders competes
with user’s choice package MPSolve and supersedes it more
and more significantly where the polynomial degree grows
large. We also approximate matrix eigenvalues in a record
Las Vegas bit operation time. Our auxiliary algorithms

and techniques for computations with black box polynomi-
als can be of independent interest.
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CP26

Deterministic Algorithms for Low-Degree Factors
of Constant-Depth Circuits

For every constant d, we design a deterministic algorithm
that takes as input a multivariate polynomial given f as a
constant depth algebraic circuit over the field of rational
numbers, and outputs all irreducible factors of f of degree
at most d together with their respective multiplicities. The
algorithm runs in subexponential time for every constant d.
Moreover, if f is a sparse polynomial, then the algorithm
runs in quasipolynomial time. Our results are based on a
more fine grained connection between polynomial identity
testing (PIT) and polynomial factorization in the context
of constant-degree factors and rely on a clean connection
between divisibility testing of polynomials and PIT due
to Forbes and on subexponential time deterministic PIT
algorithms for constant-depth algebraic circuits from the
recent work of Limaye, Srinivasan and Tavenas.
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CP26

New Bounds for Matrix Multiplication: from Al-
pha to Omega

The main contribution of this paper is a new improved vari-
ant of the laser method for designing matrix multiplication
algorithms. Building upon the recent techniques of [Duan,
Wu, Zhou, FOCS 2023], the new method introduces sev-
eral new ingredients that not only yield an improved bound
on the matrix multiplication exponent ω, but also improve
the known bounds on rectangular matrix multiplication by
[Le Gall and Urrutia, SODA 2018]. In particular, the new
bound on ω is ω ≤ 2.371552 (improved from ω ≤ 2.371866).
For the dual matrix multiplication exponent α defined as
the largest α for which ω(1, α, 1) = 2, we obtain the im-
provement α ≥ 0.321334 (improved from α ≥ 0.31389).
Similar improvements are obtained for various other expo-
nents for multiplying rectangular matrices.
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CP27

A Distributed Palette Sparsification Theorem

The celebrated palette sparsification result of [Assadi,
Chen, and Khanna SODA’19] shows that to compute a
∆ + 1 coloring of the graph, where ∆ denotes the maxi-
mum degree, it suffices if each node limits its color choice to
O(log n) independently sampled colors in {1, 2, . . . ,∆+1}.
They showed that it is possible to color the resulting sparsi-
fied graph and obtain a ∆+1 coloring for the original graph.
However, to compute the actual coloring, that information
must be gathered at a single location for centralized pro-
cessing. We seek instead a local algorithm to compute such
a coloring in the sparsified graph in poly(logn) distributed
rounds with small messages. Our main result is an algo-
rithm that computes a ∆ + 1-coloring after palette spar-
sification with O(log2 n) random colors per node and runs
in O(log2 ∆ + log3 log n) rounds on the sparsified graph,
using O(log n)-bit messages. We show that this is close
to the best possible: any distributed ∆ + 1-coloring al-
gorithm that runs in the LOCAL model on the sparsified
graph, given by palette sparsification, for any poly(logn)
colors per node, requires Ω(log∆/ log log n) rounds. This
distributed palette sparsification result leads to the first
poly(logn)-round algorithms for ∆+1-coloring in two pre-
viously studied distributed models: the Node Capacitated
Clique, and the cluster graph model.
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CP27

A Nearly Linear-Time Distributed Algorithm for
Exact Maximum Matching

In this paper, we propose a randomized Õ(µ(G))-round al-
gorithm for the maximum cardinality matching problem in
the CONGEST model, where µ(G) means the maximum
size of a matching of the input graph G. The proposed
algorithm substantially improves the current best worst-
case running time. The key technical ingredient is a new
randomized algorithm of finding an augmenting path of
length ℓ with high probability within Õ(ℓ) rounds, which
positively settles an open problem left in the prior work by
Ahmadi and Kuhn [DISC’20].The idea of our augmenting
path algorithm is based on a recent result by Kitamura
and Izumi [IEICE Trans.’22], which efficiently identifies a
sparse substructure of the input graph containing an aug-
menting path, following a new concept called alternating

base trees. Their algorithm, however, resorts to a central-
ized approach of collecting the entire information of the
substructure into a single vertex for constructing an aug-
menting path. The technical highlight of this paper is to
provide a fully-decentralized counterpart of such a central-
ized method. To develop the algorithm, we prove several
new structural properties of alternating base trees, which
are of independent interest.
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CP27

Parallel Approximate Maximum Flows in Near-
Linear Work and Polylogarithmic Depth

We give a parallel algorithm for the (1 − ϵ)-approximate
maximum flow problem in capacitated, undirected graphs
with n vertices and m edges, achieving O(ϵ−3polylog n)
depth and O(mϵ−3polylog n) work in the PRAM model.
Although near-linear time sequential algorithms for this
problem have been known for almost a decade, no paral-
lel algorithms that simultaneously achieved polylogarith-
mic depth and near-linear work were known. At the
heart of our result is a polylogarithmic depth, near-linear
work recursive algorithm for computing congestion approx-
imators, which only requires solving maximum flows on
subgraphs obtained by contracting vertices, as opposed
to vertex-induced subgraphs used in Re, Shah, and Tig
[SODA14]. Along the way, we also develop a parallel flow-
decomposition algorithm that is crucial to achieving poly-
logarithmic depth and may be of independent interest. We
extend our results to related graph problems such as spars-
est and balanced sparsest cuts, fair and isolating cuts, ap-
proximate Gomory-Hu trees, and hierarchical clustering.
All algorithms achieve polylogarithmic depth and near-
linear work. Finally, our PRAM results also imply the
first polylogarithmic round, near-linear total space MPC
algorithms for approximate undirected maximum flows, as
well as all its aforementioned applications in the fully scal-
able regime where the local machine memory is O(nδ) for
any constant δ > 0.
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CP27

Breaking 3-Factor Approximation for Correlation
Clustering in Polylogarithmic Rounds

In this paper, we study parallel algorithms for the correla-
tion clustering problem, where every pair of two different
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entities is labeled with similar or dissimilar. The goal is
to partition the entities into clusters to minimize the num-
ber of disagreements with the labels. Currently, all effi-
cient parallel algorithms have an approximation ratio of at
least 3. In comparison with the 1.994 + ϵ ratio achieved
by polynomial-time sequential algorithms [CLN22], a sig-
nificant gap exists. We propose the first poly-logarithmic
round parallel algorithm that achieves a better approxima-
tion ratio than 3. Specifically, our algorithm computes a
(2.4+ϵ)-approximate solution and uses Õ(m1.5) work. Ad-

ditionally, it can be translated into a Õ(m1.5)-time sequen-
tial algorithm and a poly-logarithmic rounds sublinear-
memory MPC algorithm with Õ(m1.5) total memory. Our
approach is inspired by Awerbuch, Khandekar, and Rao’s
[AKR12] length-constrained multi-commodity flow algo-
rithm, where we develop an efficient parallel algorithm
to solve a truncated correlation clustering linear program
of Charikar, Guruswami, and Wirth [CGW05]. Then we
show the solution of the truncated linear program can be
rounded with a factor of at most 2.4 loss by using the frame-
work of [CMSY15]. Such a rounding framework can then
be implemented using parallel pivot-based approaches.
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CP27

Massively Parallel Algorithms for High-
Dimensional Euclidean Minimum Spanning
Tree

We study the classic Euclidean Minimum Spanning Tree
(MST) problem in the Massively Parallel Computation
(MPC) model. Given a set X ⊂ Rd of n points, the goal is
to produce a spanning tree forX with weight within a small
factor of optimal. Euclidean MST is one of the most fun-
damental hierarchical geometric clustering algorithms, and
with the proliferation of enormous high-dimensional data
sets, such as massive transformer-based embeddings, there
is now a critical demand for efficient distributed algorithms
to cluster such data sets. In this paper, we give a constant
factor approximation in Õ(log log n) rounds of the MPC
model. In contrast to tree-embedding-based approaches,
which necessarily must pay Ω(logn)-distortion, our algo-
rithm is based on a new combination of graph-based dis-
tributed MST algorithms and geometric space partitions.
Additionally, although the approximate MST we return
can have a large depth, we show that it can be modified to
obtain a Õ(log logn)-round constant factor approximation
to the Euclidean Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) in the
MPC model. Previously, only a O(log n) round was known
for the problem.
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CP27

The Minority Dynamics and the Power of Syn-
chronicity

We study the minority-opinion dynamics over a complete
network of n nodes with binary opinions. Upon activation,
a node receives a sample of opinions from a limited number
of neighbors chosen uniformly at random. Each activated
node then adopts the opinion that is least common within
the received sample. Unlike all other known consensus dy-
namics, we prove that this elementary protocol behaves
in dramatically different ways, depending on whether ac-
tivations occur sequentially or in parallel. Specifically, we
show that its expected consensus time is exponential in n
under asynchronous models, such as asynchronous GOS-
SIP. On the other hand, despite its chaotic nature, we
show that it converges within O(log2 n) rounds w.h.p. un-
der synchronous models, such as synchronous GOSSIP. Fi-
nally, our results shed light on the bit-dissemination prob-
lem, previously introduced to model the spread of infor-
mation in biological scenarios. Our analysis implies that
the minority-opinion dynamics is the first stateless solu-
tion to this problem, in the parallel passive-communication
setting, achieving convergence within a polylogarithmic
number of rounds. This, together with a known lower
bound for sequential stateless dynamics, implies a parallel-
vs-sequential gap for this problem that is nearly quadratic
in the number n of nodes. This is in contrast to all known
results for problems in this area, which exhibit a linear gap
between the parallel and the sequential setting.
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CP28

Breaking the k/ log k Barrier in Collective Tree Ex-
ploration via Tree-Mining

In collective tree exploration, a team of k mobile agents
is assigned to go through all edges of an unknown tree as
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fast as possible. An edge of the tree is revealed to the team
when one agent becomes adjacent to that edge. The explo-
ration algorithm’s guarantee is typically compared to the
number of rounds required to traverse all edges if the agents
had known the tree in advance. This quantity is at least
max{2n/k, 2D} where n is the number of nodes and D is
the tree depth. Since the introduction of the problem by
[11], two types of guarantees have emerged: the first takes
the form r(k)(n/k+D), where r(k) is called the competitive
ratio, and the other takes the form 2n/k + f(k,D), where
f(k,D) is called the competitive overhead. In this paper,
we present the first algorithm with linear-in-D competi-
tive overhead, thereby reconciling both approaches. Specif-
ically, our bound is in 2n/k +O(klog2(k)−1D) and leads to

a competitive ratio in O(k/ exp(
√
ln 2 ln k)). This is the

first improvement over O(k/ ln k) since the introduction of
the problem, twenty years ago. Our algorithm is developed
for an asynchronous generalization of collective tree explo-
ration (ACTE). It belongs to a broad class of locally-greedy
exploration algorithms that we define. We show that the
analysis of locally-greedy algorithms can be seen through
the lens of a 2-player game that we call the tree-mining
game and which could be of independent interest.
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CP28

Maintaining Matroid Intersections Online

Maintaining a maximum bipartite matching online while
minimizing augmentations is a well studied problem, mo-
tivated by content delivery, job scheduling, and hashing.
A breakthrough result of Bernstein, Holm, and Rotenberg
(SODA 2018) resolved this problem up to a logarithmic
factors. However, to model other problems in scheduling
and resource allocation, we may need a richer class of com-
binatorial constraints (e.g., matroid constraints). We con-
sider the problem of maintaining a maximum independent
set of an arbitrary matroid M and a partition matroid P.
Specifically, at each timestep t one part Pt of the parti-
tion matroid is revealed: we must now select at most one
newly-revealed element, but may exchange some previously
selected elements, to maintain a maximum independent set
on the elements seen thus far. The goal is to minimize the
number of augmentations. If M is also a partition matroid,
we recover the problem of maintaining a maximum bipar-
tite matching online with recourse as a special case. Our
main result is an O(n log2 n)-competitive algorithm, where
n is the rank of the largest common base; this matches the
current best quantitative bound for the bipartite matching
special case. Our result builds substantively on the result
of Bernstein, Holm, and Rotenberg: a key contribution of
our work is to make use of market equilibria and prices in
submodular utility allocation markets.
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CP28

Bin Packing under Random-Order: Breaking the
Barrier of 3/2

Best-Fit is one of the most prominent and practically
used algorithms for the bin packing problem, where a
set of items with associated sizes needs to be packed
in the minimum number of unit-capacity bins. Kenyon
[SODA ’96] studied online bin packing under random-
order arrival, where the adversary chooses the list of
items, but the items arrive one by one according to
an arrival order drawn uniformly at random from the
set of all permutations of the items. Kenyon’s seminal
result established an upper bound of 1.5 and a lower
bound of 1.08 on the random-order ratio of Best-Fit,
and it was conjectured that the true ratio is ≈ 1.15.
The conjecture, if true, will also imply that Best-Fit
(on randomly permuted input) has the best performance
guarantee among all the widely-used simple algorithms for
(offline) bin packing. This conjecture has remained one
of the major open problems in the area, as highlighted in
the recent survey on random-order models by Gupta and
Singla [Beyond the Worst-Case Analysis of Algorithms ’20].

In this paper, after almost three decades, we make
the first progress towards the conjecture, by showing that
Best-Fit achieves a random-order ratio of at most 1.5− ε,
for a small constant ε > 0. Furthermore, we establish an
improved lower bound of 1.144 on the random-order ratio
of Best-Fit, nearly reaching the conjectured ratio.
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Controlling Tail Risk in Online Ski-Rental

The classical ski-rental problem admits a textbook 2-
competitive deterministic algorithm, and a simple random-
ized algorithm that is e

e−1
-competitive in expectation. The

randomized algorithm, while optimal in expectation, has a
large variance in its performance: it has more than a 37%
chance of the competitive ratio exceeding 2, and a Θ(1/n)
chance of the competitive ratio exceeding n. We ask what
happens to the optimal solution if we insist that the tail
risk, i.e., the chance of the competitive ratio exceeding a
specific value, is bounded by some constant δ. We find that
this additional modification significantly changes the struc-
ture of the optimal solution. The probability of purchasing
skis on a given day becomes non-monotone, discontinuous,
and arbitrarily large (for sufficiently small tail risk δ and
large purchase cost n).
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CP28

Poly-Logarithmic Competitiveness for the k-Taxi
Problem

The online k-taxi problem generalizes the k-server prob-
lem, requiring servers to move between source-sink pairs
in an n-point metric space, and the cost is the over-
head incurred. In the deterministic setting, the prob-
lem has a lower bound on the competitiveness of Ω(2k),
a qualitative separation from k-server. Randomized al-
gorithms are known with competitiveness O(2k log n) (by
Coester and Koutsoupias, even against adaptive adver-

saries), O(2O(
√
log∆ log k) log∆ n) (by Buchbinder, Coester

and Naor, where ∆ is the aspect ratio of the metric space),
and O((n log k)2 log n) (by Bubeck, Buchbinder, Coester,
and Sellke). The best lower bound known is Ω(log2 k)
which is inherited from the k-server problem, obtained in
a recent breakthrough by Bubeck, Coester, and Rabani,
showing a large gap in our understanding of problems that
go slightly beyond the metrical task system framework. An
open question left by these works was whether there is a
randomized algorithm for the k-taxi problem with a com-
petitive ratio that is poly-logarithmic in all the parameters.
We answer this question in the affirmative in this paper.
We give a covering relaxation for k-taxi on HSTs, which is
obtained from the (non-covering) min-cost flow formulation
of the problem. The constraints of our LP have composi-
tionality properties that we use to develop a hierarchical
primal-dual algorithm defined on the subtrees of the HST.
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CP29

Tight Lower Bound on Equivalence Testing in Con-
ditional Sampling Model

We study the equivalence testing problem where the goal
is to determine if the given two unknown distributions
on [n] are equal or ϵ-far in the total variation distance
in the conditional sampling model (CFGM, SICOMP16;
CRS, SICOMP15) wherein a tester can get a sample from
the distribution conditioned on any subset. Equivalence
testing is a central problem in distribution testing, and
there has been a plethora of work on this topic in vari-
ous sampling models. Despite significant efforts over the

years, there remains a gap in the current best-known up-
per bound of Õ(log logn) [FJOPS, COLT 2015] and lower
bound of Ω(

√
log log n)[ACK, RANDOM 2015, Theory of

Computing 2018]. Closing this gap has been repeatedly
posed as an open problem (listed as problems 66 and 87
at sublinear.info). In this paper, we completely resolve
the query complexity of this problem by showing a lower
bound of Ω̃(log log n). For that purpose, we develop a
novel and generic proof technique that enables us to break
the

√
log log n barrier, not only for the equivalence testing

problem but also for other distribution testing problems,
such as uniblock property.
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CP29

Mildly Exponential Lower Bounds on Tolerant
Testers for Monotonicity, Unateness, and Juntas

We give the first super-polynomial (in fact, mildly exponen-
tial) lower bounds for tolerant testing (equivalently, dis-
tance estimation) of monotonicity, unateness, and juntas
with a constant separation between the ”yes” and ”no”

cases. Specifically, we give * A 2Ω(n1/4/
√
ϵ)-query lower

bound for non-adaptive, two-sided tolerant monotonicity
testers and unateness testers when the “gap’ parameter

ϵ2 − ϵ1 is equal to ϵ, for any ϵ ≥ 1/
√
n; * A 2Ω(k1/2)-query

lower bound for non-adaptive, two-sided tolerant junta
testers when the gap parameter is an absolute constant. In
the constant-gap regime no non-trivial prior lower bound
was known for monotonicity, the best prior lower bound
known for unateness was Ω̃(n3/2) queries, and the best
prior lower bound known for juntas was poly(k) queries.
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Uniformity Testing over Hypergrids with Subcube
Conditioning

We give an algorithm for testing uniformity of distribu-
tions supported on hypergrids [m1] × · · · × [mn], which
makes Õ(poly(m)

√
n/ϵ2) many queries to a subcube con-

ditional sampling oracle with m = maxi mi. When m is a
constant, our algorithm is nearly optimal and strengthens
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the algorithm of Canonne et al. (2021) which has the same
query complexity but works for hypercubes {±1}n only. A
key technical contribution behind the analysis of our algo-
rithm is a proof of a robust version of Pisier’s inequality
for functions over hypergrids using Fourier analysis.
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A Tight Bound for Testing Partition Properties

A partition property of order k asks if a graph can be par-
titioned into k vertex sets of prescribed sizes so that the
densities between any pair of sets falls within a prescribed
range. This family of properties has been extensively stud-
ied in various areas of research ranging from theoretical
computer science to statistical physics. Our main result
is that every partition property of order k is testable with
query complexity poly(k/ϵ). We thus obtain an exponen-

tial improvement (in k) over the (1/ϵ)O(k) bound obtained
by Goldreich, Goldwasser and Ron in their seminal FOCS
1996 paper. We further prove that our bound is tight in
the sense that it cannot be made sub-polynomial in either
k or ϵ. Besides the intrinsic interest in obtaining a tight
bound for the above well studied family of properties, our
improved bound has several combinatorial and algorith-
mic implications, stemming from the fact that it remains
polynomial even when testing partition properties of order
k =poly(1/ϵ).
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Adversarial Low Degree Testing

In the t-online-erasure model in property testing, an ad-
versary is allowed to erase t values of a queried function
for each query the tester makes. This model was re-
cently formulated by Kalemaj, Raskhodnikova and Varma,
who showed that the properties of linearity of functions as
well as quadraticity can be tested in Ot(1) many queries:

O(log(t)) for linearity and 22
O(t)

for quadraticity. They
asked whether the more general property of low-degreeness
can be tested in the online erasure model, whether better
testers exist for quadraticity, and if similar results hold
when “erasures’ are replaced with “corruptions’. We show
that, in the t-online-erasure model, for a prime power q,
given query access to a function f : Fn

q −→ Fq, one can dis-

tinguish in logO(d+q)(t)/δ) queries between the case that
f is degree at most d, and the case that f is δ-far from
any degree d function (with respect to the fractional ham-
ming distance). This answers the aforementioned questions
and brings the query complexity to nearly match the query
complexity of low-degree testing in the classical property

testing model.
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Solving Fréchet Distance Problems by Algebraic
Geometric Methods

We study several polygonal curve problems under the
Fréchet distance via algebraic geometric methods. Let Xd

m

and Xd
k be the spaces of all polygonal curves of m and k

vertices in Rd, respectively. We assume that k ≤ m. Let
Rd

k,m be the set of ranges in Xd
m for all possible metric balls

of polygonal curves in Xd
k under the Fréchet distance. We

prove a nearly optimal bound of O(dk log(km)) on the VC
dimension of the range space (Xd

m,Rd
k,m), improving on the

previous O(d2k2 log(dkm)) upper bound and approaching
the current Ω(dk log k) lower bound. Our upper bound
also holds for the weak Fréchet distance. We also obtain
exact solutions that are hitherto unknown for curve sim-
plification, range searching, nearest neighbor search, and
distance oracle.
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CP30

Improved Bounds for Point Selections and Halving
Hyperplanes in Higher Dimensions

Let (P,E) be a (d + 1)-uniform geometric hypergraph,
where P is an n-point set in general position in Rd and
E ⊆

(
P

d+1

)
is a collection of ϵ

(
n

d+1

)
d-dimensional simplices

with vertices in P , for 0 < ϵ ≤ 1. We show that there

is a point x ∈ Rd that pierces Ω
(
ϵ(d

4+d2+d)(d+1)+δ
(

n
d+1

))

simplices in E, for any fixed δ > 0. This is a dramatic im-
provement in all dimensions d ≥ 3, over the previous lower

bounds of the form ϵ(cd)
d+1

nd+1. As a by-product, we show
that any n-point set in general position in Rd admits only

O

(
n
d− 1

d(d−1)4+d(d−1)2+d(d−1)
+δ

)
halving hyperplanes, for

any δ > 0, which constitutes an improvement over the pre-

viously best known bound O

(
n
d− 1

(2d)d

)
in all dimensions

d ≥ 5. An essential ingredient of our proof is the following
semi-algebraic Turán-type result: Let (V1, . . . , Vk, E) be
a hypergraph of bounded semi-algebraic description com-
plexity, whose vertices are in general position in Rd. Sup-
pose that |E| ≥ ε|V1| · . . . · |Vk| holds for some ε > 0, then
there exist subsets Wi ⊆ Vi so that |Wi| = Ω

(
εd+1+δ|Vi|

)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ d−1, |Wk| = Ω(ε|Vi|), and W1× . . .×Wk ⊆ E.
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CP30

Fast and Accurate Approximations of the Optimal
Transport in Semi-Discrete and Discrete Settings

Given a d-dimensional continuous (resp. discrete) proba-
bility distribution µ and a discrete distribution ν, the semi-
discrete (resp. discrete) Optimal Transport (OT) prob-
lem asks for computing a minimum-cost plan to trans-
port mass from µ to ν; we assume n to be the size
of the support of the discrete distributions, and we as-
sume we have access to an oracle outputting the mass of
µ inside a constant-complexity region in O(1) time. In
this paper, we present three approximation algorithms for
the OT problem. (i) Semi-discrete additive approxima-
tion: For any ϵ > 0, we present an algorithm that com-
putes a semi-discrete transport plan with ϵ-additive error
in nO(d) log Cmax

ϵ
time; here, Cmax is the diameter of the

supports of µ and ν. (ii) Semi-discrete relative approxima-
tion: For any ϵ > 0, we present an algorithm that com-
putes a (1 + ϵ)-approximate semi-discrete transport plan

in nϵ−O(d) log(n) logO(d)(log n) time; here, we assume the
ground distance is any Lp norm. (iii) Discrete relative ap-
proximation: For any ϵ > 0, we present a Monte-Carlo
(1+ϵ)-approximation algorithm that computes a transport

plan under any Lp norm in nϵ−O(d) log(n) logO(d)(log n)
time; here, we assume that the spread of the supports of µ
and ν is polynomially bounded.
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CP30

An Optimal Algorithm for Higher-Order Voronoi
Diagrams in the Plane: The Usefulness of Nonde-
terminism

We present the first optimal randomized algorithm for con-
structing the order-k Voronoi diagram of n points in two
dimensions. The expected running time is O(n log n+nk),
which improves the previous, two-decades-old result of

Ramos (SoCG’99) by a 2O(log∗ k) factor. To obtain our re-
sult, we (i) use a recent decision-tree technique of Chan and
Zheng (SODA’22) in combination with Ramos’s cutting
construction, to reduce the problem to verifying an order-
k Voronoi diagram, and (ii) solve the verification problem
by a new divide-and-conquer algorithm using planar-graph
separators. We also describe a deterministic algorithm for
constructing the k-level of n lines in two dimensions in
O(n log n + nk1/3) time, and constructing the k-level of

n planes in three dimensions in O(n log n + nk3/2) time.
These time bounds (ignoring the n log n term) match the
current best upper bounds on the combinatorial complex-

ity of the k-level. Previously, the same time bound in two
dimensions was obtained by Chan (1999) but with random-
ization.
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CP30

Fully Scalable Massively Parallel Algorithms for
Embedded Planar Graphs

We consider the massively parallel computation (MPC)
model. In this model, assuming the widely believed 1-
vs-2-cycles conjecture, many basic graph problems in O(1)
rounds with a strongly sublinear memory size per machine
is impossible. We improve on the recent work of Holm
and Tětek [SODA 2023] that bypass this barrier when a
planar embedding of the graph is given. We extend their
work to the fully scalable regime, where the memory size
per machine can be S = nδ for any constant 0 < δ < 1.
We give the first constant round fully scalable algorithms
for embedded planar graphs for the problems of (i) con-
nectivity and (ii) minimum spanning tree (MST). More-
over, we show that the ε-emulator can be incorporated into
our recursive framework to obtain constant-round (1 + ε)-
approximation algorithms for the problems of computing
(iii) single source shortest path (SSSP), (iv) global min-cut,
and (v) st-max flow. All previous results on cuts and flows
required linear memory in the MPC model. We also give
as corollaries constant round fully scalable algorithms for
other problems involve embedded planar graphs such as:
(vi) 2D Euclidean MST using O(n) total memory and (vii)

(1 + ε)-approximate weighted edit distance using Õ(n2−δ)
memory.
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CP31

Power of Posted-Price Mechanisms for Prophet In-
equalities

We study the power of posted pricing mechanisms for
Bayesian online optimization problems subject to combi-
natorial feasibility constraints. When the objective is to
maximize social welfare, the problem is widely studied in
the literature on prophet inequalities. While most (though
not all) existing algorithms for the problem are imple-
mented using a pricing mechanism, whether or not this
can be done in general is unknown, and was formally left
as an open question by Dtting, Feldman, Kesselheim, and
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Lucier (FOCS 2017, SICOMP 2020). We show that any
prophet inequality has an implementation using a posted
price mechanism, thereby resolving the open question of
Dtting et al. Given an algorithm for Bayesian online opti-
mization, we show that it can be transformed, in a black-
box manner, to a posted price algorithm that has the same
or higher expected social welfare and preserves the distri-
bution over the assigned outcomes. We further show how
to implement our reduction efficiently under standard as-
sumptions using access to a sampling oracle. As an im-
mediate consequence, we obtain improved pricing-based
prophet inequalities for maximum weight matching, resolv-
ing an open problem of Ezra, Feldman, Gravin and Tang
(EC 2020, MOR 2022). We additionally obtain a posted
pricing based implementation of the prophet inequality al-
gorithm of Correa and Cristi (STOC 2023) for combina-
torial auctions with subadditive valuations, resolving their
open question as well.
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CP31

Online Duet Between Metric Embeddings and
Minimum-Weight Perfect Matchings

Low-distortional metric embeddings are a crucial compo-
nent in the modern algorithmic toolkit. In an online met-
ric embedding, points arrive sequentially and the goal is to
embed them into a simple space irrevocably, while min-
imizing the distortion. We show that there is a deter-
ministic online embedding of a general metric into Eu-
clidean space with distortion O(log n) · min{

√
log Φ,

√
n}

(or, O(d) · min{
√
log Φ,

√
n} if the metric has doubling

dimension d), solving a conjecture by Newman and Ra-
binovich (2020). We show there is a stochastic embed-
ding of a metric space into trees with expected distortion
O(d · log Φ). Next, we study the online minimum-weight
perfect matching problem, where the goal is to return a per-
fect matching that approximates the minimum-weight per-
fect matching at all times, while minimizing the recourse.
Our third result is a randomized algorithm with compet-
itive ratio O(d · log Φ) and recourse O(log Φ) against an
oblivious adversary. Next, we show there is a deterministic
algorithm against an adaptive adversary, using O(log2 n)
recourse, that maintains a matching of weight at most
O(log n) times the weight of the MST. We complement
our upper bounds with a strategy for an oblivious adver-
sary that, with recourse r, establishes a lower bound of
Ω( logn

r log r
) for both competitive ratio and lightness.
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CP31

Edge-Disjoint Paths in Expanders: Online with Re-
movals

We consider the problem of finding edge-disjoint paths
between given pairs of vertices in a sufficiently strong d-
regular expander graph G with n vertices. In particu-
lar, we describe a deterministic, polynomial time algo-
rithm which maintains an initially empty collection of edge-
disjoint paths P in G and fulfills any series of two types
of requests: ¡ol¿ ¡li¿ Given two vertices a and b such that
each appears as an endpoint in O(d) paths in P and, ad-
ditionally, |P| = O(nd/ log n), the algorithm finds a path
of length at most log n connecting a and b which is edge-
disjoint from all other paths in P, and adds it to P. ¡li¿ Re-
move a given path P ∈ P from P. ¡/ol¿ Importantly, each
request is processed before seeing the next one. The upper
bound on the length of found paths and the constraints
are the best possible up to a constant factor. This es-
tablishes the first online algorithm for finding edge-disjoint
paths in expanders which also allows removals, significantly
strengthening a long list of previous results on the topic.
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CP31

Set Covering with Our Eyes Wide Shut

In the stochastic set cover problem [Grandoni et al., FOCS
’08], we are given a collection S of m sets over a universe
U of size N , and a distribution D over elements of U . The
algorithm draws n elements one-by-one from D and must
buy a set to cover each element on arrival; the goal is to
minimize the total cost of sets bought during this process.
Grandoni et al. gave an O(logmN)-competitive universal
algorithm for this stochastic set cover problem. We im-
prove unilaterally upon this result by giving a simple, poly-
nomial time O(logmn)-competitive universal algorithm for
the more general prophet version, in which U is formed by
drawing from n different distributions D1, . . . , Dn. Fur-
thermore, we show that we do not need full foreknowl-
edge: in fact, a single sample from each distribution suf-
fices. We show similar results for the 2-stage prophet and
online-with-a-sample settings. We obtain our results via a
generic reduction from the single-sample prophet setting to
the random-order setting (for which Gupta et al. [FOCS
’21] provide an algorithm); this reduction holds for a broad
class of minimization problems that includes all covering
problems. We take advantage of this framework by giving
random-order algorithms for non-metric facility location
and set multicover; using our framework, these automati-
cally translate to universal prophet algorithms.
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CP31

Combinatorial Stationary Prophet Inequalities

Numerous recent papers have studied the tension be-
tween thickening and clearing a market in (uncertain, on-
line) long-time horizon Markovian settings. In particular,
(Aouad and Sarita’20, Collina et al. WINE’20, Kessel et al.
EC’22) studied what the latter referred to as the Station-
ary Prophet Inequality Problem, due to its similarity to
the classic finite-time horizon prophet inequality problem.
These works all consider unit-demand buyers. Mirroring
the long line of work on the classic prophet inequality prob-
lem subject to combinatorial constraints, we initiate the
study of the stationary prophet inequality problem subject
to combinatorially-constrained buyers. Our results can be
summarized succinctly as unearthing an algorithmic con-
nection between contention resolution schemes (CRS) and
stationary prophet inequalities. While the classic prophet
inequality problem has a tight connection to online CRS
(Feldman et al. SODA’16, Lee and Singla ESA’18), we
show that for the stationary prophet inequality problem,
offline CRS play a similarly central role. We show that, up
to small constant factors, the best (ex-ante) competitive
ratio achievable for the combinatorial prophet inequality
equals the best possible balancedness achievable by offline
CRS for the same combinatorial constraints.
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CP32

Faster Algorithms for Bounded Knapsack and
Bounded Subset Sum via Fine-Grained Proximity
Results

We investigate pseudopolynomial-time algorithms for
Bounded Knapsack and Bounded Subset Sum. Recent
years have seen a growing interest in settling their fine-
grained complexity with respect to various parameters. For
Bounded Knapsack, the number of items n and the maxi-
mum item weight wmax are two of the most natural param-
eters that have been studied extensively in the literature.
The previous best running time in terms of n and wmax

is O(n+ w3
max) [Polak, Rohwedder, Wegrzycki ’21]. There

is a conditional lower bound of (n+ wmax)
2−o(1) based on

(min,+)-convolution hypothesis [Cygan, Mucha, Wegrzy-
cki, Wlodarczyk ’17]. We narrow the gap significantly by

proposing an Õ(n + w
12/5
max )-time algorithm. For Bounded

Subset Sum, we give two algorithms running in Õ(nwmax)

and Õ(n + w
3/2
max) time, respectively. These results match

the currently best running time for 0-1 Subset Sum. Prior
to our work, the best running times (in terms of n and

wmax) for Bounded Subset Sum are Õ(n + w
5/3
max) [Polak,

Rohwedder, Wegrzycki ’21] and Õ(n+µ
1/2
maxw

3/2
max) [implied

by Bringmann ’19 and Bringmann, Wellnitz ’21], where
µmax refers to the maximum multiplicity of item weights.
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CP32

The Time Complexity of Fully Sparse Matrix Mul-
tiplication

What is the time complexity of matrix multiplication of
sparse integer matrices with min nonzeros in the input
and mout nonzeros in the output? This paper provides
improved upper bounds for this question for almost any
choice of min vs. mout, and provides evidence that these
new bounds might be optimal up to further progress on
fast matrix multiplication. Our main contribution is a
new algorithm that reduces sparse matrix multiplication
to dense (but smaller) rectangular matrix multiplication.
Our running time thus depends on the optimal exponent
ω(a, b, c) of multiplying dense na × nb by nb × nc matri-
ces. We discover that when mout = Θ(mr

in) the time
complexity of sparse matrix multiplication is O(mσ+ϵ

in ),
for all ϵ > 0, where σ is the solution to the equation
ω(σ − 1, 2 − σ, 1 + r − σ) = σ. No matter what ω(·, ·, ·)
turns out to be, and for all r ∈ (0, 2), the new bound beats
the state of the art, and we provide evidence that it is op-
timal. In particular, in terms of the input plus output size
m = min + mout our algorithm runs in time O(m1.3459).

This improves over the previous m
2ω

ω+1
+ϵ = O(m1.4071)

bound [Amossen, Pagh; 2009], which was a natural barrier
since it coincides with the longstanding bound of all-edge
triangle in sparse graphs [Alon, Yuster, Zwick; 1994].
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CP32

The Effect of Sparsity on k-Dominating Set and
Related First-Order Graph Properties

We revisit the classic k-Dominating Set, one of the first
problems for which a tight nk−o(1) conditional lower bound
(for k ≥ 3), based on SETH, was shown (Patrascu et al.,
SODA 2007). However, the underlying reduction creates
dense graphs, raising the question: how much does the
sparsity of the graph affect its fine-grained complexity?
We first settle the fine-grained complexity of k-Dominating
Set in terms of both the number of nodes n and number
of edges m. Specifically, we show an mnk−2−o(1) lower
bound based on SETH, for any dependence ofm on n. This
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is complemented by an mnk−2+o(1)-time algorithm for all
k ≥ 3. For the k = 2 case, we give a randomized algorithm
that employs a Bloom-filter inspired hashing to improve
the state of the art of nω+o(1) to mω/2+o(1) = O(m1.187). If
ω = 2, this yields a conditionally tight bound for all k ≥ 2.
To study if k-Dominating Set is special in its sensitivity to
sparsity, we consider a class of very related problems. The
k-Dominating Set problem belongs to a type of first-order
definable graph properties that we call monochromatic ba-
sic problems. These problems are the natural monochro-
matic variants of the basic problems that were proven com-
plete for the class FOP of first-order definable properties
(Gao et al., TALG 2019). We show that among these prob-
lems, k-Dominating Set is the only one whose fine-grained
complexity decreases in sparse graphs.
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CP32

Improved Roundtrip Spanners, Emulators, and Di-
rected Girth Approximation

We study approximation of the girth in directed graphs.
For graphs on n vertices and m edges, it was previously
known that one can get a 2-approximation of girth in
Õ(n2,m

√
n) time by Chechik and Lifshitz [SODA 2021],

which is optimal for dense graphs. However, it is un-
known whether one can faster algorithms for other ap-
proximation factors. Our main result is an algorithm that
gives a 4-approximation and runs in O(mn1/3) time, im-
proving on the previous best known (4+ ε)-approximation

in O(mn
√
2−1) time. In addition, we obtain better al-

gorithms for related problems including the construction
of roundtrip spanners and emulators, which are directed
analogs of spanners and emulators where the roundtrip
metric is used as a notion of distance. This talk will
focus on the high level idea behind our algorithm for 4-
approximation of directed girth.
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CP32

Fast 2-Approximate All Pairs Shortest Paths,
Faster Approximate All Pairs Shortest Paths

The all pairs shortest path problem (APSP) is a founda-
tional problem in computer science. For weighted dense

graphs on n vertices, no truly sub-cubic algorithms exist
to compute APSP exactly even for undirected graphs. This
is popularly known as the APSP conjecture and has played
a prominent role in developing the field of fine-grained com-
plexity. Even for unweighted undirected graphs, computing
a (2− ε)-approximation is at least as hard as boolean ma-
trix multiplication, requiring Ω(nω) time. In these works,
we present a multitude of new approximation algorithms
for the APSP problem. In particular, we provide new al-
gorithms for 2-approximate APSP in unweighted graphs:
a deterministic one that runs in O (n2.072) time and a ran-
domized one that runs in O (n2.032) time improving upon

the best known bound of Õ (n2.25) by Roditty (STOC,
2023). We also provide improved algorithms for weighted
graphs and improved additive approximations, including
obtaining an improvement for all additive factors over
the bounds of Dor, Halperin, and Zwick (FOCS, 1996).
Our techniques also lead to improved distance oracles for
weighted graphs. In particular, for the sparse regime we
construct a distance oracle in Õ (mn2/3) time that sup-
ports 2-approximate queries in constant time. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first 2-approximate distance
oracle that has subquadratic preprocessing time in sparse
graphs.
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CP33

Delaunay Bifiltrations of Functions on Point
Clouds

The Delaunay filtration D•(X) of a point cloud X ⊂ Rd is
a central tool of computational topology. Its use is justi-
fied by the topological equivalence of D•(X) and the off-
set (i.e., union-of-balls) filtration of X. Given a function
γ : X → R, we introduce a Delaunay bifiltration DC•(γ)
that satisfies an analogous topological equivalence, ensur-
ing that DC•(γ) topologically encodes the offset filtrations
of all sublevel sets of γ, as well as the topological relations

between them. DC•(γ) is of size O(|X|⌈
d+1
2

⌉), which for d
odd matches the worst-case size of D•(X). Adapting the
Bowyer-Watson algorithm for computing Delaunay trian-
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gulations, we give a simple, practical algorithm to compute

DC•(γ) in time O(|X|⌈
d
2
⌉+1). Our implementation, based

on CGAL, computes DC•(γ) with modest overhead com-
pared to computing D•(X), and handles tens of thousands
of points in R3 within seconds.
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CP33

Flip Graph Connectivity for Arrangements of
Pseudolines and Pseudocircles

We study flip graphs of arrangements of pseudolines and
of arrangements of pseudocircles, which are combinatorial
generalizations of lines and circles, respectively. In both
cases we consider triangle flips as local transformation and
prove conjectures regarding their connectivity. In the case
of n pseudolines we show that the connectivity of the flip
graph equals its minimum degree, which is exactly n − 2.
For the proof we introduce the class of shellable line ar-
rangements, which serve as reference objects for the con-
struction of disjoint paths. In fact, shellable arrangements
are elements of a flip graph of line arrangements which are
vertices of a polytope (Felsner and Ziegler; DM 241 (2001),
301–312). This polytope forms a cluster of good connectiv-
ity in the flip graph of pseudolines. In the case of pseudo-
circles we show that triangle flips induce a connected flip
graph on intersecting arrangements and also on cylindri-
cal intersecting arrangements. The result for cylindrical
arrangements is used in the proof for intersecting arrange-
ments. We also show that in both settings the diameter of
the flip graph is in Θ(n3). Our constructions make essen-
tial use of variants of the sweeping lemma for pseudocir-
cle arrangements (Snoeyink and Hershberger; Proc. SoCG
1989: 354–363). We finally study cylindrical arrangements
in their own right and provide new combinatorial charac-
terizations of this class.
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CP33

Untangling Graphs on Surfaces

Consider a graph drawn on a surface, possibly with cross-
ings. We provide an algorithm to decide whether such a
drawing can be untangled; in other words, whether the
drawing is homotopic to an embedding. While the prob-
lem boils down to planarity testing when the surface is
the sphere or the disk, the other cases have never been
studied before, except when the input graph is a cycle, in
an abundant literature in topology and more recently by
Desprd Lazarus [SoCG 2017, J. ACM 2019]. Our algo-
rithm runs in O(m + poly(g+b) n log n) time, where g
¿= 0 and b ¿= 0 are the genus and the number of bound-
ary components of the input orientable surface S, and n is
the size of the input graph drawing, lying on some fixed
graph of size m cellularly embedded on S. We use various
tools. Most notably, we introduce reducing triangulations,
a novel discrete analog of hyperbolic surfaces in the spirit
of systems of quads by Lazarus and Rivaud [FOCS 2012]
and Erickson and Whittlesey [SODA 2013], which have the
additional benefit that reduced paths are unique and sta-
ble upon reversal; they are likely of independent interest.
Tailored data structures are needed to achieve certain ho-
motopy tests efficiently on these triangulations. As a key
subroutine, we rely on an algorithm to test the weak sim-
plicity of a graph drawn on a surface by Akitaya, Fulek,
and TSODA 2018, TALG 2019].
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CP33

Fast Approximation Algorithms for Piercing Boxes
by Points

Let B = {b1, . . . , bn} be a set of n axis-aligned boxes
in Rd where d ≥ 2 is a constant. The piercing prob-
lem is to compute a smallest set of points N ⊂ Rd that
hits every box in B. Let κ := κ(B), the piercing num-
ber be the minimum size of a piercing set of B. We
first present a randomized O(log log κ)-approximation al-

gorithm with expected running time O(nd/2 polylog(n)).
Next, we show that the expected running time can be im-
proved to near-linear using a sampling-based technique, if
κ = O(n1/(d−1)). Specifically, in the plane, the improved

running time is O(n log κ), assuming κ < n/ logΩ(1) n. Fi-
nally, we study the dynamic version of the piercing prob-
lem where boxes can be inserted or deleted. For boxes
in R2, we obtain a randomized O(log log κ)-approximation

algorithm with O(n1/2 polylog(n)) amortized expected up-
date time. Our algorithms are based on the multiplicative
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weight-update (MWU) method and require the construc-
tion of a weak ε-net for a point set with respect to boxes.
A key idea of our work is to exploit the duality between
the piercing set and independent set (for boxes) to speed
up our MWU. We also present a simpler algorithm for con-
structing a weak ε-net than in previous work.
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CP33

Near-Optimal Min-Sum Motion Planning for Two
Square Robots in a Polygonal Environment

Let W ⊂ R2 be a planar polygonal environment (i.e., a
polygon potentially with holes) with a total of n vertices,
and let A,B be two robots, each modeled as an axis-aligned
unit square, that can translate inside W. Given source and
target placements sA, tA, sB , tB ∈ W of A and B, respec-
tively, the goal is to compute a collision-free motion plan
π∗, i.e., a motion plan that continuously moves A from sA
to tA and B from sB to tB so that A and B remain inside
W and do not collide with each other during the motion.
Furthermore, if such a plan exists, then we wish to re-
turn a plan that minimizes the sum of the lengths of the
paths traversed by the robots, |π∗|. Given W, sA, tA, sB , tB
and a parameter ε > 0, we present an n2ε−O(1) log n-time
(1 + ε)-approximation algorithm for this problem. We are
not aware of any polynomial time algorithm for this prob-
lem, nor do we know whether the problem is NP-Hard. Our
result is the first polynomial-time (1+ε)-approximation al-
gorithm for an optimal motion planning problem involving
two robots moving in a polygonal environment.
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CP34

Combinatorial Approach for Factorization of Vari-
ance and Entropy in Spin Systems

We present a simple combinatorial framework for estab-
lishing approximate tensorization of variance and entropy
in the setting of spin systems (a.k.a. undirected graph-
ical models) based on balanced separators of the under-
lying graph. Such approximate tensorization results im-
mediately imply as corollaries many important structural
properties of the associated Gibbs distribution, in partic-
ular rapid mixing of the Glauber dynamics for sampling.

We prove approximate tensorization by recursively estab-
lishing block factorization of variance and entropy with a
small balanced separator of the graph. Our approach goes
beyond the classical canonical path method for variance
and the recent spectral independence approach, and allows
us to obtain new rapid mixing results. As applications of
our approach, we show that: 1. On graphs of treewidth t,
the mixing time of the Glauber dynamics is nO(t), which
recovers the recent results of Eppstein and Frishberg with
improved exponents and simpler proofs; 2. On bounded-
degree planar graphs, strong spatial mixing implies Õ(n)
mixing time of the Glauber dynamics, which gives a faster
algorithm than the previous deterministic counting algo-
rithm by Yin and Zhang.
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Fast Sampling of b-Matchings and b-Edge Covers

For an integer b ≥ 1, a b-matching (resp. b-edge cover)
of a graph G = (V,E) is a subset S ⊆ E of edges such
that every vertex is incident with at most (resp. at least)
b edges from S. We prove that for any b ≥ 1 the sim-
ple Glauber dynamics for sampling (weighted) b-matchings
and b-edge covers mixes in O(n log n) time on all n-vertex
bounded-degree graphs. This significantly improves upon
previous results which have worse running time and only
work for b-matchings with b ≤ 7 and for b-edge covers
with b ≤ 2. More generally, we prove spectral indepen-
dence for a broad class of binary symmetric Holant prob-
lems with log-concave signatures, including b-matchings,
b-edge covers, and antiferromagnetic 2-spin edge models.
We hence deduce optimal mixing time of the Glauber dy-
namics from spectral independence. The core of our proof
is a recursive coupling inspired by (Chen and Zhang, SODA
’23) which upper bounds the Wasserstein W1 distance be-
tween distributions under different pinnings. Using a sim-
ilar method, we also obtain the optimal O(n log n) mixing
time of the Glauber dynamics for the hardcore model on
n-vertex bounded-degree claw-free graphs, for any fugacity
λ. This improves over previous works which have at least
cubic dependence on n.
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CP34

Optimality of Glauber Dynamics for General-
Purpose Ising Model Sampling and Free Energy
Approximation

Recently, Eldan, Koehler, and Zeitouni (2020) showed that
Glauber dynamics mixes rapidly for general Ising models
so long as the difference between the largest and small-
est eigenvalues of the coupling matrix is at most 1 − ϵ for
any fixed ϵ > 0. We give evidence that Glauber dynamics
is in fact optimal for this ”general-purpose sampling” task.
Namely, we give an average-case reduction from hypothesis
testing in a Wishart negatively-spiked matrix model to ap-
proximately sampling from the Gibbs measure of a general
Ising model for which the difference between the largest
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and smallest eigenvalues of the coupling matrix is at most
1 + ϵ for any fixed ϵ > 0. Combined with results of Ban-
deira, Kunisky, and Wein (2019) that analyze low-degree
polynomial algorithms to give evidence for the hardness
of the former spiked matrix problem, our results in turn
give evidence for the hardness of general-purpose sampling
improving on Glauber dynamics. We also give a similar re-
duction to approximating the free energy of general Ising
models, and again infer evidence that simulated annealing
algorithms based on Glauber dynamics are optimal.
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Smoothed Complexity of Swap in Local Graph Par-
titioning

We give the first quasipolynomial upper bound ϕnpolylog(n)

for the smoothed complexity of the SWAP algorithm for
local Graph Partitioning (also known as Bisection Width)
under the full perturbation model, where n is the num-
ber of nodes in the graph and ϕ is a parameter that mea-
sures the magnitude of perturbations applied on its edge
weights. More generally, we show that the same quasipoly-
nomial upper bound holds for the smoothed complexity of
the 2-FLIP algorithm for any binary Maximum Constraint
Satisfaction Problem, including local Max-Cut, for which
similar bounds were only known for 1-FLIP. Our results
are based on an analysis of a new notion of useful cycles in
the multigraph formed by long sequences of double flips,
showing that it is unlikely for every double flip in a long
sequence to incur a positive but small improvement in the
cut weight.
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CP34

Universality of Spectral Independence with Appli-
cations to Fast Mixing in Spin Glasses

We study Glauber dynamics for sampling from discrete
distributions µ on the hypercube {±1}n. Recently, tech-
niques based on spectral independence have successfully
yielded optimal O(n) relaxation times for a host of differ-
ent distributions µ. We show that spectral independence
is universal: a relaxation time of O(n) implies spectral in-
dependence. We then study a notion of tractability for µ,
defined in terms of smoothness of the multilinear exten-
sion of its Hamiltonian – logµ – over [−1,+1]n. We show
that Glauber dynamics has relaxation time O(n) for such
µ, and using the universality of spectral independence, we
conclude that these distributions are also fractionally log-
concave and consequently satisfy modified log-Sobolev in-
equalities. We sharpen our estimates and obtain approxi-

mate tensorization of entropy and the optimal Õ(n) mixing
time for random Hamiltonians, i.e. the classically studied
mixed p-spin model at sufficiently high temperature. These
results have significant downstream consequences for con-
centration of measure, statistical testing, and learning.
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CP35

Linear-Sized Sparsifiers via Near-Linear Time Dis-
crepancy Theory

Discrepancy theory has provided powerful tools for produc-
ing higher-quality objects which “beat the union bound’ in
fundamental settings throughout combinatorics and com-
puter science. However, this quality has often come at
the price of more computationally-expensive algorithms.
We introduce a new framework for bridging this gap, by
allowing for the efficient implementation of discrepancy-
theoretic primitives. Our framework repeatedly solves reg-
ularized optimization problems to low accuracy to approx-
imate the partial coloring method of [?], and simplifies
and generalizes recent work of [?] on fast algorithms for
Spencer’s theorem. As a first application, we use our
framework to obtain an Õ(m·ϵ−3.5)-time algorithm for con-
structing an ϵ-approximate spectral sparsifier of an m-edge
graph, matching the sparsity of [?] up to constant factors

and improving upon the Õ(m · ϵ−6.5) runtime of [?]. We
further give a state-of-the-art algorithm for constructing
graph ultrasparsifiers and an almost-linear time algorithm
for constructing linear-sized degree-preserving sparsifiers
via discrepancy theory; in the latter case, such sparsifiers
were not known to exist previously.
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CP35

Code Sparsification and Its Applications

We introduce a notion of code sparsification that general-
izes the notion of cut sparsification in graphs. For a (lin-
ear) code C ⊆ Fn

q of dimension k a (1± ϵ)-sparsification of
size s is given by a weighted set S ⊆ [n] with |S| ≤ s
such that for every codeword c ∈ C the projection c|S
of c to the set S has (weighted) hamming weight which
is a (1 ± ϵ) approximation of the hamming weight of
c. We show that for every code there exists a (1 ± ϵ)-

sparsification of size s = Õ(k log(q)/ϵ2). This immediately
implies known results on graph and hypergraph cut spar-
sification up to polylogarithmic factors (with a simple uni-
fied proof). One application of our result is near-linear size
sparsifiers for constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) over
Fp-valued variables whose unsatisfying assignments can be
expressed as the zeros of a linear equation modulo a prime
p. Building on this, we obtain a complete characteriza-
tion of ternary Boolean CSPs that admit near-linear size
sparsification. Finally, by connections between the eigen-
values of the Laplacians of Cayley graphs over Fk

2 to the
weights of codewords, we also give the first proof of the
existence of spectral Cayley graph sparsifiers over Fk

2 by
Cayley graphs, i.e., where we sparsify the set of generators
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to nearly-optimal size.
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Quotient Aparsification for Submodular Functions

Input your abstract, including TeX commands, here. The
abstract should be no longer than 1500 characters, includ-
ing spaces. Only input the abstract text. Don’t include
title or author information here.
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CP35

Sublinear Time Low-Rank Approximation of
Toeplitz Matrices

We present a sublinear time algorithm for computing a near
optimal low-rank approximation to any positive semidefi-
nite (PSD) Toeplitz matrix T ∈ Rd×d, given noisy access
to its entries. In particular, given entrywise query access
to T + E for an arbitrary noise matrix E ∈ Rd×d, integer
rank k ≤ d, and error parameter δ > 0, our algorithm runs
in time poly(k, log(d/δ)) and outputs (in factored form)

a Toeplitz matrix T̃ ∈ Rd×d with rank poly(k, log(d/δ))
satisfying, for some fixed constant C,

∥T − T̃∥F ≤ C ·max{∥E∥F , ∥T − Tk∥F }+ δ · ∥T∥F .
Here ∥ · ∥F is the Frobenius norm and Tk is the best
(not necessarily Toeplitz) rank-k approximation to T in
the Frobenius norm, given by projecting T onto its top
k eigenvectors. Our result can be applied in several set-
tings. When E = 0, we obtain the first sublinear time
near-relative-error low-rank approximation algorithm for
PSD Toeplitz matrices, resolving the main open problem
of Kapralov et al. SODA ‘23. Our algorithm can also be
applied to approximate the unknown Toeplitz covariance
matrix of a multivariate Gaussian distribution, given sam-
ple access to this distribution, resolving an open question
of Eldar et al. SODA ‘20.
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CP35

A Quasi-Monte Carlo Data Structure for Smooth
Kernel Evaluations

In the kernel density estimation (KDE) problem one is

given a kernel K(x, y) and a dataset P of points in a
high dimensional Euclidean space, and must prepare a
small space data structure that can quickly answer density
queries: given a point q, output a (1+ ϵ)-approximation to
µ := 1

|P |
∑

p∈P K(p, q). In this work we give a data struc-

ture with ≈ polylog(1/µ)/ϵ query time for smooth kernel
KDE. Our main insight is a new way to combine discrep-
ancy theory with randomized space partitioning inspired
by, but significantly more efficient than, that of the fast
multipole methods. We hope that our techniques will find
further applications to linear algebra for kernel matrices.
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CP36

Shortcut Partitions in Minor-Free Graphs: Steiner
Point Removal, Distance Oracles, Tree Covers, and
More

The notion of shortcut partition, introduced recently
by Chang, Conroy, Le, Milenkovic, Solomon, and Than
[CCLMST23], is a new type of graph partition into low-
diameter clusters. Roughly speaking, the shortcut parti-
tion guarantees that for every two vertices u and v in the
graph, there exists a path between u and v that intersects
only a few clusters. They proved that any planar graph
admits a shortcut partition and gave several applications,
including a construction of tree cover for arbitrary planar
graphs with stretch 1+ε and O(1) many trees for any fixed
ε ∈ (0, 1). However, the construction heavily exploits pla-
narity in multiple steps, and is thus inherently limited to
planar graphs. In this work, we breach the ”planarity bar-
rier” to construct a shortcut partition for Kr-minor-free
graphs for any r. To this end, we take a completely differ-
ent approach our key contribution is a novel determinis-
tic variant of the cop decomposition in minor-free graphs
[And86, AGG+14]. As a highlight of our work, we employ
our shortcut partition to resolve a major open problem the
Steiner point removal (SPR) problem: Given any set K of
terminals in an arbitrary edge-weighted planar graph G, it
is possible to construct a minor M of G whose vertex set
is K, which preserves the shortest-path distances between
all pairs of terminals in G up to a constant factor.
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CP36

Induced-Minor-Free Graphs: Separator Theorem,
Subexponential Algorithms, and Improved Hard-
ness of Recognition

A graph G contains a graph H as an induced minor if
H can be obtained from G by vertex deletions and edge
contractions. The class of H-induced-minor-free graphs
generalizes the class of H-minor-free graphs, but unlike H-
minor-free graphs, it can contain dense graphs. We show
that if an n-vertex m-edge graph G does not contain a
graph H as an induced minor, then it has a balanced ver-
tex separator of size OH(

√
m), where the OH(·)-notation

hides factors depending on H. We give an algorithm for
finding either an induced minor model of H in G or such a
separator in randomized polynomial-time. We apply this

to obtain subexponential 2OH (n2/3 logn) time algorithms on
H-induced-minor-free graphs for a large class of problems
including maximum independent set, minimum feedback
vertex set, 3-coloring, and planarization. For graphs H
where every edge is incident to a vertex of degree at most

2, our results imply a 2OH (n2/3 logn) time algorithm for
testing if G contains H as an induced minor. Our sec-
ond main result is that there exists a fixed tree T , so that

there is no 2o(n/ log3 n) time algorithm for testing for T as
an induced minor unless the Exponential Time Hypothesis
(ETH) fails. This solves an open problem asked by Fellows,
Kratochvil, Middendorf, and Pfeiffer [Algorithmica, 1995],
who asked if there exists a fixed planar graph H so that
testing for H as an induced minor is NP-hard.
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VC Set Systems in Minor-Free (Di)Graphs and Ap-
plications

A recent line of work on VC set systems in minor-free
(undirected) graphs, starting from Li and Parter, who con-
structed a new VC set system for planar graphs, has given
surprising algorithmic results. In this work, we initialize
a more systematic study of VC set systems for minor-free
graphs and their applications in both undirected graphs
and directed graphs (a.k.a digraphs). More precisely: We
propose a new variant of Li-Parter set system for undi-
rected graphs. Our set system settles two weaknesses of
Li-Parter set system: the terminals can be anywhere, and
the graph can be Kh-minor-free for any fixed h. We ex-
tend our set system to Kh-minor-free digraphs and show
that its VC dimension is O(h2). We use this result to
design the first subquadratic time algorithm for comput-
ing (unweighted) diameter and all-vertices eccentricities in
Kh-minor-free digraphs. We show that the system of di-
rected balls in minor-free digraphs has VC dimension at
most h−1. On the negative side, we show that VC set sys-
tem constructed from shortest path trees of planar digraphs

does not have a bounded VC dimension. The highlight of
our work is the results for digraphs, as we are not aware
of known algorithmic work on constructing and exploiting
VC set systems for digraphs.
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Sparse Induced Subgraphs in P6-Free Graphs

We prove that a number of computational problems that
ask for the largest sparse induced subgraph satisfying some
property definable in CMSO2 logic, most notably Feed-
back Vertex Set, are polynomial-time solvable in the class
of P6-free graphs. This generalizes the work of Grzesik,
Klimoovilipczuk, and Pilipczuk on the Maximum Weight
Independent Set problem in P6-free graphs [SODA 2019,
TALG 2022], and of Abrishami, Chudnovsky, Pilipczuk,
Rzazewski, and Seymour on problems in P5-free graphs
[SODA 2021]. The key step is a new generalization of the
framework of potential maximal cliques. We show that in-
stead of listing a large family of potential maximal cliques,
it is sufficient to only list their carvers: vertex sets that con-
tain the same vertices from the sought solution and have
similar separation properties.
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CP36

Odd Cycle Transversal on P5-Free Graphs in Quasi-
Polynomial Time

An independent set in a graph G is a set of pairwise
non-adjacent vertices. A graph G is bipartite if its
vertex set can be partitioned into two independent sets.
In the Odd Cycle Transversal problem, the input is a
graph G along with a weight function w associating a
real weight with each vertex, and the task is to find a
smallest weight vertex subset S in G such that G - S
is bipartite; the weight of S, w(S) =

∑
v∈S w(v). We

show that Odd Cycle Transversal admits an algorithm

with running time nO(log2 n) on graphs excluding P5

(a path on five vertices) as an induced subgraph. The
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problem was previously known to be polynomial time
solvable on P4-free graphs and NP-hard on P6-free
graphs [Dabrowski, Feghali, Johnson, Paesani, Paulusma
and Rzażewski, Algorithmica 2020]. Bonamy, Dabrowski,
Feghali, Johnson and Paulusma [Algorithmica 2019]
posed the existence of a polynomial time algorithm on
P5 − freegraphsasanopenproblem, thiswaslaterre −
statedbyRzażewski[DagstuhlReports, 9(6) :

2019]andbyChudnovsky,King, P ilipczuk,Rzażewski, andSpirkl[SIDMA2021], whogaveanalgorithmwithrunningtimenO(
√

n).

While our nO(log2 n) time algorithm falls short of com-
pletely resolving the complexity status of Odd Cycle
Transversal on P5-free graphs it shows that the problem
is not NP-hard unless every problem in NP is solvable in
quasi-polynomial time.
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CP37

Breaking the Metric Voting Distortion Barrier

Suppose we have an election with n voters and m candi-
dates who lie in a metric space. We would like to design
a voting rule that chooses a candidate whose average dis-
tance to the voters is small. However, instead of having di-
rect access to the distances in the metric space, each voter
ranks the candidates in order of distance. Can we design
a rule that regardless of the election instance and under-
lying metric space, chooses a candidate whose cost differs
from the true optimum by only a small factor (known as
the distortion)? A long line of work culminated in finding
deterministic voting rules with metric distortion 3, which
is the best possible for deterministic rules and many other
classes of voting rules. However, without any restrictions,
there is a significant gap in our understanding: Though
the best lower bound is 2.112, the best upper bound is still
3. Finding a rule that guarantees distortion 3− ϵ for some
constant ϵ has been a major challenge in computational
social choice. In this work, we give a rule that guarantees
distortion less than 2.753. To do so we study a handful of
voting rules that are new to the problem. One is Maximal
Lotteries, a rule which dates back to the 60’s. The others
are novel rules that can be thought of as hybrids of Ran-
dom Dictatorship and the Copeland rule. Though none of
these rules can beat distortion 3 alone, a randomization
between Maximal Lotteries and any of the novel rules can.
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CP38

Deterministic Near-Linear Time Minimum Cut in
Weighted Graphs

In 1996, Karger gave a startling randomized algorithm
that finds a minimum-cut in a (weighted) graph in time
O(m log3 n) which he termed near-linear time meaning lin-
ear (in the size of the input) times a polylogarthmic fac-
tor. In this paper, we give the first deterministic algorithm
which runs in near-linear time for weighted graphs. In
terms of techniques, we provide a structural theorem that
says there exists a sparse clustering that preserves mini-
mum cuts in a weighted graph with o(1) error. In addition,
we construct it deterministically in near linear time.
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CP39

Edge-Weighted Online Stochastic Matching: Beat-
ing 1− 1

e

We study the edge-weighted online stochastic matching
problem. Since Feldman, Mehta, Mirrokni, and Muthukr-
ishnan introduced the online stochastic matching problem
and proposed the (1− 1

e
)-competitive Suggested Matching

algorithm, there has been no improvement in the edge-
weighted setting. In this paper, we introduce the first al-
gorithm beating the 1− 1

e
barrier in this setting, achieving

a competitive ratio of 0.645. Under the LP proposed by
Jaillet and Lu, we design an algorithmic preprocessing, di-
viding all edges into two classes. Then we use different
matching strategies to improve the performance on edges
in one class in the early stage and on edges in another class
in the late stage, while keeping the matching events of dif-
ferent edges highly independent. By balancing them, we
finally guarantee the matched probability of every single
edge.
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CP40

New Explicit Constant-Degree Lossless Expanders

We present a new explicit construction of onesided bipar-
tite lossless expanders of constant degree, with arbitrary
constant ratio between the sizes of the two vertex sets.
Our construction is simpler to state and analyze than the
only prior construction of Capalbo, Reingold, Vadhan, and
Wigderson (2002), and achieves improved parameters. We
construct our lossless expanders by imposing the structure
of a constant-sized lossless expander ”gadget” within the
neighborhoods of a large bipartite spectral expander; simi-
lar constructions were previously used to obtain the weaker
notion of unique-neighbor expansion. Our analysis simply
consists of elementary counting arguments and an applica-
tion of the expander mixing lemma.

Louis Golowich
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CP41

Fast and Simple Unrooted Dynamic Forests

A dynamic forest data structure maintains a forest (and
associated data like edge weights) under edge insertions
and deletions. Dynamic forests are widely used to solve
online and offline graph problems. Well-known examples
of dynamic forest data structures are link-cut trees [Sleator
and Tarjan ’83] and top trees [Alstrup, Holm, de Lichten-
berg, and Thorup ’05], both of which need O(log n) time
per operation. While top trees are more flexible and ar-
guably easier to use, link-cut trees are faster in practice
[Tarjan and Werneck ’10]. In this paper, we propose an
alternative to link-cut trees. Our data structure is based
on search trees on trees (STTs, also known as elimination
trees) and an STT algorithm [Berendsohn and Kozma ’22]
based on the classical Splay trees [Sleator and Tarjan ’85].
While link-cut trees maintain a hierarchy of binary search
trees, we maintain a single STT. Most of the complexity of
our data structure lies in the implementation of the STT
rotation primitive, which can easily be reused, simplifying
the development of new STT-based approaches. We imple-
ment several variants of our data structure in the Rust pro-
gramming language, along with an implementation of link-
cut trees for comparison. Experimental evaluation suggests
that our algorithms are faster when the dynamic forest is
unrooted, while link-cut trees are faster for rooted dynamic
forests.

Benjamin A. Berendsohn
Freie Universität Berlin
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CP41

Practical Parallel Algorithms for Near-Optimal
Densest Subgraphs on Massive Graphs

The densest subgraph problem has received significant at-
tention, both in theory and in practice, due to its applica-
tions in problems such as community detection, social net-
work analysis, and spam detection. Due to the high cost of
obtaining exact solutions, much attention has focused on
designing approximate densest subgraph algorithms. How-
ever, existing approaches are not able to scale to massive
graphs with billions of edges. In this paper, we introduce a

new framework that combines approximate densest sub-
graph algorithms with a pruning optimization. We de-
sign new parallel variants of the state-of-the-art sequential
Greedy++ algorithm, and plug it into our framework in
conjunction with a parallel pruning technique based on k-
core decomposition to obtain parallel (1 + ϵ)-approximate
densest subgraph algorithms. On a single thread, our al-
gorithms achieve 2.6-34x speedup over Greedy++, and ob-
tain up to 22.37x self-relative parallel speedup on a 30-
core machine with two-way hyper-threading. Compared
with the state-of-the-art parallel algorithm by Harb et al.
[NeurIPS’22], we achieve up to a 114x speedup on the
same machine. Finally, against the recent sequential al-
gorithm of Xu et al. [PACMMOD’23], we achieve up to
a 25.9x speedup.The scalability of our algorithms enables
us to obtain near-optimal density statistics on the hyper-
link2012 (with 113 billion edges) and clueweb (with 37
billion edges) graphs for the first time in the literature.
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CP41

Constrained Planarity in Practice - Engineering
the Synchronized Planarity Algorithm

In the constrained planarity setting, we ask whether a
graph admits a planar drawing that additionally satisfies a
given set of constraints. These constraints are often derived
from very natural problems; prominent examples are Level
Planarity, where vertices have to lie on given horizontal
lines indicating a hierarchy, and Clustered Planarity, where
we additionally draw the boundaries of clusters which re-
cursively group the vertices in a crossing-free manner. De-
spite receiving significant amount of attention and substan-
tial theoretical progress on these problems, only very few of
the found solutions have been put into practice and evalu-
ated experimentally. In this paper, we describe our imple-
mentation of the recent quadratic-time algorithm by Blus
et al. [TALG Vol 19, No 4] for solving the problem Syn-
chronized Planarity, which can be seen as a common gener-
alization of several constrained planarity problems, includ-
ing the aforementioned ones. Our experimental evaluation
on an existing benchmark set shows that even our baseline
implementation outperforms all competitors by at least an
order of magnitude. We systematically investigate the de-
grees of freedom in the implementation of the Synchronized
Planarity algorithm for larger instances and propose sev-
eral modifications that further improve the performance.
Altogether, this allows us to solve instances with up to 100
vertices in milliseconds and instances with up to 100 000
vertices within a few minutes.

Simon D. Fink, Ignaz Rutter
University of Passau
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CP41

A Direct k-Way Hypergraph Partitioning Algo-
rithm for Optimizing the Steiner Tree Metric

Minimizing wire-lengths is one of the most important ob-
jectives in circuit design. The process involves initially
placing the logical units of a circuit onto a physical layout,
and subsequently routing the wires to connect the cells. In
this work, we present a novel HGP formulation that maps a
hypergraph H, representing a logical circuit, onto a routing
layout represented by a weighted graph G. The objective is
to minimize the total length of all wires induced by the hy-
peredges of H on G. To capture wire-lengths, we compute
minimum Steiner trees - a metric commonly used in rout-
ing algorithms. For this formulation, we present the first
direct k-way multilevel mapping algorithm that incorpo-
rates techniques used by the highest-quality partitioning
algorithms. We contribute a greedy mapping algorithm
to compute an initial solution and three refinement algo-
rithms to improve the initial mapping: Two move-based
local search heuristics (based on label propagation and
the FM algorithm) and a refinement algorithm based on
max-flow min-cut computations. Our experiments demon-
strate that our new algorithm achieves an improvement in
the Steiner tree metric by 7% (median) on VLSI instances
when compared to the best performing partitioning algo-
rithm that optimizes the mapping in a postprocessing step.
We achieve this improvement with only a 2-3 times slow-
down in partitioning time compared to optimizing the con-
nectivity metric.
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CP41

Parallel Unconstrained Local Search for Partition-
ing Irregular Graphs

We present new refinement heuristics for the balanced
graph partitioning problem that break with an age-old rule.
Traditionally, local search only permits moves that keep the
block sizes balanced (below a size constraint). In this work,
we demonstrate that admitting large temporary balance vi-
olations drastically improves solution quality. The effects
are particularly strong on irregular instances such as social
networks. Designing efficient implementations of this gen-
eral idea involves both careful selection of candidates for
unconstrained moves as well as algorithms for rebalancing
the solution later on. We explore a wide array of design
choices to achieve this, in addition to our third goal of high
parallel scalability. We present compelling experimental re-
sults, demonstrating that our parallel unconstrained local
search techniques outperform the prior state of the art by
a substantial margin. Compared with four state-of-the-art
solvers, our new technique finds 75% of the best solutions
on irregular graphs. We achieve a 9.6% improvement in
edge cut over the next best competitor, while being only
7.7% slower in the geometric mean.
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CP42

2-Fault-Tolerant Strong Connectivity Oracles

We study the problem of efficiently answering strong con-
nectivity queries under two vertex failures. Given a di-
rected graph G with n vertices, we provide a data struc-
ture with O(nh) space and O(h) query time, where h is the
height of a decomposition tree of G into strongly connected
subgraphs. This immediately implies data structures with
O(n log n) space and O(log n) query time for graphs of

constant treewidth, and O(n3/2) space and O(
√
n) query

time for planar graphs. For general directed graphs, we
give a refined version of our data structure that achieves
O(n

√
m) space and O(

√
m) query time, where m is the

number of edges of the graph. We also provide some sim-
ple BFS-based heuristics that seem to work remarkably
well in practice. In the experimental part, we first eval-
uate various methods to construct a decomposition tree
with small height h in practice. Then we provide efficient
implementations of our data structures, and evaluate their
empirical performance by conducting an extensive experi-
mental study on graphs taken from real-world applications.
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CP42

Near-Optimal Coverage Path Planning with Turn
Costs

Coverage path planning is a fundamental challenge in
robotics, with diverse applications in aerial surveillance,
manufacturing, cleaning, inspection, agriculture, and
more. The main objective is to devise a trajectory for
an agent that efficiently covers a given area, while min-
imizing time or energy consumption. Existing practical
approaches often lack a solid theoretical foundation, re-
lying on purely heuristic methods, or overly abstracting
the problem to a simple Traveling Salesman Problem in
Grid Graphs. Moreover, the considered cost functions only
rarely consider turn cost, prize-collecting variants for un-
even cover demand, or arbitrary geometric regions. In this
paper, we describe an array of systematic methods for han-
dling arbitrary meshes derived from intricate, polygonal
environments. This adaptation paves the way to compute
efficient coverage paths with a robust theoretical founda-
tion for real-world robotic applications. Through compre-
hensive evaluations, we demonstrate that the algorithm
also exhibits low optimality gaps, while efficiently handling
complex environments. Furthermore, we showcase its ver-
satility in handling partial coverage and accommodating
heterogeneous passage costs, offering the flexibility to trade
off coverage quality and time efficiency.
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CP42

Fast Many-to-Many Routing for Dynamic Taxi
Sharing with Meeting Points

We introduce an improved algorithm for the dynamic taxi
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sharing problem, i.e. a dispatcher that schedules a fleet of
shared taxis as it is used by services like UberXShare and
Lyft Shared. We speed up the basic online algorithm that
looks for all possible insertions of a new customer into a
set of existing routes, we generalize the objective function,
and we efficiently support a large number of possible pick-
up and drop-off locations. This lays an algorithmic founda-
tion for taxi sharing systems with higher vehicle occupancy
– enabling greatly reduced cost and ecological impact at
comparable service quality. We find that our algorithm
computes assignments between vehicles and riders several
times faster than a previous state-of-the-art approach. Fur-
ther, we observe that allowing meeting points for vehicles
and riders can reduce the operating cost of vehicle fleets by
up to 15% while also reducing rider wait and trip times.
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Fast and Delay-Robust Multimodal Journey Plan-
ning

We study journey planning in the presence of vehicle de-
lays for multimodal networks with public transit and an
unrestricted transfer mode (e.g., walking, cycling). Delay-
responsive algorithms receive a stream of delay updates,
which are incorporated in an update phase. The query
phase must return optimal journeys in the currently known
delay scenario. The fastest known approach for multimodal
journey planning is ULTRA, which precomputes shortcuts
representing transfers between vehicles. This allows query
algorithms to find optimal journeys without any perfor-
mance loss compared to pure public transit networks. How-
ever, the precomputation phase does not account for delays
and is too slow to rerun during the update phase. We
present Delay-ULTRA, a delay-responsive variant of UL-
TRA. Since accounting for all theoretically possible delays
is not feasible, our approach accounts for all delays up to
a configurable limit. For delays above the limit, we run a
heuristic search for missing shortcuts during the update
phase. Our experimental evaluation on real-world data
shows that Delay-ULTRA fails to find less than 0.02% of
optimal journeys on metropolitan and mid-sized country
networks, and 0.16% on the much larger Germany net-
work. These error rates are negligible compared to errors
in the input data in realistic applications. Query speed is
at most twice as slow as ULTRA without delay informa-
tion, and up to 8 times faster than the fastest algorithm
with a preprocessing phase.
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CP43

Counting Polyominoes, Revisited

A polyomino is an edge-connected set of squares on the
square lattice. In this paper, we improve Jensen’s algo-
rithm for counting polyominoes by considering bounding
boxes on the square lattice rotated by 45◦ instead of on
the regular unrotated lattice. This allows us to extend sig-

nificantly the count of polyominoes from 56 to 70 terms.
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CP43

Simple and Robust Dynamic Two-Dimensional
Convex Hull

The convex hull of a data set P is the smallest convex set
that contains P . We present a new data structure for con-
vex hull, that allows for efficient dynamic updates. In a dy-
namic convex hull implementation, the following traits are
desirable: (1) algorithms for efficiently answering queries
as to whether a specified point is inside or outside the hull,
(2) adhering to geometric robustness, and (3) algorithmic
simplicity.Furthermore, a specific but well-motivated type
of two-dimensional data is rank-based data. Here, the in-
put is a set of real-valued numbers Y where for any num-
ber y ∈ Y its rank is its index in Y ’s sorted order. Each
value in Y can be mapped to a point (rank,value) to ob-
tain a two-dimensional point set. We present an efficient,
geometrically robust, dynamic convex hull algorithm, that
facilitates queries to whether a point is internal. Our im-
proved solution is based on an algorithmic simplification
of the classical convex hull data structure by Overmars
and van Leeuwen [STOC’80], combined with new algorith-
mic insights. Our theoretical guarantees on the update
time match those of Overmars and van Leeuwen, namely
O(log2 |P |), while we allow a wider range of functionalities
(including rank-based data). Our algorithmic simplifica-
tion includes simplifying an 11-case check down to a 3-case
check that can be written in 20 lines of easily readable
C-code.
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CP43

Covering Rectilinear Polygons with Area-Weighted
Rectangles

Representing a polygon using a set of simple shapes has
numerous applications in different use-case scenarios. We
consider the problem of covering the interior of a rectilinear
polygon with holes by a set of area-weighted, axis-aligned
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rectangles such that the total weight of the rectangles in
the cover is minimized. Already the unit-weight case is
known to be NP-hard and the general problem has, to
the best of our knowledge, not been studied experimen-
tally before. We show a new basic property of optimal
solutions of the weighted problem. This allows us to speed
up existing algorithms for the unit-weight case, obtain an
improved ILP formulation for both the weighted and un-
weighted problem, and develop several approximation al-
gorithms and heuristics for the weighted case. All our al-
gorithms are evaluated in a large experimental study on
186837 polygons combined with six cost functions, which
provides evidence that our algorithms are both fast and
yield close-to-optimal solutions in practice.
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Interactive Exploration Of The Temporal Alpha-
Shape

Shape is a powerful tool to understand point sets. A formal
notion of shape is given by α-shapes, which generalize the
convex hull and provide adjustable level of detail. Many
real-world point sets have an inherent temporal property
as natural processes often happen over time, like lightning
strikes during thunderstorms or moving animal swarms.
To explore such point sets, where each point is associated
with one timestamp, interactive applications may utilize
α-shapes and allow the user to specify different time win-
dows and α-values. We show how to compute the tem-
poral α-shape αT , a minimal description of all α-shapes
over all time windows, in output-sensitive linear time. We
also give complexity bounds on |αT |. We use αT to in-
teractively visualize α-shapes of user-specified time win-
dows without having to constantly compute requested α-
shapes. Experimental results suggest that our approach
outperforms an existing approach by a factor of at least
∼52 and that the description we compute has reasonable
size in practice. The basis for our algorithm is an existing
algorithm which computes all Delaunay triangles over all
time windows using O(1) time per triangle. Our approach
generalizes to higher dimensions with the same runtime for
fixed d.
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Maintaining Discrete Probability Distributions in
Practice

A classical problem in random number generation is the
sampling of elements from a given discrete distribution.
Formally, given a set of indices S = {1, . . . , n} and se-
quence of weights w1, . . . , wn ∈ R+, the task is to pro-
vide samples from S with distribution p(i) = wi/W where
W =

∑
j wj . A commonly accepted solution is Walker’s

Alias Table, which allows for each sample to be drawn in
constant time. However, some applications correspond to
a dynamic setting, where elements are inserted or removed,
or weights change over time. Here, the Alias Table is not
efficient, as it needs to be re-built whenever the underlying
distribution changes. In this paper, we engineer a simple
data structure for maintaining discrete probability distri-

butions in the dynamic setting. Construction of the data
structure is possible in time O(n), sampling is possible in
expected time O(1), and an update of size ∆ can be pro-
cessed in time O(∆n/W ). As a special case, we maintain
an urn containing W marbles of n colors where with each
update O(W/n) marbles can be added or removed in O(1)
time per update. To evaluate the efficiency of the data
structure in practice we conduct an empirical study. The
results suggest that the dynamic sampling performance is
competitive with the static Alias Table. Compared to ex-
isting more complex dynamic solutions we obtain a sam-
pling speed-up of up to half an order of magnitude.
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ShockHash: Towards Optimal-Space Minimal Per-
fect Hashing Beyond Brute-Force

A minimal perfect hash function (MPHF) maps a set S
of n keys to [n] without collisions. The brute-force al-
gorithm that tries random hash functions until stumbling
on an MPHF and stores that function’s seed matches the
space lower bound. In expectation, enpoly(n) seeds need to
be tested. The most space-efficient previous algorithms for
constructing MPHFs all use such a brute-force approach as
a basic building block. In this paper, we introduce Shock-
Hash, which uses two hash functions h0 and h1, hoping
for the existence of a function f : S → {0, 1} such that
x → hf(x)(x) is an MPHF on S. In graph terminology,
ShockHash generates n-edge random graphs until stum-
bling on a pseudoforest - a graph where each component
contains as many edges as nodes. Using cuckoo hashing,
ShockHash then derives an MPHF in linear time. It uses a
1-bit retrieval data structure to store f using n+o(n) bits.
We show that ShockHash needs to try only (e/2)npoly(n)
hash function seeds in expectation. This reduces the space
for storing the seed by roughly n bits (maintaining the
asymptotically optimal space consumption) and speeds up
construction by almost a factor of 2n compared to brute-
force. When using ShockHash as a building block within
the RecSplit framework we obtain the currently most space
efficient MPHFs, i.e., competing approaches need about
two orders of magnitude more work to achieve the same
space.
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Computing e-Th Roots in Number Fields

We describe algorithms for computing e-th roots of ele-
ments in a number field K, where e is an odd prime-power.
In particular, we generalize Couveignes’ and Thom algo-
rithms to compute square-roots in the context of the Gen-
eral Number Field Sieve. Our algorithms cover most cases
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of e and K and their complexity is better than general
root finding algorithms. Our Python implementation com-
pares extremely well to the one of these generic algorithms
in well-known computer algebra softwares, allowing us to
obtain reasonable timings even for large degree number
fields and huge exponents e, which correspond to previ-
ously intractable cases. One important application of our
algorithms consists in computing S-unit groups used for
the cryptanalysis of the Ideal-SVP problem over cyclotomic
fields in post-quantum cryptography. Indeed, in order to
assess the efficiency of these so-called S-unit attacks, it is
necessary to compute S-unit groups in large dimensions.
As showed by Bernard al. in Asiacrypt 2022, this can
be achieved by first considering S-units coming from the
maximal totally real subfield and Stickelberger generators;
then, a saturation step is required, which comes down to
computing e-th roots where e is a prime-power factor of the
relative class number, our largest example being a 93-bits
prime. This paper tackles most cases, allowing for the ex-
plicit computation of S-unit groups even in dimension 200.
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CP44

Experimental Evaluation of Fully Dynamic K-
Means via Coresets

For a set of points in d, the Euclidean k-means problems
consists of finding k centers such that the sum of distances
squared from each data point to its closest center is mini-
mized. Coresets are one the main tools developed recently
to solve this problem in a big data context. They allow to
compress the initial dataset while preserving its structure:
running any algorithm on the coreset provides a guarantee
almost equivalent to running it on the full data. In this
work, we study coresets in a fully-dynamic setting: points
are added and deleted with the goal to efficiently main-
tain a coreset with which a solution can be computed.
Based on an algorithm from Henzinger and Kale [ESA’20],
we present an efficient and practical implementation of a
fully dynamic coreset algorithm, that improves the running
time by up to a factor of 20 compared to our non-optimized
implementation of the algorithm by Henzinger and Kale,
without sacrificing more than 7% on the quality of the so-
lution.
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CP45

An Alternate Proof of Near-Optimal Light Span-
ners

In 2016, a breakthrough result of Chechik and Wulff-Nilsen
[SODA ’16] established that every n-node graph G has a

(1+ε)(2k−1)-spanner of lightness Oε(n
1/k), and recent fol-

lowup work by Le and Solomon [STOC ’23] generalized the
proof strategy and improved the dependence on ε. We give
a new proof of this result, with the improved ε-dependence.
Our proof is a direct analysis of the often-studied greedy
spanner, and can be viewed as an extension of the folklore
Moore bounds used to analyze spanner sparsity.
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Simple Linear-Size Additive Emulators

Given an input graph G = (V,E), an additive emulator
H = (V,E′, w) is a sparse weighted graph that preserves
all distances in G with small additive error. A recent line
of inquiry has sought to determine the best additive er-
ror achievable in the sparsest setting, when H has a linear
number of edges. In particular, the work of [Kogan and
Parter, ICALP 2023], following [Pettie, ICALP 2007], con-
structed linear size emulators with +O(n0.222) additive er-
ror. It is known that the worst-case additive error must be
at least +Ω(n2/29) due to [Lu, Vassilevska Williams, Wein,
and Xu, SODA 2022]. We present a simple linear-size emu-
lator construction that achieves additive error +O(n0.191).
Our approach extends the path-buying framework devel-
oped by [Baswana, Kavitha, Mehlhorn, and Pettie, SODA
2005] and [Vassilevska Williams and Bodwin, SODA 2016]
to the setting of sparse additive emulators.
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Simpler Reductions from Exact Triangle

In this paper, we provide simpler reductions from Exact
Triangle to two important problems in fine-grained com-
plexity: Exact Triangle with Few Zero-Weight 4-Cycles
and All-Edges Sparse Triangle. Exact Triangle instances
with few zero-weight 4-cycles was considered by Jin and
Xu [STOC 2023], who used it as an intermediate problem
to show 3SUM hardness of All-Edges Sparse Triangle with
few 4-cycles (independently obtained by Abboud, Bring-
mann and Fischer [STOC 2023]), which is further used to
show 3SUM hardness of a variety of problems. We pro-
vide a simpler reduction from Exact Triangle to Exact
Triangle with few zero-weight 4-cycles. Our new reduc-
tion also strengthens the conditional lower bounds from
being under the 3SUM hypothesis to the even more be-
lievable Exact Triangle hypothesis. As a result, all con-
ditional lower bounds shown by Jin and Xu [STOC 2023]
and by Abboud, Bringmann and Fischer [STOC 2023] us-
ing All-Edges Sparse Triangle with few 4-cycles as an inter-
mediate problem now also hold under the Exact Triangle
hypothesis. We also provide two alternative proofs of the
conditional lower bound of the All-Edges Sparse Triangle
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problem under the Exact Triangle hypothesis, which was
originally proved by Vassilevska Williams and Xu [FOCS
2020]. Both of our new reductions are simpler, and one
of them is also deterministic—all previous reductions from
Exact Triangle or 3SUM to All-Edges Sparse Triangle were
randomized.
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Listing 6-Cycles

Listing copies of small subgraphs (such as triangles, 4-
cycles, small cliques) in the input graph is an impor-
tant and well-studied problem in algorithmic graph the-
ory. In this paper, we give a simple algorithm that lists
t (non-induced) 6-cycles in an n-node undirected graph in

Õ(n2 + t) time. This nearly matches the fastest known
algorithm for detecting a 6-cycle in O(n2) time by Yuster
and Zwick (1997). Previously, a folklore O(n2 + t)-time
algorithm was known for the task of listing 4-cycles.
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Linear-Sized Spectral Sparsifiers and the Kadison-
Singer Problem

The Kadison-Singer Conjecture, as proved by Marcus,
Spielman, and Srivastava (MSS) [Ann. Math. 182, 327-
350 (2015)], has been informally thought of as a strength-
ening of Batson, Spielman, and Srivastavas theorem that
every undirected graph has a linear-sized spectral sparsifier
[SICOMP 41, 1704-1721 (2012)]. We formalize this intu-
ition by using a corollary of the MSS result to derive the
existence of spectral sparsifiers with a number of edges lin-
ear in their number of vertices for all undirected, weighted
graphs. The proof consists of two steps. First, following a
suggestion of Srivastava [Asia Pac. Math. Newsl. 3, 15-20
(2013)], we show the result in the special case of graphs
with bounded leverage scores by repeatedly applying the
MSS corollary to partition the graph, while maintaining
an appropriate bound on the leverage scores of each sub-
graph. Then, we extend to the general case by construct-
ing a recursive algorithm that repeatedly (i) divides edges
with high leverage scores into multiple parallel edges and
(ii) uses the bounded leverage score case to sparsify the
resulting graph.
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Simpler Constant Factor Approximation Algo-
rithms For Weighted Flow Time – Now For Any
p-Norm

A prominent problem in scheduling theory is the weighted
flow time problem on one machine. We are given a ma-
chine and a set of jobs, each of them characterized by a
processing time, a release time, and a weight. The goal is
to find a (possibly preemptive) schedule for the jobs in or-
der to minimize the sum of the weighted flow times, where
the flow time of a job is the time between its release time
and its completion time. Previously known approximation
algorithms are quite complicated and involve for example a
reduction to (geometric) covering problems, dynamic pro-
grams to solve those, and LP-rounding methods to reduce
the running time. In this paper, we present a much sim-
pler (6 + ϵ)-approximation algorithm for the problem that
works on the input jobs directly without any reduction. It
even generalizes directly to an O(1)-approximation algo-
rithm for minimizing the p-norm of the jobs’ flow times,
for any 0 < p < ∞. Prior to our work, for p > 1 only a
pseudopolynomial time O(1)-approximation algorithm was
known, and no algorithm for p < 1. For the same objec-
tive functions, we present a very simple QPTAS for the
setting of constantly many unrelated machines (assuming
quasi-polynomially bounded input data). It works in the
cases with and without the possibility to migrate a job to a
different machine. This is the first QPTAS for the problem
if migrations are allowed, and it is arguably simpler than
the known QPTAS for the case without migration.
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Improved Algorithms for Integer Complexity

Input your abstract, including TeX commands, here. The
abstract should be no longer than 1500 characters, includ-
ing spaces. Only input the abstract text. Don’t include
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Simple and Faster Algorithms for Knapsack

Input your abstract, including TeX commands, here. The
abstract should be no longer than 1500 characters, includ-
ing spaces. Only input the abstract text. Don’t include
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Simple Approximation Algorithms for Minimiz-
ing the Total Weighted Completion Time of
Precedence-Constrained Jobs

We consider the precedence-constrained scheduling prob-
lem to minimize the total weighted completion time. For
a single machine, several 2-approximation algorithms are
known, which are based on linear programming and net-
work flows. We show that the same ratio is achieved by a
simple weighted round-robin rule. Moreover, for preemp-
tive scheduling on identical parallel machines, we give a
strongly polynomial 3-approximation, which computes pro-
cessing rates by solving a sequence of parametric flow prob-
lems. This matches the best known constant performance
guarantee, previously attained only by a weakly polynomial
LP-based algorithm. Our algorithms are both applicable
in non-clairvoyant scheduling, where processing times are
initially unknown. In this setting, our performance guar-
antees improve upon the best competitive ratio of 8 known
so far.
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The Greedy Algorithm for the Shortest Com-
mon Superstring Problem Is a 1

2
-Approximation in

Terms of Compression: a Simple Proof

In the shortest common superstring problem (SCS), one is
given a set of strings and needs to find the shortest string
that contains all of them as substrings. This problem is
APX-hard, so approximation algorithms are of great inter-
est. One of the simplest such algorithms is the greedy algo-
rithm: while there is more than one string, find two of them
with the largest overlap, merge them, and repeat. SCS can
be viewed as a problem of minimizing the length of the so-
lution as well as a problem of maximizing the compression,
that is, the difference between the total length of input
strings and the solution. While the approximation ratio of
the greedy algorithm for the length of the superstring is
still unknown with a lower bound of 2 and an upper bound
of 3.425, it is known that for compression, the greedy al-
gorithm is a 1

2
-approximation. This result was obtained

in 1988 by Tarhio and Ukkonen through a rather complex
analysis of the overlap graph, where vertices are the input
strings and the weight of an edge between two strings is
the length of their overlap. In this note, we present a sim-
pler proof of this result, which consists of two parts: the
first part is the classical observation that the weight of the
maximum Hamiltonian path is at most twice the weight of
the maximum matching, and the second part is that the

weight of the greedy solution is at least the weight of the
maximum matching.
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The Public University Secretary Problem

We consider a variation of the classic secretary problem
where the goal is to hire the k cheapest secretaries. We
use a beyond-worst-case approach where we assume that
the online algorithm knows a priori an upper bound on the
optimal cost, and we show this assumption is necessary.
The main result is that the optimal competitive ratio is
Θ(log k). The upper bound holds even when candidates are
interviewed in adversarial order, and is attained by a simple
deterministic algorithm. The lower bound of Ω(log k) holds
against randomized algorithms and even when candidates
are interviewed in random order.
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Ussr Is in P/poly

The Sum of Square Roots (SSR) problem is the following
computational problem: Given positive integers a1, . . . , ak,
and signs δ1, . . . , δk ∈ {−1, 1}, check if

∑k
i=1 δi

√
ai > 0.

The problem is known to have a polynomial time algo-
rithm on the real RAM model of computation, however
no sub-exponential time algorithm is known in the bit or
Turing model of computation. The precise computational
complexity of SSR has been a notorious open problem [?]
over the last four decades. The problem is known to ad-
mit an upper bound in the third level of the Counting Hi-
erarchy, i.e., CHtwoo and no non-trivial lower bounds are
known. Even when the input numbers are small, i.e., given
in unary, no better complexity bound was known prior to
our work. In this paper, we show that the unary variant
(USSR) of the sum of square roots problem is considerably
easier by giving a P/poly upper bound.
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If Edge Coloring Is Hard under Seth, Then Seth Is
False

The Edge Coloring problem is notoriously hard: it is still
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unknown whether it can be solved in time 2o(n
2) (let alone

2O(n)), where n is the number of nodes of the input graph.
Can one explain the lack of such upper bounds by deriving

a lower bound 2Ω(n2) from a lower bound for SAT, 3-SUM,
or APSP? In this note, we provide a negative answer for
this question: if there is a reduction showing that Edge

Coloring cannot be solved faster than in αn2

(where α >
1 is an explicit constant) under a hypothesis that known
algorithms for one of the problems mentioned above are
optimal, then the corresponding hypothesis is false.
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Simple and Tight Complexity Lower Bounds for
Solving Rabin Games

We give a simple proof that assuming the Exponential
Time Hypothesis (ETH), determining the winner of a Ra-

bin game cannot be done in time 2o(k log k) · nO(1), where k
is the number of pairs of vertex subsets involved in the win-
ning condition and n is the vertex count of the game graph.
While this result follows from the lower bounds provided
by Calude et al [SIAM J. Comp. 2022], our reduction is
considerably simpler and arguably provides more insight
into the complexity of the problem. In fact, the analogous
lower bounds discussed by Calude et al, for solving Muller
games and multidimensional parity games, follow as simple
corollaries of our approach. Our reduction also highlights
the usefulness of a certain pivot problem — Permutation
SAT — which may be of independent interest.
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A CS Guide to the Quantum Singular Value Trans-
formation

We present a simplified exposition of some pieces of [Gily
Su, Low, and Wiebe, STOC’19], which introduces a quan-

tum singular value transformation (QSVT) framework for
applying polynomial functions to block-encoded matrices.
The QSVT framework has garnered substantial recent in-
terest from the quantum algorithms community, as it was
demonstrated by [GSLW19] to encapsulate many existing
algorithms naturally phrased as an application of a matrix
function. First, we posit that the lifting of quantum singu-
lar processing (QSP) to QSVT is better viewed not through
Jordan’s lemma (as was suggested by [GSLW19]) but as
an application of the cosine-sine decomposition, which can
be thought of as a more explicit and stronger version of
Jordan’s lemma. Second, we demonstrate that the con-
structions of bounded polynomial approximations given in
[GSLW19], which use a variety of ad hoc approaches draw-
ing from Fourier analysis, Chebyshev series, and Taylor
series, can be unified under the framework of truncation of
Chebyshev series, and indeed, can in large part be matched
via a bounded variant of a standard meta-theorem from
[Trefethen, 2013]. We hope this work finds use to the com-
munity as a companion guide for understanding and ap-
plying the powerful framework of [GSLW19].
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Quantum Logspace Computations Are Verifiable

In this note, we observe that quantum logspace computa-
tions are verifiable by classical logspace algorithms, with
unconditional security. More precisely, every language
in BQL has an (information-theoretically secure) stream-
ing proof with a quantum logspace prover and a classical
logspace verifier. The prover provides a polynomial-length
proof that is streamed to the verifier. The verifier has a
read-once one-way access to that proof and is able to verify
that the computation was performed correctly. That is, if
the input is in the language and the prover is honest, the
verifier accepts with high probability, and, if the input is
not in the language, the verifier rejects with high probabil-
ity even if the prover is adversarial. Moreover, the verifier
uses only O(log n) random bits.
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An Enumerative Perspective on Connectivity

Connectivity is an important measure in graph theory.
Given a graph G with vertices s and t, the connectivity
λ(s, t) from s to t is defined to be the maximum number
of edge-disjoint paths from s to t in G. Much research has
gone into designing fast algorithms for computing connec-
tivities in graphs. Previous work showed how to compute
connectivities for all pairs of vertices in directed graphs
with m edges in Õ(mω) time [Chueng, Lau, and Leung,
FOCS 2011], where ω is the exponent of matrix multi-
plication. For the related problem of computing ”small
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connectivities,” it is known that for any positive integer
k, we can compute min(k, λ(s, t)) for all pairs of vertices

(s, t) in a directed graph with n nodes in Õ((kn)ω) time
[Akmal and Jin, ICALP 2023]. In this paper, we present

alternate expositions of these Õ(mω) and Õ((kn)ω) time
algorithms, with simpler proofs of correctness. Earlier
proofs were somewhat indirect, introducing an elegant but
ad hoc ”flow vector framework” for showing correctness of
these algorithms. In contrast, we observe that these algo-
rithms can be interpreted as testing whether certain gener-
ating functions enumerating families of edge-disjoint paths
are nonzero. This new perspective yields more transpar-
ent proofs, and ties the approach for these problems more
closely to the literature surrounding algebraic graph algo-
rithms.
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Simple Analysis of Priority Sampling

We prove a tight upper bound on the variance of the pri-
ority sampling method (aka sequential Poisson sampling).
Our proof is significantly shorter and simpler than the orig-
inal proof given by Mario Szegedy at STOC 2006, which
resolved a conjecture by Duffield, Lund, and Thorup.
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A General Technique for Searching in Implicit Sets
via Function Inversion

Given a function f from [N ] to a d-dimensional integer grid,
we consider data structures that allow efficient orthogonal
range queries in the image of f , without explicitly stor-
ing it. We show that, if f is of the form [N ] → [2w]d

for w = polylog(N) and is computable in constant time,
then, for any 0 < α < 1, we can obtain a data struc-
ture using Õ(N1−α/3) words of space s.t., for a given d-
dimensional axis-aligned box B, we can search for x ∈ [N ]

s.t. f(x) ∈ B in time Õ(Nα). This is obtained by com-
bining integer range searching with the Fiat-Naor function
inversion scheme, which was already used in data-structure
problems previously. We further obtain data structures for:
range counting and reporting, predecessor, selection, rank-
ing queries, and combinations thereof, on f([N ]); preim-
age size and preimage selection queries; and selection and
ranking queries on geometric quantities computed from tu-
ples of points in d-space. These results unify and general-
ize previously known results on 3SUM-indexing and string
searching, and are applicable as a black box to a variety
of problems. In particular, we give a data structure for a
generalized version of gapped string indexing, computing
the Theil-Sen estimator of points contained in a given axis-
aligned box, the kth largest area triangle, or the induced
hyperplane that is the kth furthest from the origin.
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Finding the Saddlepoint Faster Than Sorting

A saddlepoint of an n×n matrix A is an entry of A that is a
maximum in its row and a minimum in its column. Knuth
(1968) gave several different algorithms for finding a sad-
dlepoint. The worst-case running time of these algorithms
is Θ(n2), and Llewellyn, Tovey, and Trick (1988) showed
that this cannot be improved, as in the worst case all en-
tries of A may need to be queried. A strict saddlepoint of
A is an entry that is the strict maximum in its row and the
strict minimum in its column. The strict saddlepoint (if it
exists) is unique, and Bienstock, Chung, Fredman, Scher,
Shor, and Suri (1991) showed that it can be found in time
O(n lg n), where a dominant runtime contribution is sort-
ing the diagonal of the matrix. This upper bound has not
been improved since 1991. In this paper we show that the
strict saddlepoint can be found in O(n lg∗ n) ⊂ o(n lg n)
time, where lg∗ denotes the very slowly growing iterated
logarithm function, coming close to the lower bound of
Ω(n). In fact, we can also compute, within the same run-
time, the value of a non-strict saddlepoint, assuming one
exists. Our algorithm is based on a simple recursive ap-
proach, a feasibility test inspired by searching in sorted
matrices, and a relaxed notion of saddlepoint.
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Sorting Signed Permutations by Reversals in
Nearly-Linear Time

Given a signed permutation on n elements, we need to sort
it with the fewest reversals. This is a fundamental algo-
rithmic problem motivated by applications in comparative
genomics, as it allows to accurately model rearrangements
in small genomes. The first polynomial-time algorithm was
given in the foundational work of Hannenhalli and Pevzner
[J. ACM99]. Their approach was later streamlined and
simplified by Kaplan, Shamir, and Tarjan [SIAM J. Com-
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put.99] and their framework has eventually led to an algo-

rithm that works in O(n3/2√log n) time given by Tannier,
Bergeron, and Sagot [Discr. Appl. Math.07]. However,
the challenge of finding a nearly-linear time algorithm re-
mained unresolved. In this paper, we show how to leverage
results on dynamic graph connectivity to obtain a surpris-
ingly simple O(n log2 n/ log log n) time algorithm for this
problem.
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Convex Approximation and the Hilbert Geometry

Input your abstract, including TeX commands, here. The
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Dimension-Accuracy Tradeoffs in Contrastive Em-
beddings for Triplets, Terminals Top-K Nearest
Neighbors

Metric embeddings traditionally study how to map n items
to a target metric space such that distance lengths are
not heavily distorted; but what if we only care to pre-
serve the relative order of the distances (and not their
length)? In this paper, we are motivated by the fol-
lowing basic question: given triplet comparisons of the
form “item i is closer to item j than to item k,’ can
we find low-dimensional Euclidean representations for the
n items that respect those distance comparisons? Such
order-preserving embeddings naturally arise in important
applications —recommendations, ranking, crowdsourcing,
nearest-neighbor search. Our main results are: 1. Nearly-
Tight Bounds on Triplet Dimension: We introduce the
natural concept of triplet dimension of a dataset, and sur-
prisingly, we show that in order for an ordinal embedding
to be triplet-preserving, its dimension needs to grow as
n
2

in the worst case. This is optimal (up to constant) as
n − 1 dimensions always suffice. 2. Tradeoffs for Dimen-
sion vs (Ordinal) Relaxation: We then relax the require-
ment that every triplet should be exactly preserved and
present almost tight lower bounds for the maximum ratio
between distances whose relative order was inverted by the
embedding (ordinal relaxation). 3. New Bounds on Ter-
minal and Top-k-NNs Embeddings: Going beyond triplets,
we then study two well-motivated scenarios where we care
about preserving specific sets of distances (not necessarily
triplets).
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Fully Dynamic k-Center in Low Dimensions via Ap-
proximate Furthest Neighbors

Given point-set P, the k-center problem is to find a mini-
mum radius r∗ and set C of k points such that the distance
from each point in P to its closest center in C is at most
r∗. While NP-hard to exactly solve, there exists a famous
O(kn) time 2-approximation algorithm due to Gonzalez.
This works by repeatedly adding the furthest neighbor in
P to the current center set C until C contains exactly k
centers. The dynamic version of the problem is to main-
tain P over insertions and deletions of points, in a way that
permits efficiently solving the k center problem for the cur-
rent P. There are various specialized (2+ ϵ)-approximation
algorithms for solving this. The main new technical result
of this paper is an algorithm for returning an approximate
furthest neighbor in a dynamically maintained P from a
query set C. We show that, for points in bounded doubling
dimension, the approximate furthest neighbor problem can
be solved using the known navigating nets data structure
in a new way. This immediately provides a new algorithm
for solving the dynamic k-center problem, by replacing the
search for a furthest neighbor in P to C in Gonzalezs algo-
rithm with this new approximate furthest neighbor search.
Unlike some of the older algorithms, this new approach
does not require knowing k or ϵ in advance. This new ap-
proach can also be used to solve the dynamic Euclidean
k-center problem.
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Revisiting Random Points: Combinatorial Com-
plexity and Algorithms

Consider a set P of n points uniformly and independently
from [0, 1]d for a constant dimension d – such a point set is
extremely well behaved in many aspects. For example, for
a fixed r ∈ [0, 1], we prove a new concentration result on
the number of pairs of points of P at a distance at most r –
we show that this number lies in an interval that contains
only O(n log n) numbers. We also present simple linear
time algorithms to construct the Delaunay triangulation,
Euclidean MST, and the convex hull of the points of P. The
MST algorithm is an interesting divide-and-conquer algo-
rithm which might be of independent interest. We also
provide a new proof that the expected complexity of the
Delaunay triangulation of P is linear – the new proof is sim-
pler and more direct, and might be of independent interest.
Finally, we present a simple O(n4/3)polylog(n)) time algo-
rithm for the distance selection problem for d = 2.
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Insertion-Only Dynamic Connectivity in General
Disk Graphs

Let S ⊆ R2 be a set of n sites in the plane, so that every
site s ∈ S has an associated radius rs > 0. Let D(S) be the
disk intersection graph defined by S, i.e., the graph with
vertex set S and an edge between two distinct sites s, t ∈ S
if and only if the disks with centers s, t and radii rs, rt in-
tersect. Our goal is to design data structures that maintain
the connectivity structure of D(S) as S changes dynami-
cally over time. We consider the incremental case, where
new sites can be inserted into S. While previous work fo-
cuses on data structures whose running time depends on
the ratio between the smallest and the largest site in S,
we present a data structure with O(α(n)) amortized query
time and O(log6 n) expected amortized insertion time. We
also show that the same approach can be used for arbitrary
intersection graphs.
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Detecting Points in Integer Cones of Polytopes Is
Double-Exponentially Hard

Let d be a positive integer. For a finite set X ⊆ Rd, we de-
fine its integer cone as the set IntCone(X) := {

∑
x∈X λx ·x |

λx ∈ Z≥0} ⊆ Rd. Goemans and Rothvoss showed that,

given two polytopes P,Q ⊆ Rd with P being bounded, one
can decide whether IntCone(P ∩ Zd) intersects Q in time

enc(P )2
O(d)

· enc(Q)O(1) [J. ACM 2020], where enc(·) de-
notes the number of bits required to encode a polytope
through a system of linear inequalities. This result is the
cornerstone of their XP algorithm for Bin Packing param-
eterized by the number of different item sizes. We comple-
ment their result by providing a conditional lower bound.
In particular, we prove that, unless the ETH fails, there
is no algorithm which, given a bounded polytope P ⊆ Rd

and a point q ∈ Zd, decides whether q ∈ IntCone(P ∩ Zd)

in time enc(P, q)2
o(d)

. Note that this does not rule out the
existence of a fixed-parameter tractable algorithm for the
problem, but shows that dependence of the running time
on the parameter d must be at least doubly-exponential.
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A Simple (1 - ?)-Approximation Semi-Streaming
Algorithm for Maximum (Weighted) Matching

We present a simple semi-streaming algorithm for (1 −
ϵ)-approximation of bipartite matching in O(log(n)/ϵ)
passes. This matches the performance of state-of-the-art
“ϵ-efficient’ algorithms—the ones with much better depen-
dence on ϵ albeit with some mild dependence on n—while
being considerably simpler. The algorithm relies on a di-
rect application of the multiplicative weight update method
with a self-contained primal-dual analysis that can be of
independent interest. To show case this, we use the same
ideas, alongside standard tools from matching theory, to
present an equally simple semi-streaming algorithm for
(1−ϵ)-approximation of weighted matchings in general (not
necessarily bipartite) graphs, again in O(log(n)/ϵ) passes.
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Ssd Wear Leveling with Optimal Guarantees

Flash-based solid-state drives (SSDs) are fundamental
building blocks of modern computer systems. However,
due to the unique characteristics of flash media, each part
of the SSD is limited in the number of times it can be writ-
ten to. Maximizing the total number of write operations
supported by the SSD is a challenging problem which has
been addressed by the storage systems community for more
than two decades. This optimization requires minimizing
the internal garbage collection overheads of the SSD, and
distributing the write operations evenly across the entire
device. In this paper we address this challenge, considering
it in both online and offline settings. In the online setting,
we propose a simple randomized algorithm and prove its
optimality. Compared to previous solutions, our algorithm
both exhibits better performance and is effective for a wider
(and more practical) range of SSD parameters. In the of-
fline setting, we prove that the problem is NP-complete,
and present an algorithm with near-optimal performance
on any input.
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CP50

When Stochastic Rewards Reduce to Deterministic
Rewards in Online Bipartite Matching

We study the problem of vertex-weighted online bipartite
matching with stochastic rewards where matches may fail
with some known probability and the decision maker has to
adapt to the sequential realization of these outcomes. Re-
cent works have studied several special cases of this prob-
lem and it was known that the (randomized) Perturbed
Greedy algorithm due to Aggarwal et al. (SODA, 2011)
achieves the best possible competitive ratio guarantee of
(1−e−1) in some cases. We give a simple proof of these re-
sults by reducing (special cases of) the stochastic rewards
problem to the deterministic setting of online bipartite
matching (Karp, Vazirani, Vazirani (STOC, 1990)). More
broadly, our approach gives conditions under which it suf-
fices to analyze the competitive ratio of an algorithm for
the simpler setting of deterministic rewards in order to ob-
tain a competitive ratio guarantee for stochastic rewards.
The simplicity of our approach reveals that the Perturbed
Greedy algorithm has a competitive ratio of (1−e−1) even
in certain settings with correlated rewards, where no results
were previously known. Finally, we show that without any
special assumptions, the Perturbed Greedy algorithm has
a competitive ratio strictly less than (1 − e−1) for vertex-
weighted online matching with stochastic rewards.
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CP50

Growing a Random Maximal Independent Set Pro-
duces a 2-Approximate Vertex Cover

This paper proves that a simple greedy algorithm for find-
ing a maximal independent set in a graph is also a random-
ized 2-approximation algorithm for weighted vertex cover.
The unweighted version of the algorithm has existed for
decades as a maximal independent set algorithm, but was
not previously known to approximate vertex cover. This re-
sult leads to several new insights and simplified algorithms
for different graph problems as corollaries. This includes a
simple O(log n)-round parallel algorithm for vertex cover,
simplified approximation algorithms for certain edge dele-
tion problems, connections to correlation clustering, and
insights for list heuristic algorithms for vertex cover.
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CP50

Simple and Asymptotically Optimal Online Bipar-
tite Edge Coloring

We provide a simple online ∆(1 + o(1))-edge-coloring al-
gorithm for bipartite graphs of maximum degree ∆ =
ω(log n) under adversarial vertex arrivals on one side of
the graph. Our algorithm slightly improves the result of
(Cohen, Peng and Wajc, FOCS19), which was the first,
and currently only, to obtain an asymptotically optimal
∆(1 + o(1)) guarantee for an adversarial arrival model.
More importantly, our algorithm provides a new, simpler

approach for tackling online edge coloring.
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CP51

Conditional Lower Bounds for Sparse Parameter-
ized 2-Csp: A Streamlined Proof

Assuming the Exponential Time Hypothesis (ETH), a re-
sult of Marx (ToC’10) implies that there is no f(k) ·
no(k/ log k) time algorithm that can solve 2-CSPs with k
constraints (over a domain of arbitrary large size n) for
any computable function f . This lower bound is widely
used to show that certain parameterized problems cannot
be solved in time f(k)·no(k/ log k) time (assuming the ETH).
The purpose of this note is to give a streamlined proof of
this result.
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CP51

Minimum-Cost Paths for Electric Cars

An electric car equipped with a battery of a finite capacity
travels on a road network with an infrastructure of charg-
ing stations. Each charging station has a possibly different
cost per unit of energy. Traversing a given road segment
requires a specified amount of energy that may be positive,
zero or negative. The car can only traverse a road segment
if it has enough charge to do so, and it cannot charge its
battery beyond its capacity. More precisely, the charge in
the battery can never drop below zero and it can never ex-
ceed its capacity. To travel from one point to another the
car needs to choose a travel plan consisting of a path in the
network and a recharging schedule that specifies how much
energy to charge at each charging station on the path, mak-
ing sure of having enough energy to reach the next charging
station or the destination. The cost of the plan is the total
charging cost along the chosen path. We reduce the prob-
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lem of computing plans between every two junctions of the
network to two problems: Finding optimal energetic paths
when no charging is allowed and finding standard shortest
paths. When there are no negative cycles in the network,
we obtain an O(n3)-time algorithm for computing all-pairs
travel plans, where n is the number of junctions in the
network. We obtain slightly faster algorithms under some
further assumptions. We also consider the case in which a
bound is placed on the number of rechargings allowed.
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Modern Hashing Made Simple

Modern work on hashing has led to hash tables with ex-
traordinary guarantees. However, these data structures are
too complex to be taught in (even an advanced) data struc-
tures course. In this paper, we show that this need not be
the case: using standard machinery that we already teach,
one can construct a simple hash table that offers guaran-
tees much stronger than what are classically taught: Oper-
ations are O(1)-time with high probability; the hash table
stores n k-bit items in nk+O(n log log n) bits of space; and
the hash table is dynamically resized, so the space bound
holds with respect to the current size n at each time step.
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Contention Resolution for the ℓ-Fold Union of a
Matroid via the Correlation Gap

The correlation gap of a real-valued set function f : 2N →
R+ [ADSY10] measures the worst-case ratio between two

continuous extensions of f over all points in the unit cube;
informally the gap measures the worst-case benefit of cor-
relations between the variables. The correlation gap of any
monotone submodular set function is known to be at most
(1 − 1/e), and this bound is tight even for the rank func-
tion of a uniform matroid of rank 1. Via a connection
established in [CVZ14], this yields an optimal contention
resolution scheme for rounding in a matroid polytope. In
this paper, we study the correlation gap of the rank func-
tion of the ℓ-fold union of a matroid M, denoted by Mℓ,
defined as the (matroid) union of ℓ-copies of M. We prove
that the correlation gap of Mℓ, for any matroid M, is at

most 1− ℓℓe−ℓ

ℓ!
; this bound behaves as 1− 1√

2πℓ
as ℓ grows.

This generalizes the results in [Yan11, BFGG20, KS23];
they established this gap for the uniform matroid of rank
ℓ which can be viewed as the ℓ-fold union of a uniform ma-
troid of rank 1; moreover this bound is tight even for this
special case. The correlation gap yields a corresponding
contention resolution scheme for Mℓ which was the initial
motivation for this work.
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Simpler Distribution Testing with Little Memory

We consider the question of distribution testing (specifi-
cally, uniformity and closeness testing) in the streaming
setting, i.e., under stringent memory constraints. We im-
prove on the results of Diakonikolas, Gouleakis, Kane, and
Rao (2019) by providing considerably simpler algorithms,
which remove some restrictions on the range of parameters
and match their lower bounds.
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